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e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.

-

Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including" post audit" chargebacks.
Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CREDI TEK®
End-to-End Receivables Management""

Offices Nationwide

1 -800- 2164000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
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Subsc ribe online to
the indus try's only
dedicated Ac tivity Based Costing/
Management
Journal, featuring
Case Studies
of leading
implementations .

Subscribe this summer and
get this Roadtrip mug.

The ABC Authority
www.abctech.com

ABC Technoloeies
www.aocrecn.com

www.abctech.c o m

is a tremendous resource showcasing success in ABC/M and Performance Management projects.

The site is full of gems including 10 white papers with great explanations of concepts such as "New Age Accounting: Activity-based
Budgeting ", over 50 detailed project case studies of how leading Manufacturing, Service and Public Sector organizations are using
ABC/M successfully, and other useful features such as an interactive quiz to determine if your organization needs ABC, created
by ABC guru Gary Cokins. But be careful .... if ABC/M information interests you, this site could really get your heart pounding.
UseWeb Priority Code# STR899
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Introducing SupplierUniverse'"
If you want to find out about the latest electronic procurement
technology that can add up to significant savings of time and money,
here's an event you can't afford to miss. Fast -paced and information packed, this Web seminar introduces SupplierUniverse"—a new offering
from Clarus'" that takes the pain of supplier integration out of
electronic procurement once and for all.
It Couldn't be Easier to Attend
Participate in this one -hour seminar from the convenience of your own
office. To register, or for more information, call 800 - 437 -0734 or visit
our Web site at www.claruscorp .com /supplieruniverse.

C LAvR U S'"
www.claruscor P .com
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26 Onthe Cusp

BY

WILLIAM

G.

ARM ST RONG,

JR.

Throughout his career IMNs new president, Bud Kulesza, has been a change agent. Now he takes on the
challenging role of leading IMA into the next century.

34GlobalRiskManagement BY

NEIL

F.

CARLSON

Honeywell put all its risk exposures into one basket under a single insurance policy, but so far its pioneering

action hasn't kicked off a trend for international companies. 0

Navistar'sDreamTeam BY

MARK

L. FRIGO, C M A , C P A , AND

, C M A, CPA
is international truck manufacturer trains project leaders (Black Belts) to
ATHER

ANNE

Kos

d teams to accelerate cost and profit improvement efforts which are then
asured by activity -based management (ABM) criteria. 0

NoJoke—PerformanceMeasuresCanDeliver BY R A L P H

DRTINA

This consultant to a Fortune 500 company proved that performance measures�are�worthwhile�—but�you�have�to�plan�and�implement�them�very
carefully. 0

52SpendingYourAdDollarsWisely BY

LINDA

M.

B L I L E Y,

CMA

It's time financial executives focus on marketing to better equip themselves to help plan new products and prices, uncover hidden opportunities, and focus company resources.

y� J

Articles meet CPE requirements for: Q NASBA and IMA /CMA /CFM or * IMA /CMA /CFM
For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA websfte, www.imanet.org or
contact Alice Hayes at (201) 5739000, ext. 213; fax (201) 5738185; or by email at ahayes@imanetorg.
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56DefendingYourDollars

TOPLINE6

BY

DENNIS

THOMAS

A.

M.

HANNO

, CPA

, AND

HUGHES

, CPA
Some 30% of workers look for ways to steal from
employers— that's why controllers and financial

Do you know your business? Finance people need to
know all aspects of their business in order to be a
real business partner.

managers must develop defensive strategies and

PERSPECTIVES9

controls to protect the bottom line.

Unlimited value. The value of IMA membership is

0

T &E special

priceless.

CAREERS10
Skills for a new millennium.
Information technology
expertise is a basic skill

TOOLSOFTHETRADE62
PC Expo '99 • Macworld Expo 99 • T &E

needed to thrive in today's
business world.

Technology

wg-�,P1 3

LQLI-_))�
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BESTPRACTICES14
A compelling vision for business partnership. Asking
the right questions is an essential part of the business partner's role.

STRATEGICCOSTMANAGEMENT18
Designing ABC systems for strategic costing and
operational improvement.

WORLDVIEW25
European technology firms surge. PWC survey
charts the growth of small and medium -sized
European companies.

T&ETECHNOLOGY:DONT
' LEAVENOMEWITHOUTIT10
BY

GLENN

CHENEY

Thanks to software technology, it's now easier
than ever to monitor and control travel and
entertainment expenses. 0

departments
STREETWISE21

VENDORS16

Controlling travel costs • Moving? Want to rent out
your house? Part II • Corporations cross fingers on

CASESTUDIES18

tax simplification • Cornerstones of decision mak-

Customers get quality timekeeping with Deltek's

ing • Standards of ethical conduct

ET Enterprise • Inte1lisol helps Controllink
achieve engineering excellence • SQL *Time clocks

CLASSIFIED94

savings at Indus International • CMS Open
shrinks planet earth for computer company •
Maximizing the muscle of ERP systems • Incyte

4

ADINDEX95

Pharmaceuticals saves with paperless expense

ENDNOTE96

reporting

Time, travel, expen
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ST EVE BENJAMIN
Director - Technical Services
A u d i o V i s u a l In n o va t i o n s
SBT Pro Series

user

si n ce 19 9 7

)ou get what you pay for. At least
that's what Steve Benjamin believed
when he went shopping for an accounting software system that would meet .
his company's growing needs. He
was willing to pay top dollar for a
package that offered the most sophisticated technology
and advanced capabilities. Pro Series
from SBT turned out
to be more than he
ever bargained for.
With a blind eye to price tags, Steve
put 20 leading accounting systems to
the test. He compared transaction
speed, custom features, expandability
and more. And feature for feature,
Pro Series set the pace. All at a cost
that blew the competition off the shelf.
Now Pro Series is helping Steve and
Audio Visual Innovations save time
and money every day. Because when
it comes to smart business, Steve
knows the deal.
Find out how Pro Series can help with
your company's critical operations. Call
us al 800 - 873 -7282.

Accounting Systems

0

TRY IT FREE
Call us at 800 - 873-1282,
fax ,tour request to
925- 676 -5736, or risil w
at u,unu.sbi.com /adq% %er..

® 1999, Software Business Technologies, all rights reserved.
SBT and the SRT logo are registered trademarks, Pro Series
is a trademark of SRT.
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Top Line

By Richard M. Swanson, Publisher

Do You Know Your Business?

•

•

•

In this very issue, Bob Gunn has an excellent column on the subject. I'd like to address
a component often missed by finance professionals seeking to achieve the lofty status
of Business Partner: knowing the business. What do I mean by that?
You need to know your manufacturing processes /technologies. You need to know
your customers' processes and technologies. You need to understand your competition
and your relative strengths and weaknesses versus that competition. You need to know
about your distribution channels, your supply chain, and the entire value chain of
your product and service offering. R &D, sales, marketing, manufacturing, strategic
planning, every function. In short, you need to know your business as broadly as your
CEO does —and maybe even deeper. The CEO likely won't need to know certain
details as well as you because you're going to be supporting people further down in
the organization than he /she may routinely be familiar with.
This doesn't mean you need to become an expert in all or even any of these areas,
but you've got to be able to understand what's happening in the "nonfinancial" parts
of the business and generally understand why. The logic behind this is straightforward:
Decisions impacting the success of your company are made in all these areas;
It's your job to support and influence good decisions; and
You have to have some basis for recognizing what kind of information is necessary
to support good decisions,

Strategic Finance is Indexed in the Accounting and
Tax Index and is available via microform and /or
electronic databases from Bell

Howell Informstion and Learning (formerly UMI), P.O. Box 1346,
&

MUCH HAS BEEN SAID AND WRITTEN ABOUT THE CONCEPT "BUSINESS PARTNER:'

Ann Arbor, MI 48106.1346. For further informstion on format availability, contact UMI or check
UMI's webslte (uml.com).
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the
contents of this Issue for use in courses of
Instruction, so long as the source and IMA's copyright are Indicated in any such reproductions,
Written application must be made to the Editor for
permission to reproduce any of the contents of
this issue for use in other than courses of Instruction—e.g., textbooks and books of readings or
cases. Except as otherwise noted, the copyright
has been transferred to the IMA for all items
appearing in this magazine. For those items for
which the copyright has not been transferred, per mission to reproduce must be obtained directly
from the author or from the person or organization
given at the end of the article.
Quantity reprints of ary article in StratW
Finance or back issues (subject to availability)
may be obtained from Circulation Department,
IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do
not represent IMA policy unless so stated.
Publication of paid advertising and new product
and service information does not constitute an
endorsement by the IMA of the advertiser or the
product or service.

■

So where are you going to come up with all this knowledge? Talk to people. Gain
people's trust that you aren't there to interfere, and ask them about their jobs, problems, strategies, and success stories. Once you get past any initial suspicion, you'll find
that people love to talk about what they do. Visit a manufacturing site, and ask for a
tour by the production manager. I always make it a point to come to those tours
equipped with a basic understanding of the technology, gained from places like the
library or in conversations with others. That way, when I take the plant tour, I can ask
intelligent questions. The best compliment I ever received was when a series of reason ably informed questions led to the inquiry: "Are you sure you're a finance guy ?"
Also, spend half a day with a salesperson out in the field; talk to the R &D people
about what new ideas they're working on; find out from HR about the issues they're
facing. You get the idea. You'll find that this broader knowledge will contribute to your
effectiveness in ways you wouldn't have been able to predict. You'll demonstrate a concern for the business that will open new doors for you. Many of the best finance professionals move into general management and even become CEOs. Why not you? Even
if that doesn't happen, you'll greatly improve your contribution to the success of your
business —and have more fun doing it.

Rick Swanson can be contacted by e-mail at rswanson @imanet.org.
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Registered with the National Association of
State Boards

Accountancy as a sponsor of

tinuing professional education on the National
Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of
accountancy have final authority on the accept ance of individual courses. Complaints regarding
registered sponsors may be addressed to NASBA,
150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville. TN
37219 -2417, 6158804200. IMA is registered
with the North Carolina State Board of CPA
Examiners

a sponsor of

continuing professional educes
tion. Complaints or comments
regarding registered sponsors

C
V PE

may be addressed to the North
Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners, P0.
Box 12827, Raleigh, NC 27605.2827. The North
Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners does not
accept CPE Credit for reading Strategic Finance
and taking a self -study quiz. IMA Sponsor
Numbers: Arizona 275: Delaware CS93: Florida 1229; Illinois 158-000574; Indiana CE92000121;
Maryland 265; New Jersey 313; New York 1396-23;
North Carolina 82 -0158; Pennsylvania PX -437-L
Texas 28; Washington 00319; West Virginia 93090 and NASBA 103004. Qualified sponsor of
CPE for individuals enrolled to practice before the
IRS (enrolled agents).
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Quality Starts with Your Data
n ongoing commitment to
Diagnostics found such a system in
quality separates successful
MIS Alea, the real -time database
companies from also -rans. While
from MIS AG of Florham Park, N.J.,
quality is most closely associated
and we use it as the core of our
with products, engineering, and
planning and reporting system.
business processes, it is also a critical
Using this spreadsheet- driven
component of corporate data. Withdatabase solution, we built a headout quality business information
quarters application for financial
systems and databases aligned to the
consolidation of Bayer Diagnostics'
specific goals of your company, how
worldwide business, and we imcan you be sure you are working
proved communication with our inwith highest, quality data?
ternational branches. The system alToday, business decisions need to
lows reporting on such complex
be made quickly to capitalize on opmeasures as currency vs. operative
portunities in a changing global marvariance. And, with the standard
ketplace. The right data access and
spreadsheet front -end, we require virmanagement system improve data
tually no user training or IT involvequality and let you find the right anment. Once the system was protoswers to improve your global budgettyped on a single -user machine, it
ing and management reporting.
took only four hours to bring it up in
At Bayer Diagnostics, we live by
client /server mode for 20 users.
spreadsheets. They are so important
Now, we are taking things further
and pervasive that we even used
to combine budgeting and reporting
spreadsheets as our primary budgetinto a financial data mart. With a
ing and reporting systems. While our
data mart, users can quickly perform
spreadsheet- oriented database
comparisons of several types of data
across numerous levels. Previously,
worked well early on, as we expanded it could not meet our requirewe had to access lists of records
through a database query, which
ments. We needed a new, powerful
database environment to perform
was a time - consuming and
A
r
quick ad -hoc analysis for
error -prone process.
enhanced control and
Because the more you know...
reporting of our worldwide business.
We also wanted to preserve the
Today, our financial users can
spreadsheet's familiarity and ease of
leverage their knowledge of Excel.
use. A system that features an Excel
Using OLAP technology, Bayer Diagspreadsheet front -end attached to a
nostics' financial, marketing, and lopowerful database environment
gistics analysts can create hierarchies
would give users more flexibility to
and new relationships using drag extract critical information and proand- drop functionality. The Excel
vide for easier, better analyses. Bayer
front -end also makes it easy to trans-

his
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late complex numeric scenarios into
a wide variety of reports and presentations. Users can outline and format
a graph, report, or presentation and
populate it simply by linking data in
the data mart. The new system dramatically reduces the time needed to
generate reports presentations and
business analyses from days to hours.
At Bayer Diagnostics, we are also
eliminating the financial depart ment/IT department infighting that
is so common when deploying an
application that satisfies the needs
of business users and technical staff.
We used OLAP technology to develop the data mart in less than three
months —about one -half the time it
usually takes to create such a system.
Leveraging the Excel front -end and
powerful database increased communication, accelerated the speed of
development, and reduced costs of
generating financial applications.
Also the data mart costs were approximately 1/10th of what it would
have cost if we built the system using
other products.
Achieving success demands a
commitment to quality, and it all
starts with your data and business
information systems. By taking advantage of the new breed of powerful business intelligence and database systems that incorporate the
ease of use of your trusty spreadsheet, you can find the quality edge
you need to keep your company
competitive.
By Frank Moretti, manager,
Business Information Systems,
Bayer Diagnostics Inc.
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Kathy Williams
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Michael Castelluccio
P R O D UC TI O N

Manager: Lisa Nasuta
Patricia L. Keeley

Unlimited Va I ue I

by C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM

As the 80th President of the world's largest association of accounting, finance, and information management professionals, I feel for-

CIR CU LATIO N

Alice Schulman
E D I T O R W . ASSIS TANT

Janet 01rich
E D I TO R IA L C O N S UL T A N T

James M. Hart

tunate to have an opportunity to give back to IMA —an organization that has made a significant difference in my life. Not just
through the obvious continuing education and certification programs that helped me gain and maintain the ever - changing skill set
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Sales: Tony McLean, Beth Susi
142 East 30th Street
New York, NY 10016
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necessary for a successful career, but also through other rewards.
As t h e fir st p re sid i ng Pr e si d en t
bership? Education, certification,
professional contacts, and friends...
with a CMA and a CFM, I encourage
all members to pursue these worthit can't be calculated.... After all,
while credentials. The difference they
the friends alone are priceless!
We are the IMA —the world's
can make is enormous. Some
largest association of its kind. We
CMA/CFM successful exam takers
work in a profession that has been
are fortunate enough to be granted
good to us. We are Proud
immediate salary increases
of the Past as we stay
in addition to public
Poised for the Future. I
recognition. But the greatlook forward to my upest benefit is the increased
knowledge you will have
coming year as your President. The challenges we
gained preparing for the
face as we move into the
exam that will also prenext millennium together
pare you well for job chalwill be formidable. I need
lenges, and the successful
your input, your "Two
handling of those chalC.S. "BUD" KULESZA
Cents," so that as a team we
lenges usually won't go
can make a difference and make IMA
unnoticed.
even better than we currently are.
But education and certification are
Remember that TEAM is an acronym
only part of the IMA experience. The
people you meet are the other part.
for Together Everyone Achieves
Whether it's increasing your business
More, and you play the most important part in our team's success.
contacts or making friends, at IMA
Take the first step, and make youryou meet the best people there are, and
during my association with this organself a "priceless" friend by sharing
with someone you know your knowlization I have met some great individuals and made some lifelong friends.
edge of the unlimited value
of IMA membership. ■
What is the value of IMA memAugus t 1 9 9 9 � ST RATEGIC FIN AN CE
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Skills for a New Millennium
In a world in which job security will rest primarily on the competencies an
employee brings to the marketplace, the ability to continue learning and mastering new skills will become a key career advantage for finance professionals in the
21st Century. Accurately predicting important trends in both the accounting field
and in the workplace in general —and identifying the skills that will be required
to keep up with them —is easier said than done, however. What will the most
valuable skills really be in the new millennium?
Though no one has a
crystal ball, identifying
trends often provides
valuable clues as to
what's to come.
Research conducted by
our firm shows that,
besides basic accounting skills, finance professionals will need
advanced technical
knowledge, familiarity
with international standards, and well- developed interpersonal and
communication skills.

There are solid reasons for
this policy. As financial systems conversions become
more widespread across all
industries, firms are looking to their accountants
not only for expertise in
using the new technology,
but also for advice in planning and implementing
such projects. An in -depth
knowledge of a variety of
computer systems and
sophisticated financial software applications isn't only
advantageous, but, increasingly, required.

Technical Proficiency Imperative
While staying current with accounting best practices will
always be the core of your skill set, information technology (IT) expertise has now begun to take the lead among
indispensable tools as we head toward the 21st Century.
In a survey developed by our firm, more than half of
1,400 chief financial officers polled said IT training will
be their first priority in supporting professional development for their accounting staff in the next two years.
10
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`People' Skills Showcased
In addition to the premium placed on technical competencies themselves, technology is exerting another, perhaps more subtle, effect on the future financial manager's
essential range of skills. As the latest innovations allow us
to communicate more rapidly, more often, and with
greater numbers of people, opportunities to interact with
others —both in writing and verbally —are multiplied. As

TO:

your current payroll service provider

RE: Your termination

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT

WI LL NO LO N GE R BE I N
your company

NEED OF YOUR

SERVICES. Not that you care. You never
disparaging adjective

returned my

phone calls. And besides, your work is sloppy, and you charge too
expletive

much.
expletive

Well, to

with you. I'm switching to Abra Payroll®from Best Software. These
a very bad place

guys are like the

of payroll software. First of all, Abra Payroll gives
favorite superhero

me back the control and accuracy you power -hungry

took away. Second, it has great
plural animal

features like a special trial payroll run and more than 100 reports built right in. And third, it's part
of�Abra�Suite'�—the�#1�HR�/payroll�solution�for�growing�businesses.

Plus, it's Y2K compatible and pays for itself in less than a year! And unlike you
flying scavengers

Best Software won't surprise us with hidden costs or fees. Put it all together and I'd have to be
crazy to continue this relationship with you greedy
parasites

expletive adverb

Best Regards,
Your name
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Call us now for a FREE demo CD and white paper.
;n•a Suite and Abra Payroll are registered trademarks of Abra Software, Inc. The Hest logo is a registered trademark of Best Software, Inc.

V2K COMPATIBLE

\

www.bestsoftware.com/lett er l
Circle No. 2

800.424.9392 ext. 3735

Inc.
Best S oftware,
._ . .._.. ..__ ..._
2222S

a result, your interpersonal and
communication or "people" skills
will be showcased.
In another survey, over three fourths of chief information officers
polled said they thought more widespread use of technology will require
workers to communicate more effectively and articulately. Depending on
the quality of your interpersonal
abilities, this trend can have both
positive and negative results. With
more frequent information
exchange, people who are lacking in
communication, diplomacy, and
problem - solving skills, for example,
will reveal these shortcomings to
wider audiences.
Problems resulting from a tactlessly handled situation or an offhand remark once limited to a small
circle of colleagues will soon be
broadcast to hundreds or thousands
of people via forwarded a -mails or
videoconferences. On the other
hand, those who are able to persuade
and motivate effectively will be able
to accomplish much more in less
time. Either way, the effect on business relationships —and, ultimately,
careers —will be inescapable.

Work Teams
Tap `Soft' Skills
Another reason people skills will
become more and more important
to accounting professionals in the
next century is an increased emphasis on self - directed work teams. A
result of stepped -up customer and
productivity demands, project teams
will collaborate on such efforts as
evaluating ways to deliver products
more quickly while keeping costs
affordable to clients. Thriving in
such an environment requires the
ability to work well with a number
of different —and often opposite —
personalities and individual
12
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approaches to getting the job done.
No longer solely the domain of
supervisors, skills such as negotiation, persuasiveness, and active listening will be critical for every
member of the team.
Closely tied to the move toward
team projects, yet another demand
on interpersonal and communication abilities is being brought to bear
by the changing roles of finance professionals as they are asked to take a
big - picture view of company objectives and to apply their skills in a
broader context. People skills
become more crucial as staff members are called upon to serve on
interdepartmental teams to offer
advice in such areas as business
expansion, revenue enhancement,
and information technology initiatives. In addition, the increasing
globalization of business will continue to create strong demand for
accounting and finance professionals
well versed in international
transactions and regulations.
Knowledge of accounting standards —which can vary considerably
from country to country —as well as
familiarity with the language and
culture of nations involved in international business will be a highly
sought -after area of competency in
future financial professionals.

Pass the CFM Exam.
.
Guarantee d
Available by pa r t !

Or we'll rehmd your purchase price* I
Get the on- demand computerized review for the
on- demand computerized CFM Exam.
Order it. Complete it. Pass the very next time.
Or we'll refund your purchase price!

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2229
MicroMash.
Need CPE? CAB for our
fre e

Of mo
=t ha
re n" l o p kN!

[kwnkwd a flee demo mwww.Micmhla. h.ami
.Cenein rt.uiok apply. Cull fix complete deluil..
01998 M- Mi —Muh. I., Regime d Iredemmks'.
Mi M.h.M -Muh, Inc. All ether vat
k, Ore the
Progeny of their _Pecrire mmPOnk .

Millennium Skills
Enhanced by Training
Once they're identified, there are a
number of paths you can follow to
develop these new capabilities. While
certain technical skills can be
acquired on the job, many businesses
provide tuition reimbursement for
those who enroll in courses offered
by local universities, associations,
and other educational institutions.
Internet -based training is also
becoming a useful option for busy
professionals. Developing excellent
people skills ultimately requires
astute observation and a certain
amount of experience, but there are
also some specific ways you can
build competence in these areas, too.
Consider seeking a mentor inside or
outside your company to learn the
best ways to navigate difficult situations. Volunteering to lead a professional or civic association committee
also can improve interpersonal, leadership, and communication skills.
Even though it's unlikely that
future trends will ever completely
eclipse the need for solid accounting
competencies, augmenting your
basic skill set with both IT expertise
and enhanced interpersonal abilities
will go a long way in preparing you
for the next millennium. The intellectual growth acquired through formal training or mentoring coupled
with a rich variety of job assignments will not only prepare you for
the future but will also provide a
much - needed mental and emotional
challenge. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Half, Accountemps® and RHI
Management Resources ®.
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

A Compelling Vision for Business Partnership
on business partnership is Johnson & Johnson's vision for
the finance organization. It states that the role of the
finance staff is one of "influencing the right business
decisions to grow cash now and earnings
faster than the competition.'
What makes these words so compelling?
They speak to the role, the actions, and the
contributions of a business partner. The
role is one of influence, the actions concern themselves with right decisions, and
the contributions are fundamental to business prosperity. Let's explore each one.
Line managers are often puzzled when
their finance staff talks about being a business partner. Expert, "sure"; advisor,
"maybe "; partner, "never" is the sense you
get from many executives. The word "partner" seems to cross an invisible boundary
and trespass on the leader's authority. No
doubt! Partnership conveys a sense of joint decision making, accountability, and consequence. When you're working as a partner, the mutuality of interests and actions is
inseparable. For most line managers this implies sharing
too much power and control.

Influencing, not Controlling, Events
Astute finance professionals seeking to influence outcomes
define power and control as "making things happen
toward an end:' For them the "law of the situation" governs action. Power flows from insights about the work situation itself, not from an organizational chart or title. And
it's used in conjunction with others —power "with" those
involved in the work as opposed to power `over" them.
14
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So the image is one of the finance person standing
shoulder to shoulder with line managers and using
unique insights and perceptions to help them see what
needs to be done next. Finance professionals do this by
stepping back from
the situation to gain
distance and by listening deeply to others and to their own
inner wisdom to
achieve perspective.
An example might
be the operations
controller who uses
cost and operational
data to help factory
personnel improve
productivity. While
the local management team may
appreciate the controller's help, their views are more
likely to be shaped by the "way things are always done
around here" than by openness to fresh insights. So the
controller's good suggestions are rebuffed as intruding
on managerial autonomy.
It doesn't have to be that way. To improve chip
throughput, Frito -Lay consolidated the cost accountants
from more than 30 plants into a single organization.
Freed from the narrow perspective of a single site, these
people were able to step back and see a bigger picture.
This broader perspective enabled them to generate a series
of ideas for improvement based on a systemic view of
operations. They were able to see situations that called out
for action and to look beyond customary procedures or
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The CFM (Certified in Financial Management)
designation, sponsored by the Institute of
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Financial Management Association International,
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Surveys show that holders of IMA
certifications will earn $500,000 more than a
non - certified professional over the course of a
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corporate financial professionals. Give your career the

CFM advantage.
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Financial know -how. Management expertise.

Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 265, or
email us at: cfm @imanet.org

problems of rank and responsibility.
In a real sense they became partners with those doing the work and
were able to use their knowledge to
help others. For Frito -Lay, tangible
improvements at one site were
multiplied across many.

Taking the Right Actions
The J &J concept of "right decisions"
has both powerful and subtle
connotations.
One powerful assertion is that
"right decisions" are made, and, by
inference, "right actions" are taken.
Yet, how many times in your career
have you witnessed or been party to
a flawed decision or wrongheaded
action? A truthful, but probably
painful, answer is too many times to
count. Your contribution to these
"wrong decisions" and "wrong
actions" has probably been in the
form of analytic work, reports, or
data. What seems so clear to you as
you parse the numbers is rarely as
clear to others. People's thoughts
crowd out the facts. Another way of
saying this is that someone who
views the glass as half full will interpret your information optimistically,
while someone who sees the glass as
half empty will take the same facts
and reach the opposite conclusion.
So what do business partners do in
these circumstances? They slow down
the decision process by making sure
the right questions are being explored.
Slowing down the managers,
making sure the right questions are
being addressed, and facilitating an
exploratory process are the essence
of the business partner's impact.
This may seem counterintuitive.
Conventional wisdom encourages
people to make decisions fast, focus
on quick fixes, and have all the
answers at their fingertips.
Unfortunately, not stopping to think
is
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about things more deeply means
that the same issues come up over
and over, that hasty actions result in
consequences that need rework, and
conflicts never get resolved.
Net, net, one rarely sees anyone
saying, "I don't know, let me think
about it" or "Let me reflect on this
for a moment." That's all you need —
a moment of reflection to look deeper, below the surface symptoms, and
get an insight that goes to the heart
of the decision at hand.
When you present this insight in
the form of a question, in essence
you're asking others to turn inward
and see what insights occur to them.
A moment of silence helps! And
after a few minutes they'll begin to
share their insights with each other.
As this process goes on— granted it
can look messy —clarity will emerge
in the form of an obvious direction
that makes sense to everyone.
Problem resolved! Solution
bought into! Implementation obvious! Action fast! What's not to like?
Your value comes from helping
the group stay with this process and
from building their confidence that
"staying in the question" will lead to
decisions" and "right actions.'
When President Kennedy was
dealing with the Cuban Missile
Crisis in 1962, he and his leadership
team took a full week —seven days —
to make the decision to blockade
that country. This gave them plenty
of time to think about the situation
deeply and from every angle. They
asked the right questions!
It was seven days of conflict, but the
exploration process resulted in an
innovative solution that quickly
resolved the crisis. Can you imagine
this kind of calculated reasoning today
when CNN would have microphones
m policy makers' faces five minutes
after the event became public?
It

Focusing on Results
In its vision statement, J &J speaks to
outcomes of growing cash flow and
earnings faster than the competition.
This helps keep the finance staff
mindful that the real relevance of
their work is measured by its impact
on business results. Truly, this is
what matters. But so often in our
desire to "do something" we don't
ask the question, "How does what
I'm about to do help the company
achieve its goals and objectives ?"
Again, stopping to reflect on
what's important to the outcome lets
your common sense guide you
toward the most obvious and direct
ways to increase your impact. In
business, it's results that matter,
whether they relate to customers,
employees, leaders, or stockholders.
Of the 20 -odd administrative
functions, the finance professional
that takes on the role of business
partner is best positioned to lift
business performance. Living this
role with a sense of service, influencing outcomes; a sense of reflection,
helping line managers slow down so
they can tap into their own wisdom;
and a sense of relevance, in
Drucker's words not doing more
efficiently that which should not be
done at all, is what the consummate
finance person does.
J &J captures the essence of this
better than any other vision statement we've seen. If you know of one
that is even stronger, please send it to
us, and perhaps we can share it with
others in a follow -up column. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a
50- person consulting firm that helps
Fortune 500 companies improve the
relevance, value, and productivity of
staff functions. You can call Bob at
(617) 747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn@gunnpartners.com.
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SCM I By Robin Cooper and Regine Slagmulder, Editors

Designing ABC Systems for Strategic Costing
and Operational Improvement
INTELLIGENT COST SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIRES
that the simplest system capable of supporting management's cost information requirements be designed and
implemented (for a discussion on this issue see June 1999s
SCM column). As the demands of a strategic costing system and an operational improvement system are different,
trying to design a single system to perform both tasks can
rapidly lead to conflicts with the principles of intelligent
design. The system for strategic costing requires prospective, up -to -date information at the cost object level, while
the system for operational improvement requires detailed,
real -time activity-based cost information. Probably the
most effective solution is to develop two separate systems,
one for strategic costing and the other for operational
improvement.' The
.
IMWr
1c
_
primary design
challenge created
GEW
by the decision to
develop two cost

activities required might be surprisingly small compared to
today's maximalist designs; 30 or fewer activities are probably sufficient for most settings. Similarly, the operational
improvement system should be designed with the minimum number of activities to achieve its objectives. But for
operational improvement, the appropriate number of
activities could easily be well over 100.

Activity -Based Strategic Costing System

A review of the earliest activity -based strategic costing systems shows that several of them adopted an almost minimalist design approach and only added a small number of
non unit -level cost pools to their existing traditional cost
system. Yet these simple designs provided the additional
insights that management
required to support their
strategic costing requireA M —
ments. For example,
Siemens Electric Motor
Works added only two cost
systems is to ensure
V_
that the two syspools to its highly sophistitems articulate.
cated, multi -cost pool, traWhen a two -sysditional unit -level system.
tem approach is
The first cost pool captured
adopted, the stratethe batch -level costs of progic costing system
cessing an order and movbecomes the starting it through the plant.
ing point in the
The second cost pool capN
design process. It's
tured the batch -level costs
U
J
W
the simpler of the
of processing special comW
W
two systems and can be used to provide the underlying
ponents that were unique to custom motors. The new cost U)
a
pools are more accurately referred to as process cost pools fZ
structure for the operational improvement system. Under
0
intelligent design an activity -based strategic costing system
rather than activity cost pools. For example, at Siemens the
will contain as few activities as possible commensurate
first process dealt with normal batch -level activities and
with the desired level of reporting accuracy. The number of I the second process with special component batch -level
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Table

• w Cost to Serve Customers

HIGH COST TO SERVE

LOW COST TO SERVE

Order Custom Products

Order Standard Products

Small Order Quantity

Large Order Quantity

Unpredictable Order Timing

Predictable Order Timing

Customized Delivery

Standard Delivery

Change Delivery Requirements

Steady Delivery Requirements

Manual Processing

Electronic Data Processing

High Hand Holding

Low Hand Holding

Requires Inventory

Requires No Inventory

Requires Capacity

Requires No Capacity

Pay Slowly

Pay on Time

activities. Each of these cost pools contained the costs of
several activities. For example, the first cost pool included
the costs of:
■ Billing,
• Order receiving,
• Product costing and billing, and
• Shipping and handling.
And the second cost pool included the costs of:
■ Inventory handling,
• Product costing and billing,
• Product development,
• Purchasing,
• Receiving,
• Scheduling and production control, and
• Technical examination of incoming order.
Today, many cost system designers might reject the
Siemens design as too simplistic and split out each of the
costs of the individual activities into cost pools and identify
an appropriate cost driver for each activity. They would justify this more complex design as being a "modern," "sophisticated," and "theoretically superior" ABC system. Yet, from
a strategic costing perspective, there would be little additional benefit from such an "enhanced" design. The two batch -level cost system appears to provide managers with
the required level of accuracy. The only improvement that
management might consider exploring is the addition of a
single product -level cost pool that captures the costs of the
activities that deal with parts administration and other
product -level issues.

A similar level of simplicity is observed in
the Kanthal customer - costing system. Again,
only two additional non unit -level process cost
pools were identified. The first one captures the
additional batch -level costs associated with custom production. The second one captures the
batch -level costs associated with processing
sales orders. The only improvement to this system that should be considered is the addition
of both a customer -level cost pool and a product -level one. Yet many system designers would
have taken a different approach to the design of
a strategic costing system for Kanthal. They
would have analyzed all of the ways that cus-

tomers can cause the firm to differentially consume resources. For example, they might have come up
with a list similar to the one in Table 1.
For each of these differences, cost system designers
would have created a cost pool and identified an appropriate driver. This cost system would indeed be more accurate
than the one installed at Kanthal. But it would also be more
expensive to implement and maintain and more subject to
obsolescence. Furthermore, there's a fair chance that the
benefits from any increased accuracy are unlikely to offset
the additional costs of the more "sophisticated" design.

Activity -Based Operational
Improvement System
The objective of an operational improvement program for
production is to create an incentive to reduce the costs of
activities and hence the production processes that contain
them. The manufacturing portion of such a program might
contain an activity-based improvement system and a kaizen
costing system.2 The activity-based system provides the
measurement system to capture performance improvements and the kaizen costing system provides the incentives
and mechanisms to reduce costs. The Siemens and Kanthal
activity-based costing systems, while highly effective for
strategic costing purposes, provide virtually no support for
operational improvement. For that purpose, they are far
too aggregated. Take, for example, the cost pool "processing
special components" in the Siemens system. It contains several distinct activities that should, at a minimum, be identified separately for operational improvement. The operational improvement system for the batch -level production
process would thus consist of a minimum of four activities.
August 1 9 9 9
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In an activity-based operational
improvement system, each of these
activities would have a standard
established that captures the firm's
sustainable performance for that
activity. This standard is known as
the updated standard. For example,
suppose the current updated standard for the order receiving activity
is 10 minutes. If the kaizen costing
system is effective, the workforce
might identify a way to reduce the
order receiving time to nine minutes
the next time the activity is performed. But it would be premature
to immediately change the updated
standard to nine minutes without
further analysis. Perhaps the next
time the activity is performed, the
time taken might be nearly 10 minutes. The key to successful operational improvement is to change the
updated standard only when the
performance improvement has
proved sustainable.
One way to strengthen an operational improvement program is to
establish a standards committee of
highly experienced production
workers and managers who can evaluate the sustainability of any performance improvement. This standards committee is responsible for
evaluating the way that the improvement was achieved and certifying it.
Some firms even have the committee
perform the activity the new way the
next time it's required.
If they take nine minutes, and
when the original work team performs the activity for the third time,
it achieves nine minutes, then, and
only then, is the updated standard
changed to nine minutes. The updated standard should be set to reflect
sustainable performance; it should
not be used to create a pressure to
improve performance. Creating such
a pressure is the function of the
20
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kaizen costing system. Obviously, in
practice, each time the activity is performed the time taken will be slightly
different. It's up to the standards
committee to set the new updated
standard, taking into account the
natural variability of the process.

Integrating the Two Systems
Articulation of the two activity based systems occurs when, periodically, the strategic costing system is
refreshed to reflect the latest values
of the updated standards from the
operational improvement system.
Refreshing is a relatively easy
process: The updated standards for
all of the activities in the operational
improvement systems that are associated with a given process activity
in the strategic costing system are
summed to give the new strategic
costing standard. When the strategic
cost system is run next, reported
costs will incorporate the latest sustainable performance levels of the
firm. The refreshing rules are simple:
1. Refresh every so many months.
2. Refresh whenever a performance
change is considered strategically
significant.
There's one slight improvement
that can be made to the above procedure to refresh strategic standards.
Strategic costing is about the future;
consequently, the reported costs
should be prospective, not current,
and certainly not historic. Creating
prospective strategic standards
requires predicting the anticipated
performance of the firm at some
point, in the future, say six months.
One way to predict future performance levels is to plot prior performance levels at the cost object level and
extrapolate the resulting trend. It's better to plot the trend at the cost object
and not the activity level to reduce

random fluctuations. The trend at the
cost object level reflects the improvements over time in many activities so
should be more stable than the trends
at the individual activity level.
The above two- system approach
allows both the strategic costing and
operational improvement systems to
both articulate and reflect intelligent
design principles. The strategic costing system can be designed at the
process level and need only contain a
relatively small number of process
cost pools. The operational improvement system can contain numerous
activities in the areas where
improvement is required and essentially not exist for areas where
improvement isn't currently
required. Furthermore, the strategic
costing system can be designed to
provide prospective information that
is aggregated at the cost object level,
while the operational improvement
system can provide real -time activity-level feedback. The next column
will explore a software architecture
that enables the strategic costing and
operational improvement systems
to articulate. This architecture is at
the heart of a modern stage -four
integrated cost system design. ■
Robin Cooper is professor in the practice of cost management at the
Goizueta Business School at Emory
University.
Regine Slagmulder is professor of
management accounting, Tilburg
University (the Netherlands), and
visiting professor at the University
of Ghent (Belgium).
I

See Robert S. Kaplan, "One System Isn't
Enough," Harvard Business Review,
January /February 1988, pp. 61 -66.

2

Kaizen costing is the application of the kaizen
(continuous improvement) philosophy to cost
reduction.
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Controlling Travel Costs

Kathy Williams, Editor

ON THE WEB

WHAT ARE CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGERS' FAVORITE WAYS TO CONTROL COSTS?

Using travel vendors with whom they've negotiated special rates and encouraging employees to use the lowest convenient airfares top the list. Next in line is getting employees to
use their corporate charge cards exclusively.
That's what the group told Runzheimer International management consulting firm in
a survey recently. Other methods the managers ranked high were buying nonrefundable
airfares and limiting deluxe hotel accommodations. Interestingly, at the bottom of the list
were encouraging train and automobile travel and requiring
employees to rent compact cars. Employees seemed to
agree, as their compliance ranked in similar order.
And how do companies communicate travel
policies and cost controls to their staffs?
The most popular and satisfactory
methods are a written policy
document, e-mail, and
corporate intranets.
For complete survey
results, write Runzheimer
International, Runzheimer
Park, Rochester, WI 53167; 1
o
call (414) 767 -2200; or
visit their website at
www.runzheimer.com.

CFOs Agree It's an Information Economy
Even federal CFOs are jumping onto the technology bandwagon. As they increase their
use of high -tech solutions to carry out finance programs, they're finding they're improving their financial reporting and decisions and exercising their analytical and management
skills more. And technology means more than computers to these executives.
They're talking about the Internet: They want to create customer - centric websites to
conduct aspects of business from grant and loan applications to the associated financial
transactions like funds commitment, obligation, and disbursement.
And they're talking about using enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems; data warehousing; e- commerce, particularly electronic funds transfer; smart cards in addition to
credit cards; and a variety of analytical tools. With these tools, they hope to set up a better
way to produce and implement sound performance measures as their counterparts outc on t i nu ed o n pa ge 91
side government do, which will lead to a better performing and

Free Web Seminar
from Clarus Corporation
Introducing
SupplierUniverse
August 26 & 31
Fast -paced and
information packed, this
Web seminar introduces
SupplierUniverse m from
Clarus. It takes t h e pain of
supplier integration out of
electronic procurement.
Find out how
SupplierUniverseTM
makes e- commerce
easy for both buyers
and suppliers.
To register call
1- 800 - 437 -0734or go to

www.claruscorp.com
/supplieruniverse.
..............
Strategic Finance
Reader Service Program
Is Now Online for a
Faster Response
Log onto vry w.
strategicfinancemag.
com /getinfo /.
Select the products or
advertisers about whom
you want to receive
FREE information.
Choose to have the
information delivered
by e -mail, mail, phone,
or fax.
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Moving? Want to Rent Out
Your House? Part I I I Anthony P Curatola, Editor

areshamelesslyhawkingproducts
("Flob.com RecruitingOnline,"May

IN THE JULY 1999 ISSUE, WE DISCUSSED THE

1999),1thinkyoushould giveequal

general effects of renting out a principal residence before its sale. This month, we present
the treatment, in the year of the sale of the
principal residence, of depreciation taken when
the residence is rented prior to its sale. Recall —
you have put your house on the market, moved
out, and it hasn't sold. To defray the cost of
maintaining two residences, you rent out the old
house. For the qualified rental period, as
described in §280A(d)(4), all allowable
_
expenses, including straight -line
depreciation over 27.5 years,
have been deducted. Now, the
1
house has finally sold. How
does the depreciation taken
in the years it was rented affect
your taxable income in the year of the sale?
Prior to the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (TRA'97),
the IRS initially argued that the treatment of depreciation taken
on a principal residence rented out should come under the home office
rules, i.e., as though the residence had been converted to business use. The
home office rules required that the gain associated with the portion of the home used for
business be recognized rather than deferred ( §1034) or excluded ( §121). For the treatment
of depreciation taken on the rental of a principal residence to be consistent with the home
office rules, the depreciation would have to have
been recognized (recaptured) as ordinary
income. The reason why is because although the
basis in the principal residence was reduced by
the depreciation taken, the greater gain realized
would be deferred or excluded. However, the
courts ruled that when a principal residence is
rented out, as in the situation above, there was no conversion to business use (see Trisko,
29 TC 515, Bolaris v. Comm., 776 F2d 1428, and Clapham, 63 TC 505). The only effect of
depreciation taken, accordingly, was to reduce the basis of the principal residence and
thereby increase the gain realized.
In addition, because after TRA '86 under §168 straight -line depreciation was taken,
there was no recapture of excess depreciation under §1250 [prior law §1250(d)(7)(A)].
Since the gain could, under certain conditions, be deferred under
continued on page 90

spaceto their dissatisfied customers.
Ijoboften annoysjobapplicantsand
frustrateshiringmanagers.
TheI of ijob stands for Integris, a
largehospital networkandtheir major
user. Ijob gets an 'T' in "Know Your
Customer."Howmanyfloornurseshave
their ownPCat worm?Few.Ijobrecruiting for nurses, aides andother pinkcollar medical workers, who lack Internet
accessduringtheday, annoysthejob
candidatesandinternal applicants.
Thiswassuchanobstaclethat —in
addition to thecomputers at theijob
officethat wereinstalled for public
use—theyalso hadtoinstall computersinHumanResourcesat thehospital
for public use.
Moreover,twomanagersfrom
Integriscomplained theyran multiple
queriesonijobwithout producing
usableresults. I suspect other managersarealsoseekingresumesfirst,
thensendingcandidatestopersonnel
tocompleteijob andtheir applications
afterwards.
LuciaPerri,CPA,CMA
AUTHORRESPONDS
First, this customer is correct in identifying Integris as thebeta sitefor the
technologyandbusinessmodel.Integris
was ijob's beta test, which started in
June1997.Withmutualagreementthe
projectwasdiscontinuedinMay1998
for a varietyof reasons, includingtechnologyissuesandlackofadoptionby
continued on page 91
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Corporations Cross Fingers on Tax
Simplification Stephen Barlas, Editor
REPUBLICANS IN CONGRESS STARTED

at the hearing agreed needed a

developing a tax cut bill this summer,

big fix is subpart E. This provision

and business groups hope it will

was initially enacted as an exceptioi

include the International Tax

to the deferral principle in order to

Simplification for American

tax the types of income considered

Competitiveness Act (H.R. 2018).

relatively movable from one taxing

minimis" income from 5% to 10% of

Rep. Amo Houghton, Jr. (R.- N.Y.),

jurisdiction to another and therefore

gross income, thereby reducing the

chairman of the Ways & Means over-

able to take advantage of low rates of

reporting requirements for many

sight subcommittee, hasn't gone quite

tax. In its 30 years of existence, sub-

companies.

as far as some would like. That's why

part F has been "distended to capture

Lester Ezrati, general tax counsel at

active operating income," complained

Loan Loss Reserves

Hewlett- Packard Co., described the
Houghton bill as bringing "long over-

Ezrati. He suggested that one way to

There are a lot of accountants in the

due, albeit partial, reform to the for-

remove subpart F's artificial barrier to
competitiveness would be to exclude

banking industry who are at a loss
about GAAP and loan loss reserves.

eign tax credit area." He made those

foreign base sales and services income

Rep. Marge Roukema (R.- N.J.), chair-

remarks in front of the Houghton's

from current taxation.

man of the House Banking subcom-

But that kind of "big bite" reform

subcommittee on June 22. Ezrati was

mittee on financial institutions and

representing, besides HP, the Tax

will have to wait. The Houghton bill

consumer credit, is also confused. "I

Executives Institute, Inc., of which he

isn't that ambitious. Instead, it focus-

firmly believe that it is not responsi-

is international president.

es on smaller mouthfuls such as

ble for the federal government to pro-

increasing the foreign base company

vide conflicting

One area of the tax code everyone

continued on page 90

Cornerstones of Decision Making
•

ACTIVITY -BASED MANAGEMENT (ABM) HAS

tion into a management weapon. At

not gone away. Indeed, it is flourishing in a

American Seating, for example, ABM is no

number of companies as detailed in

longer considered a project because it is now

Cornerstones of Decision Making by Steve Player

integrated into management decision mak-

and Carol Cobble (publisher, Oakhill Press,

ing. Finance uses the ABM model to provide

Greensboro, N.C.). A collaborative effort of

data to other functional areas, which is

Arthur Andersen and Armstrong Laing, the book

shared throughout the organization.

is touted as the "first to detail the use of ABM as a

The company plans to incorporate perfor-

strategic tool for cost - effectively improving busi-

mance management strategies into its plans

ness processes on an enterprise level."

for focusing and deploying resources on key

The real value of the book rests on the case studies of

customer requirements and specific strategies by seg-

14 international companies that implemented ABM sys-

ment. As the mini - company concept expands through-

tems. These detailed studies illustrate key trends pro-

out the organization, ABM information will be used to

pelling the evolution of ABM from a financial apphca-

develop strategic information for each mini- company. ■
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Standards of Ethical Conduct for Practitioners of
Management Accounting and Financial Management
PRACTITIONERS OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND

INTEGRITY Practitioners of management accounting

financial management have an obligation to the public,
their profession, the organization they serve, and themselves, to maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct. In recognition of this obligation, the Institute of
Management Accountants has promulgated the following
standards of ethical conduct for practitioners of management accounting and financial management. Adherence
to these standards, both domestically and internationally,
is integral to achieving the Objectives of Management
Accounting. Practitioners of management accounting and
financial management shall not commit acts contrary to
these standards nor shall they condone the commission
of such acts by others within their organizations.

and financial management have a responsibility to:
■ Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and
advise all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.
■ Refrain from engaging in any activity that would
prejudice their ability to carry out their duties ethically.
■ Refuse any gift, favor, or hospitality that would
influence or would appear to influence their actions.
■ Refrain from either actively or passively subverting the
attainment of the organization's legitimate and ethical
objectives.
■ Recognize and communicate professional limitations
or other constraints that would preclude responsible
judgment or successful performance of an activity.
■ Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable
information and professional judgments or opinions.
■ Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity
that would discredit the profession.

COMPETENCE Practitioners of management accounting

and financial management have a responsibility to:
■ Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence by ongoing development of their knowledge and
skills.
■ Perform their professional duties in accordance with
relevant laws, regulations, and technical standards.
■ Prepare complete and clear reports and recommendations after appropriate analysis of relevant and reliable
information.

OBJECTIVITY Practitioners of management accounting

and financial management have a responsibility to:
• Communicate information fairly and objectively.
• Disclose fully all relevant information that could
reasonably be expected to influence an intended user's
understanding of the reports, comments, and
recommendations presented.

CONFIDENTIALITY Practitioners of management

accounting and financial management have a
responsibility to:
■ Refrain from disclosing confidential information
acquired in the course of their work except when
authorized, unless legally obligated to do so.
■ Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the
confidentiality of information acquired in the course
of their work and monitor their activities to assure the
maintenance of that confidentiality.
■ Refrain from using or appearing to use confidential
information acquired in the course of their work for
unethical or illegal advantage either personally or
through third parties.
24
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RESOLUTION OF ETHICAL CONFLICT In applying the

standards of ethical conduct, practitioners of management accounting and financial management may
encounter problems in identifying unethical behavior or
in resolving an ethical conflict. When faced with significant ethical issues, practitioners of management accounting and financial management should follow the established policies of the organization bearing on the resolution of such conflict. If these policies do not resolve the
ethical conflict, such practitioner should consider the
following courses of action:
■ Discuss such problems with the immediate superior
c o n t i n ue d on pa g e 9 0
except when it appears that the
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European Technology
Firms Surge I By Robert F. Randall
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GLOBAL FINANCIAL
REPORTING
STANDARDS

EUROPEAN TE CHNOLOGY COMPANIES GREW BY 25.9% LAST

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING

year, according to a benchmarking study by PriceWaterhouse-

STANDARDS COMMITTEE

Coopers. PWC surveyed organizations employing between

per, "Shaping IASC for the Fu-

10 and 250 people in 10 European countries.

ture," in December 1998. Re-

(IASC) issued a discussion pa-

sponding to the IASC, Edmund L.

Finland and Germany led all other
countries, reporting growth rates of
36.8% and 34.6%, respectively. Switzerland companies trailed with a growth
rate of 6.8 %.The companies surveyed
were involved in software development
and consulting
services, manufacturing, sales and
distribution, and
facilities and
maintenance.
Even though the
companies surveyed were small
to medium - sized,
6 5 % operate internationally, and
19% of their sales
came from outside
their own country.
The most successful companies in the
survey were those that were most adept
at managing new product development
and enhancement, those focusing on a
niche market, and those who spend the
most on R &D. The survey showed that
it takes an average of 1.9 years to bring
a product to market.
PWC noted that, "It is clear from the
study that those organizations which

specialize and focus their core resources
are the ones generating high growth,
high profits, and great potential."
But the survey results indicate that
these European companies may not be
taking advantage of the Internet as well
as U.S. companies.
"[W]bile commerce via the Internet is growing at
compound rates,
organizations appear to be underestimating the huge
potential impact of
E- business. Last
year's UK survey
found organizations expecting the
Internet to account
for no more than
5.5% of their business in 1998.In this
year's survey, that figure has risen to
13% across the European participants."
Like U.S. companies, the European
firms have a problem of hiring quality
technological staff. It was a key concern
for 80% of companies responding. The
PWC survey is titled "Achieving the
Dream" and can be found on the
website, www.pwcglobal.com. ■

Jenkins, chairman of the Financial Accounting Standards Board,
said, "I believe that one day we
should have —and will have —
one global standard setter and
one set of global financial reporting standards."
Achieving this goal, he said,
should be based on three
principles:
"First —and of fundamental
importance

11 involved in glob-

al financial reporting must have
a common mission or objective.
"Second, we must have a
process for developing financial
reporting standards that is accepted and trusted by all constituents and one that assures
the mission of the standard setter is fulfilled.
"The third and final part of
achieving global financial reporting standards is to develop standards that achieve high quality."
He noted that, "Today's IASC
standards as a group do not meet
the requirements needed," but the
leadership of the IASC and FASB
had agreed to work together to
develop standards. ■
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IMA President is steering
profession into 21st Century.
BY

WILLIAM

G.

ARMSTRONG,

JR.

IMA'S NEW PRESIDENT -A SEASONED VETERAN

of the accounting and finance corporate world —
took office July 1. He has seen, and initiated,
many changes as his 30 -year career evolved.
Bud Kulesza is a man who is equally at ease
discussing the roots of the profession — sprinkling his conversations with references to Luca
Pacioli —as he is with computer technology
and the latest international accounting and
n

0

industry issues.

0
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An unabashed cheerleader for the
profession now known as accounting, finance, and information management, he comes out of a long career in various industries, which he
draws upon as a rich source of
analogies.
He's an educator who loves to be
involved with students —and he's a
student of the profession itself, having served as the "godfather" of the
Practice Analysis of Management
Accounting in 1995 and the recently
completed update of this groundbreaking fresh look at the accounting/
finance profession.
Part phrase- maker, part poet,
part blunt industry spokesman who
leaves his mark on every organiza-

Tell us about Bud Kulesza. How did
you get interested in accounting?
I'm the guy who didn't want to be an
accountant. But now that I am one,
I'm proud to be one. I originally
wanted to be a marketer. As I took
business courses, I found that accounting was very logical, although
everyone else seemed to be having a
tough time of it. I said, if it makes that
much sense to me, maybe I'd be missing an opportunity not to find out
more about it. Consequently, I ended
up with an AA degree in accounting.
After I graduated from Middlesex
Community College in 1969, my first
job was with Johnson & Johnson as
an accounting technician. That put

me ?" Well, IMA has a lot of "WIFM.'
It gave me leadership opportunities
and supervisory experiences far earlier than my corporate career might
have allowed. In IMA I was able to
manage fairly sizable groups and
found that I had an ability to get people to do things as volunteers. That's a
transferable skill set —the ability to
get people to do what you'd like them
to do, to help provide a focus and
leadership to accomplish something.
I have received an enormous
amount of top -notch training, particularly in the leadership area, not to
mention the fact that I also became a
CMA and CFM. By taking the CMA
exam fairly early in my career, I found
out what I didn't know —the first

"I'm the guy who didn't want to be an accountant.
But now that I am one, I'm proud to be one.gy
tion he gets involved with, Kulesza
stresses again and again the necessity of looking ahead, reaching out to
grasp new technology, find new solutions. It's no wonder that FASB
member Gerhard G. Mueller —a
friend who has watched him and
worked with him for many years —
calls Bud Kulesza "a man for all
seasons." Mueller says: "Bud
Kulesza is clearly somebody who is
forward looking and is a motivating
force. All of us wonder how he
finds time to do all that he does."
Formerly CFO of ITT Automotive, Bud and his wife have settled
in Austin, Texas, where he continues as executive consultant for ITT
Industries. As he took office as
IMA's 80th president, he sat down
with Strategic Finance to share
some of his experiences as an IMA
member, a business leader, and a
professional.
28
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me one step above clerical level. I
found accounting interesting, logical,
and a good entree into the higher levels within the business organization.
Back in the '70s, remember, "bean
counters" were running General Motors and other companies. There were
an awful lot of accounting people at
the very highest level in organizations.
How did you get involved in IMA?
Has it helped your career?
I immediately joined a local IMA chapter and soon became their director of
meetings —a job nobody wanted. That
involvement gave me some insight into
the fact that accounting was a much
larger profession than I thought.
From director of meetings I've
risen to the level of IMA president.
I remain in IMA because I get something out of it. People often ask about
the "WIFM" factor: "What's in it for

time I sat for it, I didn't pass it. That
taught me in a very nonthreatening
way to take risks — something most
accountants are averse to. When I finally passed it, I was working at ITT. I
went to my employer and said, "Look,
I have a Certification in Management
Accounting." When you explain to an
employer what certification means,
they're always impressed at the
breadth and the depth of the body of
knowledge the exam reflects.
When I took the CFM exam in
1997, I took it for me. I wanted to
make certain that I had those skill
sets, and I wanted to set an example
for others that "learning is a lifelong
process" and to get a sense of just
what someone working for me might
have to go through to pass the test.
As a result I recognize the knowledge
required to pass.
When I first started working on the
CMA, I was working for a J &J com-

pany that Clark Johnson was treasurer of, and he encouraged me to sit for
it. Clark Johnson sent me to my first
IMA conference in 1973. (Clark Johnson was IMA president -elect who
passed away two years ago — Editor.)
Coming into contact with people
like Clark — self -made people —added
to the "WIFM" of IMA for me. It
made me think, "If they can do this,
why can't I ?" Clark served as an example to all of us. One of the best kept secrets about IMA is the ability
to talk with others in the profession
as peers, to find people like Clark
Johnson to mentor us ... to find people from whom we can get career
guidance and with whom we can discuss business problems.
I look at all the friends I've made
through IMA. I've been a member of
five or six different chapters, and
everywhere I've shown up I've been
welcomed. There's always been one
foothold of continuity in our lives
that we could count on —the IMA.
Members in each new community
have helped us settle in and have recommended dentists, doctors, churches, and have given us their friendship.
How is the IMA doing now?
IMA has increased its professional
stature —it's viewed as the largest organization of its kind. We're getting
greater recognition as the voice of its
members. We're being quoted more,
looked to comment more, than in the
past. A lot of things may not be perfect in this organization, or in this
world, but it's important to understand the successes that we've had.
Success breeds success.
We aren't pleased with the continuing membership decline. We ought to
understand that that's not out of the
ordinary for similar organizations,
but we shouldn't be complacent.
Au g ust 1 9 9 9
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There are so many demands placed
on individuals' time today that it's
hard to devote time to organizations
like IMA. Some people have trouble
scheduling another meeting into each
month, some are dual income parents, and there are more single parent
families and a lot more pressures and
commitments today.
We need to figure out how we can
offer more to members so we become
an organization of choice where they
feel comfortable —and where they
want to include us. Fortunately, we
have more to offer them than we ever
did in the past.
People today participate in local
churches, youth sports activities —
things that include family. I'd like to
see us rediscover the kind of fellowship that I talked about earlier. We
ought to ask how we can increase
people's participation by making the
IMA a place where friends can get together once in a while and where
families can be invited. The Annual
Conference is a good example. I know
that there are people in our business
who come to our meetings who are
quite capable of delivering a professional, informative yet entertaining
education discussion applicable to
our daily lives. Retirement and health
care issues, for example.
When you do something that's applicable to people's daily lives, you'll
find that participation picks up. Do I
expect members will attend every single
local chapter meeting? No—but once a
quarter you might draw somebody out
if you had a good enough program.
I'd like us to start being more positive about IMA. There's always room
for continuous improvement. If we
take a positive attitude, we'll feel better about IMA and its programs, and
we'll develop programs that are more
attractive to the professional members as well as their families.
30
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"We need to figure out how we can
of choice where they feel comfortable
You're already famous for the coin
you caused to be minted. Tell us
about "Your Two Cents Worth"
I want input from the grassroots —
I want to know what can we do to
make IMA more attractive and answer their "WIFM." There's an old
adage that if you wanted a person's
opinion you asked for their two cents

worth, although that doesn't seem
like much money today. We want our
members' two cents worth because
we value their input.
To help people remember that we
want their opinion, we have minted
some two -cent coins that the other
members of the OCEO and I will be
passing out to members as a tangible
reminder that their opinions are

offer more to members so we become an organization
— and where they want to include us.py
worth something. On one side is the
IMA logo. It says, "We Value Our
Members' Input." On the other side is
the Seattle Space Needle superimposed over the Philadelphia Independence Hall. It says, "Proud of the past,
poised for the future." I'd like to see
that people with good ideas receive a
coin as a tangible renewal of this spirit. We started passing them out at the
Annual Conference in Seattle.
You know, I come from the automotive industry, and I like to use the
analogy that while driving in an automobile you've got both a windshield
and a rear -view mirror. You need
both of them, but you use the windshield a whole lot more than you use
the rear -view mirror. Think of the
IMA as being like the car. It's even
more important that you have a good
clear windshield so you can see what's
ahead. But you still need that rearview mirror. And as speed increases,
the windshield becomes even more
important. The same can be said of
the speed of change within our
profession and the need ti
forward looking. If you m
properly, you'll get where
going optimally.

OCEO, 1999 -2000:
L.-r., Frank C. Minter,
CPA, President-elect;
Pamela Prinz Stewart,
Chair; Keith Bryant,
Jr., CMA, Former
Chair; and C.S. "Bud"
Kulesza, CMA, CFM,
President.

What's been the toughest challenge
In your professional career?
Challenges can be both tough and rewarding at the same time. One of the
most significant challenges I faced was
when I joined ITT Automotive in 1990.
We were a $2.8 billion company; I had
1,100 people in accounting, finance,
and information management who
worked for me around the world. By
the time we sold it, it had grown to $5.5
billion in sales. And the challenge I had
was reengineering the accounting, finance, and information management
functions. We reduced staff size to just
over 600 as the business doubled. And
we did it without mass layoffs.
I had to make people understand
as we reengineered that their talents
and jobs in accounting, finance, and
information management would
serve them extremely well elsewhere
in the company and they would be
valuable employees because of their
overall business knowledge. The vast
majority of those people ended up in

stayed the course did extremely well.
Three ended up in very senior financial positions like VPs of finance.
Those kinds of skills require us to
work in teams, to manage people and
to manage processes, to think beyond
our own functional chimneys, to
know what's going on in sales and
marketing. We had to have really
good people who were qualified and
self - confident with really good presentation skills and people skills.
You're involved in the academic
side of the business as a strong advocate of quality accounting education. Would you like to make some
observations?
When I observe finance and
accounting students at commencements, I often think that rather than
have them go down the aisle with the
traditional caps and gowns, those being
awarded finance and accounting degrees should be given capes and a red
"S" on their chests because they will be

functions in terms of their knowledge
base. They are truly expected by their
employers to be "Super People."
Education is a lifelong learning
process. Your career dies and you die
if you don't keep expanding your
mind. There's so much out there to
learn, and you make yourself feel
good and keep yourself sharp and
young by constantly learning.
I speak to a lot of college students.
I work with professors. In fact, Eileen
Peacock of Oakland University in
Rochester, Mich., helped provide me an
entree into the academic arena when
she asked me to be a member of her accounting and finance advisory board. I
believe that the better prepared we are
through our formal education, the
more attuned we are to continue that
education beyond the formal.
A profession such as ours needs to
work closely with the academic side.
The contemporary philosopher John

about schools not preparing students
for the jobs they faced in the real
world. He said, "Bud, put your money
where you mouth is. Public accounting firms are out there putting out
big bucks and that's why schools listen to them and why you get a lot of
people trained in public accounting."
I said we don't have the equivalent of
that for management accounting or
finance —but we can make a difference. Most students will eventually be
employed in nonpublic accounting
jobs. How can we prepare them to
meet the challenges they'll face? What
I ended up doing with IMA help was
beginning a faculty internship at ITT
Automotive in which we would invite
a professor in to work for a three month period.
My first intern, Rick Palmer from
the University of Tennessee, immediately noticed that our internship program was different. At some intern-

"Your career dies and you die if you
don't keep expanding your mind."
Robbins once said, "Theory without
practice is dead. Practice without theory is blind." I really believe that.
As IMA members, we belong to
an association that is committed to
keeping a vigilant eye on the direction and speed of change in the
profession as a means of bringing
practice and theory together. The
1995 IMA Practice Analysis and the
recent Practice Analysis Update led
by Gary Siegel of DePaul University
are two examples of IMA's commitment in this area. We are fortunate
to have such professional and dedicated researchers interested in
working with us.
A few years ago I was challenged by
Ken Merchant on the Academic Relations Committee. We were talking
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ships, it was as if people were saying,
"Come watch me ride my bike." We
said, "Come and ridemy bike.' He
went back with a lot more knowledge
about what was really happening. It
brought the corporation into the classroom. By doing that and by having the
impact on just one professor, we touch
thousands of students. The professor
will pass on that experience. We
brought the classroom into the corporation. And even after the professors
were gone, people in my organizations
were using theory that they should
have learned how to apply in school
but didn't. After having the professor
there, they knew how to apply it. Wow!
That's why I believe in what John
Robbins said.
I've done five of those at ITT Auto-

motive and I'm trying to set up others. Over the next year, IMA through
the Committee on Academic Relations
is going to be working with the Federation of Schools of Accountancy to establish a formal program of providing
access to corporations for internships.
Together we've got a strong partnership that will move corporations forward, that will help institutionalize better thought processes in their employees, and will better prepare students to
meet the needs of the corporation.
The last year has been a tough one
for accounting with scandals in several public companies, like Cendant,
Livent, Sunbeam, and Waste
Management. What's the problem?
What's the cure? What will be the
impact of the accounting scandals?
I hope we continue to maintain appropriate controls but not go overboard on controls. I hope things like
Cendant, Sunbeam, and Livent don't
create an overreaction.
We used to have quality control inspectors at the end of the production
line. What did they do? They looked
at all the bad product that people
produced and they caught it before it
went out. Now, that's interesting but
passe. We teach quality. Ford says,
"Quality is Job One." We need to
adapt that dissemination of quality
into the process approach of the producers of management accounting.
You empower people during the
process to self - evaluate and weed out
bad things before they get any further.
You empower them to do what's right,
and you give them the knowledge and
training to do so. Accounting needs to
evolve to this standard. Ethics are important. Individual accounting, finance, and information management
professionals need to make it "job
one" in their process.

What kind of impact has technology
had on the profession?

Will you be able to travel a lot

Some members may not be familiar with the changes within IMA and

during your presidency?

the additional services that are now
The advent of the silicon chip has

I hope to visit as many chapters as

available. I'd like to have a renewed

changed accounting more than any-

possible. I hope chapters will consid-

sense of IMA being of value, benefi-

thing since the Franciscan monk Luca

er having some joint meetings so I

cial to individuals' careers. I want

Pacioli introduced double -entry ac-

can meet more members. I'm espe-

people to partake of the value and

counting in 1492 to keep track of the

cially interested in the grassroots

the many varied services we offer.

business affairs of merchants. The sili-

members. I hope the chapter leader-

con chip has had a massive impact —it

ship on the local level will use me

If we can connect to grassroots mem-

has taken the laborious and repetitious

as a tool to reconnect with our

bers, the two -cent coins will be well

work associated with transaction pro-

grassroots member.

worth it. ■

If the members can do that, fine.

cessing and let machines do that.
So what do we do with the time we
once spent on transaction processing?
And how do we use and interpret the
information? We become people who
are skilled in problem solving and
analysis. Clearly, right now, we have
the knowledge to do that better than
anyone and be part of that overall
management team.
I hate it when people say, "We have

CMA OR C

ExAM?

Pass.

•

to bring this to management." Well,
what are we? We are management.
Ultimately, as a team, we make enterprise -wide decisions, We can help
tremendously with interpretation
and analysis. We bring unique qualities to a team. People in accounting,
finance, and information management have a greater understanding of
the business organization than any

What's the best way to prepare for
computer -based Exams?

other functional area because they

With our computer -based reviews.

have to deal with it as part of how

Since we pioneered computer -based
reviews for the CMA and CFM Exams,
we know how to do it better than
anyone else.

they do their work. They have a
broader knowledge of the upstream
and downstream issues.
As we move forward in the next 10

We even guarantee you'll pass. Order
and complete the parts you need and
you'll pass each one or we'll refund
your purchase price.

years, these skill sets that we have will
be more desirable —and will be integrated into other people's jobs, much
like the quality function was in the
'60s. We can make business less complex. There will be fewer people doing
transactions, and there will be a
growing need for more coaching and
mentoring. And people will be rea-

F Q MicroMash.
rb a — 1 —d , , P

b l , — , l o . 1, 0 . s .

Practice and learn the way you'll be
tested. Pass. Guaranteed.

. .

6402 South Troy Circle • Englewood, CO 80111.6424
1. 800.272 -7277 • (303) 799 -0099
FAX: (303) 799.1425
http: / /www.MicroMash.com • e -mail: info @MicroMash.com

It's really that easy. Call today.

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2232

*Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details. 01999 M -Mash, Inc. Registered trademarks: MicroMash. M -Mash. Inc.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.

sonably well compensated for it.
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G
Honeywell combined traditional hazard
and financial risk with currency exposure
under a single insurance policy. Is this a
new trend for international companies?
By Neil F. Carlson

hen Honeywell shook up the field of corporate risk
management by combining traditional hazard and
financial risk with currency exposure under a single
insurance policy, many observers felt that it could be another big
bang. The global market had created a universe of opportunities,
and now companies had a parallel universe for coping with the
corresponding risks. From currency fluctuation to political risk to
El Nino's destructive power —it seemed like corporate risk managers might be able to handle whatever the world threw at them.

34
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but change has been slow. Were
things changing for good, or was that
bang really a blip —an inspired onetime deal that fit a specific niche?
Scott Sanderson believes it's just
the start. As the senior vice president
for Global Risk Finance at J &H
Marsh & McLennan, Sanderson was
one of the key players in the
Honeywell deal and a strong believer

in the value of integrated risk management to global businesses. In the
old days, Sanderson explains, businesses handled risk one piece at a
time —a currency hedge here, a
derivative there, an insurance policy
to protect assets. On the other hand,
Sanderson says, "if you can grasp
them all together —the currency elements, the property casualty, the

it
z

Two years later, however, few companies have followed Honeywell's
lead. After the flurry of coverage in
the business and trade presses subsided, a steady hum of anticipation
and speculation has taken its place.
Everybody's talking about the principle underlying Honeywell's strategy —
the need to integrate different kinds
of risk across global organizations—

a
Y
Z
0

a

commodity risks —the volatility of
the combination will be less than the
volatility of the pieces. Theoretically,
you should be able to `basket' them
all together and cap the volatility in
an absolute way, but for a premium
that would be less than buying them
off one at a time.'
According to many observers, it's
making that leap from theory to

practice that has been the stumbling
block for many organizations.
"Enterprise risk management is not
a fad," insists James Lam, the director and global head of Enterprise
Risk Solutions for Oliver, Wyman &
Co., and the person credited with
coining the title Chief Risk Officer.
"It's really the widely accepted best
practice in the industry today."

Nevertheless, Lam observes, there's a
long way to go before companies are
systematically integrating risk.

AFUNDAMENTALSHIFT
Most experts agree that integrated
risk management represents a fundamental change in the way organizations approach managing different
types of risk in a global context. Risk
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management is no longer a question
of having the appropriate liability
insurance, currency hedges, or safeguards against catastrophic losses.
Like it or not, managing risk is a
strategic business issue, says Michael
R. Levin, a senior manager with
Arthur Andersen. "The premise here
is as follows: Inasmuch as companies
have strategies for other business
issues, such as growth strategy or customer strategy, there's a gap in their
strategic thinking in how they assume
and manage risk. The progressive
firms are trying to fill that gap:'
Most companies are starting small.
Even trailblazers like Honeywell,
Mead, and Union Carbide started
with a handful of risks — typically traditional insurance and currency, or
weather exposures —and focused
efforts on a business unit or division.
And with good reason. Integrating
risk, says Levin, is a step -by -step

fication and assessment project
focused on top management and all
business and geographical units.

OBSTACLESTOTHENEWFRONTIER
The size and scope of Honeywell's
new undertaking highlights a significant obstacle to integrated risk management —the lack of appropriate
measures and metrics for assessing
and quantifying risk. "It's an economic analysis requirement," Lam says.
"Companies need to have a measure
of economic capital that can be used
to compare the cost of risk retention
versus the cost of risk transfer."
Sanderson concurs: "Many organizations do it by the seat of their pants.
But few people stop to ask what [their
risk] really is."
Perhaps more important than scale
are the organizational issues underlying change. In a large company with
numerous business units and even

Risk management is no longer a question of having the
appropriate liability insurance, currency hedges, or safeguards
against catastrophic losses. Now it's a strategic business issue.
process. "It's a very concrete and progressive strategy for knowing how
much risk you want to take and for
achieving an integrated level of control over your operations:'
Tom Seuntjens, director of risk
management at Honeywell, couldn't
agree more. He cites the scale of
Honeywell's project as one of its chief
benefits. Starting small, he says,
"opened the door for enterprise risk
management. To move out and
implement a comprehensive program
in one step is almost impossible.'
That stepping stone has given
Honeywell a leg up on integrating
risk throughout the scope of its global operations. Based on its success
thus far, Honeywell is undertaking a
multi -year, company -wide risk identi36
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walls that obscure a company's view of
its business risks. "What you're seeing
is people getting away from silo -centric risk management," Sanderson says.

more geographic sites, simply getting
people across the organization to think
differently about risk is a difficult challenge. "More often than not," notes
Lam, "there's no central person vendors can talk to [within a company]
who has a broad overview of risk:'
Even at the senior level, they may have
to talk to one person for treasury risk,
one for operational risk, and still
another for credit risk —to say nothing
of the risks hidden in the reaches of a
far -flung global enterprise. It took one
of Sanderson's clients, a Fortune 50
company, three years "just to figure
out what they had in their divisions."
Just as process- oriented management theory has left the silos of business operations in rubble, so, too, will
integrated risk management level the

FINDINGTHEVALUE
Seuntjens estimates that Honeywell
saved more than 20% over its traditional risk management practices.
The company was able to cut the
number of insurance carriers it used
down to 10 from 17. He also points to
the savings in staff time and overhead. Instead of doing multiple insurance deals and numerous currency
transactions over the course of a contract (typically three years), the company made one major deal. "You
focus more on managing risk than
administration," Seuntjens says.
The field is undoubtedly growing,
but there's considerable debate surrounding the direction of that
growth. According to Levin,
Honeywell represented "a start, but
just the barest of starts." While Levin
credits Honeywell with blazing a trail,
he notes that some observers and
industry insiders think the value of
the products Honeywell used —a
bundled insurance policy (see "VP in
Charge of ..:') —are overestimated.
While insurance protects against
volatility, Levin suggests, some people
contend that it doesn't necessarily
improve net cash flow or change the
rate of return that firms earn on their
investments. "Some analysts and
observers believe that insurance
doesn't benefit shareholders as much
as it benefits management.' In global
capital markets, for example, volatility
is a crucial element of investment
portfolios, and companies who meddle with that characteristic may see a
decline in their valuation.
Others see a direct financial benefit
to reducing volatility— whether
through insurance or more funda-

mental means. Jerry Miccolis, a prin-

"market value added" than do their

cipal and enterprise risk management

low- consistency counterparts.

consultant with Tillinghast- Towers

and statistical methods used to quantify risk result in some "pretty ugly
equations' The programs used to

TOOLSANDPROCESSES

determine Honeywell's risk exposure,

between consistency of results and

But if firms struggle even to uncover

for example, took two powerful com-

shareholder value: "If youexamine

the risks embedded in their organiza-

puters more than 13 hours to run.

Perrin, cites a strong correlation

the three main drivers [ofshareholder

tions, how can they be sure that

value] — growth, earnings, and consis-

they're measuring risks accurately?

leading the field, financial institutions

While the insurance industry is

tency —it's surprising how much

"The question is, `Can you create a

are dipping their collective toes in the

impact consistency has.' Miccolis

model that accurately simulates what

water as well —a sign of the global

refers to one Towers Perrin study that

the world is doing ? "' Sanderson

convergence of these two industries.

found earnings consistency can

insists. While conceding that his

Lam cites the example of the catastro-

account for 25% to 33% of the

approach is "still out on the edge,"

phe bonds being underwritten by

change in a stock's price. The same

Sanderson believes the insurance

some investment banks. Like tradi-

study found that, normalizing for

industry has some of the best tools

tional insurance, catastrophe bonds

growth and earnings, high- consisten-

and expertise for financing risk man-

allow companies to lay off severe haz-

cy companies typically show twice the

agement. As he notes, the math skills

ard risks. In the event of an earthquake or hurricane, for example, the

VP in Charge of

Extremely

pop

wpm
Weird Stuff

Oc

As companies move toward integrating different forms of risk, vendors from
the insurance industry are leading the way with an array of innovative products and services. Dual- trigger insurance policies, which typically cap weather risk and catastrophic loss, have become commonplace in the energy
industry, says Bob Schultz, president, Risk Strategies Corporation, an Atlanta based consulting firm. And derivatives, once cloaked in mystery and disrepute, have gained widespread acceptance.
But what if you need to cover something quite peculiar? Scott Sanderson,
senior vice president, Global Risk Financing & Consulting for J &H Marsh &
McLennan, jokes that his actual job title should be "Senior Vice President
;
in Charge of Extremely Weird Stuff." Known for his innovative work with
Honeywell (see story), Sanderson is bullish on integrating global risk. If it
goes to the P &L statement, it affects your bottom line, Sanderson says.
And given the importance of earnings stability to stock value, managing
a company will increasingly mean managing volatility—all of it.
Take the case of the chicken that crossed the global market. What did he
find on the other side? East European currencies.
Sanderson explains: One of his clients was a fast -food company that specialized in chicken sandwiches but only used white breast meat. How, they
asked, could they guard against volatility in the price of white meat? In the
course of his research, Sanderson learned that most of the demand for dark
meat came from Eastern Europe. If the Poles and Hungarians had a strong
currency, they could drive the price of dark meat up and the price of white
meat down. On the other hand, the price of white meat would spike upward
if those currencies crashed. The solution? The company hedged against East
European currencies to protect their expenditures on white meat.
"If you can make economic sense out of it, I can find something that will
be a counterpoint to it;' Sanderson says. The more pieces you have, he adds,
the better off you are. "In one particular case we had general liability, products liability, property, foreign machinery, directors and officers, fiduciary,
prime, fidelity, ocean - marine, attorneys' malpractice, and 41 currencies —
including six exotics:'

company issuing the bonds is entitled
to a lower interest rate and, in some
cases, may even lay off some of the
principal. Furthermore, Lam notes,
the banking industry has the most
sophisticated tools for quantifying
and measuring credit and financial
risk. And these areas ofexpertise may
help them stake out core products
that compete with those being offered
by the insurance industry.
Still, most everyone agrees that the
future of risk management lies in the
processes rather than the products.
The real issue, Miccolis insists, isn't in
the mechanisms for financing risk,
"it's in realigning internal processes
—and people —to deal with them.'
And that realignment must start at
the top. Says Lam, "For management
to be effective, you need to think
through all these strategies to find the
right ones. You can't use just one tool
for risk management. It's management's job to find the right levels of
optimal risk.' ■

Neil Carlson is a Washington, D.C. based writer and content consultant.
He can be reached at (202) 232 -3179,

or chitota @prodigy.net.
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NAVISTAR'S

on)t mess with Navistar International Transportation Corp.'s
"Black Belts" and ABM team
members. Their mission: Achieve
breakthrough results in cost improvement and strategic alignment. Their
modus operandi: Together they select
projects for employee teams to work on;
Black Belts lead the teams through the
phases of the project; ABM helps measure the results and ensures continuous
improvement afterwards. Their success
rate: 200+ projects at an average savings
of $200,000 per project.
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J ef f Medek , d irec tor of AB M at N avis tar , i s i n c harg e of t he ABM program.

The Black Belt initiative is a Six
Sigma program for process improvement used by General Electric, Allied
Signal, Motorola, and Navistar. Navistar began its Black Belt program in
1997 as a way to accelerate cost and
profit improvement efforts. The objective was to reduce costs through
focused projects, returning bottom line savings to the operations. Why
Black Belts? They instantly bring to
mind a high level of expertise gained
through rigorous training and
achievement.
The basic Six Sigma strategy was
to train, support, and certify Black
Belts, then follow through with projects for them to implement. Initially
40
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the program was focused on cost improvement, so the idea was to look
for the most obvious areas of unnecessary costs, define the problem or
project, and assign the project to a
Black Belt. The Black Belt then
would lead a work team through
four successive phases designed to
achieve breakthrough results.
Navistar has taken the program
to a new level by linking activity based management (ABM) to the
Black Belts to help select projects
that are a high strategic fit and that
have a high economic impact. ABM
also provides a way to measure cost
savings from Black Belt projects
and ensures that continuous im-

provement efforts persist after the
project is completed. The ABM
program was begun in 1996 by the
then corporate controller, now
truck president, because he thought
the standard costing system couldn't really capture what it cost to
make a truck. This information was
crucial for Navistar because it manufactures many custom trucks, not
just "off the shelf" designs. ABM
gave the needed cost information.

HOWTHEBLACKBELTSWORK
The emphasis with Black Belts is
speed. An individual Black Belt leads
a team through four successive phases designed to achieve breakthrough

Max Gordon is manager

of

results (50% improvement) regarding a particular problem or project
the company has identified:
• Measure,
• Analyze,
• Improve,
• Control.
As one of Navistar's Green Belts puts
it, "It's MAGIC with the _Garbage
crossed out."
In each phase, the Black Belt -led
team applies statistical tools (like
process mapping) that are designed
to sift through information quickly,
creating a data trail to identify root
cause issues. Once the issues are

Navistar's Black Belt program.

A
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identified, the team takes corrective
actions and incorporates these actions into the new process or procedure and implements a control plan
to permanently sustain the gains. The
Black Belt then moves on to another
project and repeats the process. (See
Example 1 for an overview.)
Black Belts are the backbone of the

one 20- year -old problem, Navistar
had the rule of 100% testing of its engines, which meant every engine had
to be tested before it left the plant. But
if it wanted to turn out 1,400 engines
per day, the minutes spent on each
test created bottlenecks. The solution
was to refine the product and create
an engine that didn't need to be test-

assigned to a Master Black Belt who
becomes a mentor as well as an operational champion to support their
success in completing projects. A
Master Black Belt isn't a supervisor
but is the best example of a coach/
consultant. He or she engages other
Master Black Belts or Black Belts
when they're needed for a project because of their area of expertise.
Black Belts are expected to be able

Example 1. After Ngh-level oppo
•detailed process analysis is conducted to solidify findings.

to work independently on such things
as project planning, managing time
and project requirements, and engag-

Detailed process
mapping and root
cause analysis
Addresses the issue
of where the problem
originated.
e.g., Manufacturing
defect problem could
reside with engineering facility. Plant -level
solutions may only
put a band -aid on
problems.

Cross functional
input on project
potential

Black Belt Project
Sys tem

Black Belt involvement from all sites.

Used as a library for
information.

ABM representation
to verify cost savings.

ABM used to track
project savings.

Operational input
from all affected
parties.

Used as a bench marking database.

ing a project team who ultimately will
implement the project to sustain the
gains. They also are expected to support the corporate Six Sigma initiative at their site through professional
and team supportive efforts.
Why would people want to become
Black Belts? First, it's an incredible
opportunity for personal development. Second, they help drive the
bottom line results for Navistar.
Third, they're supporting a corporate
initiative.

Six Sigma initiative, so they have to

ed.) Master Black Belts take on a Six

be in top -notch condition. Their

Sigma consultant role within the or-

training is typically a four -month

ganization, such as being mentors or

"learn /apply" cycle that consists of

consultants, they teach Black Belts,

four -week intervals composed of one

and they continue to lead large -im-

week of training and three weeks of

pact project teams.

application. The training follows the
four phases (measure, analyze, im-

Black Belts — Individuals certified in

prove, control) with certification

Six Sigma methodology to lead cost

(project completion) as the culmina-

improvement project teams.

tion. The infrastructure of the Black
Belt program includes Master Black

Green Belts— Individuals trained and

Belts, Black Belts, and Green Belts.

mentored by Black Belts to apply Six

Here's a quick look.

Sigma tools to improve
processes /products but who stay on

Master Black Belts— Highly energized
individuals (certified Black Belts) who

42

their own jobs.
The idea is to select and train the

have completed all Master certifica-

"best" Black Belt candidates as chosen

tion requirements (teach, mentor, and

by their organization. This process in-

complete large- scope, high- impact

cludes an initial four -month training

projects. These projects usually cross

project plus a second certification

boundaries and time. For example, in

project. Each Black Belt candidate is
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WHATDOESITTAKETO
BECOMEABLACKBELT?
To be certified, candidates have to satisfy the following requirements:
■ Project completion —Each candidate
must successfully complete a project that results in a significant
business impact, such as 50% improvement in quality, cost, or cycle
time.
■ Tool usage —Each candidate must
demonstrate knowledge and application of all the tools presented
whether on the candidate's project,
if applicable, or on another project.
Once Black Belts are certified, they
have to maintain their certification
by completing a minimum of one
project every three months. After

three months, if the project a Black
Belt is working on isn't complete, the
Black Belt will present a 30 -day action plan to finish the project. Black
Belts who don't complete projects are
managed out of the program. It's all
about results.
How are the projects selected? By
location where defect data were observed. The more difficult certification
projects are based on the best combination of business impact, effort required, and probability of success.
ABM has helped Navistar select projects that are a high strategic fit and
that have a high economic impact.

BENEFITSOFLINKINGABMTO
THEBLACKBELTPROGRAM
Here are some of the benefits of linking ABM and Black Belts:
• Organizational strategies can be
linked with Black Belt projects,
meaning projects become integrated into business unit objectives.
• ABM models identify "low hanging
fruit" via activity attributes. (At
Navistar, "low hanging fruit"
means activities that are easy to
eliminate and that don't add value,
such as having two people sign off
on a $200 invoice.) Black Belts use

Primary—Value
Added
2. Primary— Nonvalue
Added
3. Secondary—Value
Added
4. Secondary—
Nonvalue Added

One of the greatest benefits of linking ABM with the Black Belt program
is the way project cost savings are
measured because cost savings are
more accurate than with traditional
methods. Navistar adopted five cost
categories from Allied Signal:
• Cost takeout,
• Cost avoidance,
• Reduction of nonvalue- added,
• One -time cash flow impact,
• Growth provided.
Cost takeout —Completely eliminating
an activity. For example, eliminating
an activity eliminates the use of resources for that activity.
Cost avoidance —Identifying and cor-

Reports

Black Belt Project
Assessment

Report to project selection committee:
ABMRep
Plant Mgmt Rep
Black Belt Liaison
Departments
Persons Involved

Economic Cost Savings
Strategic Fit Template
Economic Cost
Savings
Strategic Fit
Gauges Scope
of Project

&

Activity Category
1.

correct root causes.
• Black Belts help ABM models from
becoming just another cost reporting tool. They ensure the operations improvement cycle continues.
• Implementations are enhanced by
Black Belt involvement. ABM cost
modeling becomes more meaningful to the facility with Black Belt
involvement. (See Example 2 for an
overview.)

&

Opportunities
IdentMled via
Activity Attributes

this information to identify and

recting an error that wasn't budgeted
for correction but would've caused an
expense had it not been corrected. An
example of cost avoidance would be
correcting an engineering design flaw
before the flaw goes to production.
Reduction of nonvalue- added —Redeploying a resource from a nonvalueadded activity to a value -added activity.
For example, moving a resource or person from the rework area to the production area causes more product to be
produced without affecting quality.
One -time cash flow impact—Decreasing a one -time cash flow impact. An
example is reduction of capital or
inventory.
Au gu st 1 9 9 9
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Provide growth—Removing a bottleneck that was causing a capacity
constraint. For example, correcting a
problem in a machine to allow it
more productive time by shifting
downtime to production time.
The matrix in Figure 1 shows how
economic costs (internal and external) are considered with strategic fit.
The upper -right quadrant is the targeted area for Black Belt projects.

HOWABMHASHELPED
The ABM initiative at Navistar uses a
three - pronged approach:
■ Implementation,
■ Integration,
■ Consolidation.

Once implementations are complete, an integration team takes
over. Here the focus is on simplifying models, automating data collection, distributing information,
making sure the concepts fit all
corporate rules, continuing to educate local professionals, and creating "cookbook" procedures. Next,
the consolidated applications area
consolidates all the local ABM
models, applies learning into
strategic decision making, enables
Navistar professionals with technology, supports cross - business
unit analysis improvement, and reports monthly ABM truck income
statements.
Here are some of the benefits
ABM has brought to Navistar:

In the implementation stage, a
cross- functional team models location cost behavior, educates local
professionals, supports process improvements, and lays the groundwork for a self- sustaining process.

■ Relationships established
among resources, customers, and
products can be measured. With
ABM, the company knows what
portion of people's time goes to customers or products, even the ad and

ACTIVITY SUPPORT FOR STRATEGIC PLANS
Obje cti ve:

Use activity analysis to determine
well processes support the organization's strategic plans.
how

marketing people's time. For example, how much time does a salesperson spend working with a customer
on a sale? Because many of the
trucks are custom made, some customers can demand a lot of time or
changes to work. Sometimes the
company has to ask, "Are we making
a margin on them, or is it costing us
to service them ?"
■ A single source of profitability
data can be provided monthly.
■ There's a better alignment of
financial information with management accountability. For example, now everyone knows how all
the different product segments are
doing, and people can be held accountable for metrics on the product line — employees know what
metrics they're supposed to meet,
and managers can be held accountable where they weren't before.
■ Product costing is more
accurate.
■ Strategy is directly linked to financial measures and operational

Once template complete assess project feasibility

High Cost
Fit

Low

Economic Cost

High Cost
High Fit

Step 1 Cost activities.
Step 2 Define how well activity supports
strategies on 1 -10 scale.
1 = Weakly supports
10 = Strongly supports
Step

3

Step 4 Identify opportunities for process
change /redesign to increase focus
on strategies.
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performance metrics.
■ There's a common framework

of the ABM program, went through

Mark L. Frigo, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is

the Black Belt boot camp for execu-

Ledger & Quill Alumni Distin-

throughout Navistar that's used in

tives where he learned all the train-

guished Professor in the School of

internal and external benchmarking,

ing procedures, language, and

Accountancy at DePaul University

product line rationalization, out-

methods.

and the program administrator of

sourcing decisions, and Black Belt
improvement opportunities. Every-

For the last dimension, the com-

the MBA programs in management

pany is figuring out how to offer the

accounting and financial manage-

one plans an attack for the whole or-

program broadly, encompassing

ment and control in the Kellstadt

ganization rather than his or her six

about 18,000 employees. The Green

Graduate School of Business at

feet of floor.

Belts seem to be the way to go.

DePaul. You can contact Mark at

They'll be able to apply the skills

(312) 362 -8784 or mfrigo @wppost.

they learned from the Black Belts,

depaul.edu.

WHAT'SNEXT?
Now it's time to expand. Because

but they'll put them to work in their

the power is in the linkage, Navistar

own jobs, which will create a greater

Heather A. Kos, CMA, CPA, MBA,

wants to increase the number of

allocation of resources.

is a manager of activity -based man-

ABM people in the Black Belt program and broaden participation

All in all, the Black Belt program

agement at Navistar International

and ABM have helped transform

Transportation Corp. Heather

throughout other divisions. Right

Navistar into a performance -based

leads the manufacturing integration

now, one ABM team member is a

company that can achieve break-

and activity -based budgeting

Green Belt, and the team plans to

through results through projects that

efforts there. You can reach Heather

send more of its people through the

focus on profit /cost improvement

at (312) 836 -2118 or heather.kos@

program. Also, Jeff Medek, director

and strategic fit. ■

navistancom.
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sure that you tell him that you
know me.' Why? What's the
difference? He's a doctor. `Oh,
you know Bob? Oh, okay, I'll
give you the real medicine.
Everybody else I'm giving Tic
Tacs.'"
Seinfeld's right. There can't
be this many "bests," but how
do you determine who is the
best doctor? What would
your performance measurements be? Number of patients? Rank in medical
school? Bedside manner?
Time spent in the waiting
room?
It can be pretty difficult
trying to design and implement a performance measurement system —what to
measure, how to get buy -in,
how to collect the data on a

timely basis and report it. The
suggestions I'm going to
make should help to streamline the startup phase and
speed up the delivery of
meaningful reports. The information might not be as
entertaining as your favorite
sitcom, but it just might help
you with your next performance measurement project.

EASIERSAIDTHANDONE
As a consultant for a Fortune
500 company, I helped launch
a new performance measurement system for its compensation /relocation department,
which establishes equitable
pay rates for union and
nonunion employees, designs
and implements pay plans,
and handles employee reloca-

_

0

erry Seinfeld had
some insight on performance measures:
"People love to recommend their doctor
to you. I don't know
what they get out of it, but
they really push them on you.
`Is he good ?'
`He's the best. This guy's the
best.' There can't be this many
`bests.' Someone's graduating
at the bottom of these classes.
Where are these doctors? Is
someone somewhere saying to
their friend, `You should see
my doctor, he's the worst. He's
the absolute worst there is.
Whatever you've got, it'll be
worse after you see him. The
man's an absolute butcher.'
And whenever a friend
refers a doctor they say, `Make
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tion benefits worldwide. The project
sounded simple: design, implement,
and report a set of performance
measures for the four teams within
the department. But it was no easy
task. In my consulting role I worked
with team members, guiding the
process through its first month of
operation, which resulted in a report
on performance measures for July
1998.

activities —from incoming phone
calls to opening relocation files —to
calculate volume and efficiency. A
grueling assignment. In order to
measure quality of service, teams
prepared and distributed questionnaires to employees. And innovation
was measured by counting the number of new ideas generated and new
ideas implemented. When necessary,
we prepared forms to ease the effort.

In hopes that you'll benefit from
our experience when you launch
your performance measurement efforts, let's walk through the seven step process we followed. Then we'll
look at some surprises and offer
some guidelines on how you can
successfully implement performance
measures that deliver results.
From start to finish this seven step process took about a month to
complete:

measure quality
of service, teams
prepared and
distributed
questionnaires ...
innovation was
measured by
counting the
number of new
ideas generated
and new ideas
implemented.

We met with the compensation/
relocation manager to identify
four success factors we needed to
measure: volume, efficiency, service,
and innovation. These factors were
based on corporate and department
objectives.
We met with representatives
from the department's four
teams to explain the project, address
concerns, and introduce the four
critical success factors. These representatives then discussed the project
with fellow team members.

2

3

4
48

The teams started to collect
data. They tracked their daily
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The Information /Measurement
Team prepared a graphical display of measures for the month,
which they organized by team and
critical success factors.

7

UNEXPECTEDPITFALLS

1

Each team met to determine
possible measures for each success factor. They chose a maximum
of four measures for each factor and
selected a team coordinator to oversee the data collection effort.

Each team summarized its data
for the month -end report, which
a project data coordinator from the
Information /Measurement Team,
one of the four teams within the department, pulled together for all
four teams. (The other three teams
were Compensation Administration,
Relocation, and Client Contact.)

6

Midway through the month,
we met with team representatives to assess data collection efforts and identify problems. As a
result, we made minor alterations
to measures and data collection
efforts.

5

As with any new project, there are
bumps —even major pits —along
the way. Here are a few we stumbled
into.
Teams were initially too aggressive
in measurement design and pushed
for several measures. This was a big
surprise since the employees were already overloaded with work. The
reason? Team members wanted several measures to communicate their
achievements to other employees,
which hadn't been noticed in the
past.
Teams found it hard to agree on
measures. Measurements that on
the surface appeared quite simple
required significant discussion before agreement was reached. A
simple measure, such as the volume of employees relocated, required the team to answer several
questions:
:) Should we use separate measures for domestic and international
relocations?
D Should we separately report executive relocations, which are typically more complex?
D Should we use setup date, hire
date, or a combination as the start-

Keep information systems flexible . . .
senior managers should emphasize that measures
aren't "written in stone" but
will evolve to reflect the changing work environment.
ing point to measure time of
relocation?
:) How frequently — weekly,
monthly, or quarterly — should we
report each measure?

by a month or more. In other cases,
teams wanted to phase out some of
the very detailed data collection
measures.

POSSIBLEIMPROVEMENTS
Although agreement on the answers didn't come easily, the mere
process of searching for the correct
set of measures caused members to
question their work and to better
understand the team's purpose.
Complicating matters was the tendency of some team members to
argue for measures that would report only favorable performance.
Teams also were troubled with
the process of collecting and compiling data. The human resource
information system was effective in
generating standardized reports,
but sometimes it was difficult to
access a customized form of data.
Even more pressing was the need to
develop a system that would compile and analyze new data. Because
of resource limitations, they
couldn't automate the data- gathering process. Another significant
challenge was the need to discipline
team members to track everyday
activities, such as time spent on
phone calls. This data was by far
the most burdensome to gather. In
some cases, a team's data collection
efforts began to conflict with work
of a higher priority, thus causing
certain measures to be reported late

Five months after it published the
performance measures, the department held a measurement "forum"
to discuss the project. Senior managers and representatives of each
team attended and discussed responses from a brief questionnaire
that team members answered:
:) Do you use the performance
measures? Why or why not?
What should be changed?
How much time do you spend
each month related to collecting data
for performance measures?
Teams indicated that the measures
were generally appropriate and didn't
require significant revision, but data
collection efforts were too time consuming. The participants in the forum decided to meet monthly to
evaluate their measures and related
processes and to share ideas. They
also agreed to initiate the following
improvements to the data collection
and reporting system:
The Information /Measurement
Team would play a larger role in
gathering and compiling the performance data in order to lessen the

burden on the other teams. This
team would also supplement monthly reports with wall posters that
highlight key performance outcomes.
The department's three senior
managers agreed to provide feedback
to teams to punctuate the importance of measurement outcomes.
They would begin tracking their
own time so they could better understand the daily task of data
collection.
:) Senior department managers
would award a free lunch or breakfast to the team with the most innovative ideas generated and implemented for the quarter.

GOLDENNUGGETS
Here's some straightforward advice
on what to do to launch a successful
performance measurement system.
Some of the guidelines we used, but
unfortunately, hindsight is 20/20 vision. These golden nuggets will help
you clear the hurdles in implementing an effective performance measurement system:
:) Obtain top management commitment early in the process, and
involve senior managers in initial
design meetings. Their support will
help team members overcome burdens during the project's early
stages. Specifically, managers can
discuss the vision of the measurement project and explain how it fits
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into the overall corporate and divisional strategy. They can also share
success stories about the use of
measures in other departments or
companies. Their encouragement is
especially helpful as the first month
of implementation draws to a close
and teams struggle to finish their
first report.
:) Remember that conditions and
past experiences in the work environment can cause team members to
be skeptical of the value of performance measures. In our case study,
the teams had conducted fire drill like studies to satisfy senior managers' requests, they found that extracting data from the company information systems was like pulling
teeth, and they were already working
long hours.
Elect assertive team coordinators to champion the project. The
team coordinator oversees the data
collection effort of each team, but
this job description understates the
importance of the coordinator's responsibilities. Team coordinators not
only motivate their fellow team
members, but they also take the lead
in directing data collection efforts
during a project's critical early
stages. To overcome the inertia of
traditional thinking and established
processes, they inevitably take on the
roles of designer, motivator, salesperson, and diplomat.
Elect a strong project data coordinator for the department. The
project data coordinator gathers
raw data from each team coordinator, updates the measurement database, analyzes the results for reasonableness, and publishes the measures at the end of each reporting
period on a timely basis. The project data coordinator must have
strong spreadsheet or database skills
to develop a user - friendly process
50
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for data collection from the team
coordinators. In the initial stages of
the project, obtaining data will require the coordinator to be persistent and assertive in order to "go to
print" on a timely basis.
:) Involve team members in design and implementation to gain
commitment. Requesting additional commitments from an already
hard - working team is about as appealing as driving during rush hour
on an L.A. highway. Because of
their heavy workloads, members of
the team need to help design and
implement the project or their
commitment to the project will
fade quickly. Teams must embrace
measures as their own, and they
must truly believe they will benefit
from the project's outcomes. By
working together to define common goals, team members will view
outcomes as an equally shared team
responsibility.
Start with a select set of measures. The natural tendency of team
members is to create too many
measures, which results in a watered -down, unfocused set that loses its significance. Selecting too
many measures also creates problems in design and implementation, particularly since measures

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA►(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Umbers
CMAIMM REVIEW

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa.com

are often a foreign concept. Start
with a few well- focused and well understood ones that will provide
momentum.
Report historical facts immediately. In many cases historical data won't be available with the initial
publication of measures. This is a
dilemma because teams will likely
react with indifference to early reports if they have no baseline for
comparing results. The earlier the
teams see the value of the measures, the better the potential for a
successful project. Thus, whenever
possible, time - series data should be
gathered to provide teams an opportunity to view trends and to
gather insights about their work
efforts and accomplishments.
Keep information systems
flexible so that measures may be
continually evaluated. Senior managers should emphasize that measures aren't "written in stone" but
will evolve to reflect the changing
work environment. Changes may
be needed early on to improve the
integrity of data collection. As
teams gather more information and
report results, they may find it necessary to redefine, delete, or add to
their core set of measures. The ease
of adapting measures to changing
circumstances will help ensure that
teams derive the intended benefits
of their use. ■
Ralph Drtina is professor ofaccounting and management at the Crum mer Graduate Business School of
Rollins College in Winter Park, Fla.
In his spare time he tries to catch a
rerun or two ofSeinfeld. You can
contact Ralph at(407)646 -2344
or rdrtina @rollins.edu.
*From SeinLanguage, Bantam Books,
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spending
your
ad dollars
wisely
s a business manager, controller, or
chief financial officer, it's your job
c

to get the most bang for your company's bucks. Stockholders expect
revenue growth and high earnings, but, as the old
adage goes, you've got to spend money to make
money. Especially —as your marketing department will readily tell you —when it comes to advertising. But for many financial executives, allocating marketing expenditures feels like fishing:
You throw out the nets and hope they come up
full of eager customers. BY LINDA M. BLILEY, CMA
Z

0
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If this haphazard approach
sounds a little too familiar, you
aren't alone. Until recently, financial
executives gave little thought to
marketing unless it appeared on a
budget line. Now, times are changing. As markets grow more complicated and customers' preferences
more inscrutable, the fields of
strategic finance and marketing are
converging. Yet because the marketing and finance departments speak
different languages, this trend seems
at times like a meeting of the United Nations — without interpreters.
But as financial executives understand their company's position in

lieved it was in the buggy whip business; the other claimed it was in the
transportation business. Which had
the best chance of surviving? The
moral of this story: Make your core
business what you really do.
On the other hand, say you're in
the business of manufacturing plastic milk bottles. What happens if
the industry goes back to using refillable glass bottles? If you've limited your business to manufacturing
plastic milk bottles, managers and
employees may find it difficult to
adapt to an industry trend toward
glass. But if you and your employees see the business as providing

If you don't know the
profile of your average customer, your
industry's trade associations can help.
the marketplace and become conversant in the language of strategic
marketing, they'll be better
equipped to help plan new products
and prices, uncover hidden opportunities, and focus company
resources.
So here's a refresher course in the
language of marketing strategy —
four questions that will help you
wrap your mind around the issues
and get you speaking freely.
1. What business are you in? That
may sound silly at first. Of course
you know what business you're in!
But consider a tale of two companies
that made buggy whips: One be54
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packaging for the food industry, it
will be easier for everyone to adapt.
The moral of this story: Make your
core business flexible.
2. What's your niche? You may
know what business you're in, but
you may not know your niche.
Think of your niche as your own little corner of the industry because if
you don't choose your niche, your
customers will. Here are some examples of shrewd retail niches.
Could you describe a typical customer for a Cadillac Eldorado? Of
course you could. Cadillac's niche is
high -end, quality vehicles that offer
the customer a classy image. Cadil-

lac's advertising reflects this niche.
The ads show a fortysomething
male executive driving a swank new
car, perhaps with a wife in pearls
beside him.
On the other hand, think about a
typical customer for the Chrysler
Voyager. The ads are targeted to a
family with a moderate income
looking for something in which to
run the kids around. If Voyager ads
featured a single guy with not a
child in sight, consumers might be
confused.
How about McDonald's? Would
you go to McDonald's with your
spouse on a Saturday night without
the kids? Would you meet your
friends there for a relaxing evening?
McDonald's —a restaurant that
began as a drive -in hamburger
stand in the 1950s —has transformed into a wildly successful
fast -food empire by targeting children and people pressed for time.
Over the years, the company assiduously carved out the children's
market with Happy Meals, Ronald
McDonald, Playland, and Saturday
morning TV commercials.
McDonald's also illustrates how
companies can try to expand into
strategic niches previously occupied
by their competitors. In the early
1990s, it used the Arch Deluxe to
muscle in on the adult fast -food
market, which was held in part by
Wendy's. The Arch Deluxe's moderate success was determined in part
by how much research McDonald's
did, how well the company understood the adult market, and how
willingly the new niche accepted the
gastronomic overture.
3. Who are your customers? Before
you answer, here's a clue: The answer isn't, "Everyone." Of course, it
often seems that way. True, your

products or services may be used by
everyone — especially if you're in a
retail business —but who's your av
erage customer? Joe and Jane Average are the people you want to
reach because they generate the
most revenue.
If you don't know the profile of
your average customer, your industry's trade associations can help.
Most associations survey their
members to gauge industry trends
and determine who the industry's
customers are. You may need to pay
a fee to join a trade organization,
but this is usually money well spent.
Trade industry information will
help you understand your industry,
your competition, and your market.
Getting this data from one source
will save you time and money.
Here's another simple way of determining who your customers are.
Ask yourself the following questions:
"Who'll be the next customer for my
product or service to walk through
my door or call on the phone? Will it
be a business? Will it be an individual? A man or a woman? Where will
they be from? Your local town or the
other side of the country?" Don't
think about that one person who
flew to your town from Australia to
visit relatives and happened to drop
in. Think about the most likely customer you'll have. Once you have
that person in mind, develop a profile of that typical customer.
4. What's your competitive advantage? What does your company do
best? Your company's strengths are
the elements that provide value for
customers. So whether you have
consciously determined what your
competitive advantage is or your
customers have chosen it for you,
here's some advice: Find it and build
on it.

Think about the
most likely
customer you
will have ...
develop a profile
of that typical
customer.

Is it price cutting? If so, expect
that your frugality will attract a certain image. In retail, for example,
Wal -Mart projects low cost and, for
many consumers, low quality. If
your company is like Wal-Mart —
whether it's in the manufacturing,
retail, or service industry —it likely
has a certain market because of its
image. And if low prices are your
firm's competitive advantage, then
use that image in your advertising,
but stay within its boundaries.
Is your advantage good service?
Say you're running a computer repair service and you fix it right the
first time. That may be your competitive advantage. Businesses are
dependent on their computers, and
they can't afford to have them out

of commission for more than a few
hours. A small- business person will
be willing to pay more for the convenience of having fast, quality service if the job is done right the first
time.
Is your advantage quality goods?
If so, don't expect to attract every
customer. There are some customers
who decide money is more important than lasting quality. If your
company banks on quality, you'll
never attract the spendthrifts. Don't
waste your time and money marketing to them.

INTERPRETERSWANTED
In the coming century, organizations will need people who can
speak the common language of the
Big Picture. Not just finance and
not just marketing, but a combination of the two. The four areas outlined above —core business, niches,
customers, and strategic advantage —will be the foundation of
that language. It isn't a question of
single budget lines or target markets; it's a question of the complex
interplay between these different
forces. As a financial executive, it
will be part of your job to find
your business's strengths and shore
up its weaknesses. The more you
understand your industry, the market, and your relationship with
your customers, the better
equipped you'll be to leverage your
strengths, target growth, and get
the message across to your customers—in whatever language they
speak. ■
Linda M. Bliley, CMA, EA, is fiscal
analyst at the Dr. Gertrude A. Barber Center, Inc. in Erie, Pa., a Small
Business Development Center. You
can contact Linda at (814) 4537661 or at lmbliley @ncinter.net.
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Don't give your vendors and employees any opportunities to steal,

espite enormous defenses, the city of Troy fell because the Trojan Horse
allowed the Greeks to attack from within. While Troy couldn't have anticipated the unique threat posed by the Trojan Horse, a business organization
must be careful to defend itself against both internal and external threats.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimates employee fraud may cost businesses between $20 and $40 billion yearly —more than burglary, car theft,
robbery, and larceny combined. The key element in almost every instance of
fraud is a dishonest employee who has the opportunity to commit a crime. A
report by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) found that
significant fraud occurs in almost all industries. It also concluded that while
fraud occurs in organizations of all sizes, small organizations are the most
vulnerable.
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While most organizations believe only honest people
work for them, research shows that 30% of workers look
for ways to steal from employers, and another 30% will
steal if given the opportunity. But before you begin
looking at —and treating —your employees like criminals, be aware that good controls can do a lot to prevent
fraud. First of all, since most funds leave organizations
through the purchasing and related disbursement functions, these areas are extremely vulnerable.
Fraud is most likely to occur when an employee
serves as the sole contact with a
particular vendor or when one
person performs several incompatible functions. Corporate
downsizing could enable fraud
since it often results in reduced
supervision. Technology may
also open new avenues for dishonesty since more activity is
controlled by fewer employees.
Examining specific fraud cases
may help you spot —or, better yet,
NJ
prevent— significant problems.
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LONEGUN
While workers sometimes collude with vendors to rig
bids or accept bribes and kickbacks, employees may also
act alone. One such internal threat is known as a "bogus
vendor" scheme in which one or more employees create a
fake vendor. The results are costly:
■ An accounts payable supervisor for a large oil and
gas refining company diverted more than $639,000 to a
bogus outside company (which he himself created) by
approving his own fake invoices.
■ A long -time trusted worker who leased buildings for
his employer billed the company for fictitious legal and
maintenance services to the tune of $2 million.
■ A company paid two vendors $1.1 million to create a
newsletter that never materialized. It turns out the dummy companies were created by the same department head
who approved the invoices.
In a similar scam, employees create fictitious or duplicate invoices from genuine vendors, who are completely
unaware that they are pawns in the scheme.
■ A mid -level manager forged a supervisor's signature
on an invoice for painting and carpentry services that
were never performed. He submitted the invoice, telling
the clerk not to mail the check since the painter needed
58
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the funds immediately. Then he forged the painter's signature and deposited the check. The cost: $1 million over
six years.
■ A financial analyst responsible for overseeing the
company that operated the restaurant at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts embezzled more than $100,000 by submitting duplicate invoices and diverting the extra payments to his personal account.
Sometimes dishonest employees take company services
or property instead of money. An
employee of a home repair business who had his own company
on the side had $10,000 worth of
his employer's supplies and
equipment delivered to his own
job sites.
In one highly publicized case,
Lars Bilden, the president and
CEO of Astra, U.S.A. Inc., was
fired and later sued for allegedly
T A R using company -paid contractors,
■■■
architects, and landscapers to repair and renovate three of his
homes. The cost: between $1 and $3 million.
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CONSPIRACYANDCOLLUSION
Sometimes employees may accept bribes or kickbacks
from outside vendors or conspire to rig the bidding
process. These crimes prevent organizations from receiving competitive prices and often lead to the production of
substandard goods.
An employee may be bribed to write contract specifications that are so specific —or that have such tight time
limits —that only vendors with inside knowledge or advance notice have a chance. In one case, a defense subcontractor was charged with offering bribes to Martin
Marietta employees. The alleged fraud lasted more than
four years, resulting in costs to Martin Marietta —and
eventually the taxpayers —that were higher than if the
contract had been awarded fairly.
Once such schemes begin, they're hard to detect and
harder —even for those involved —to stop. The purchasing agent of a Southern municipality felt trapped after
allowing a vendor to deliver poor - quality janitorial supplies. The plan was to keep the price the same and split
the profits, but the vendor inflated the prices further
and billed for more merchandise than he shipped. The
buyer watched the crimes escalate, feeling powerless to

stop what he had begun.
Two executives from Honda Motor Company who
started out accepting $50 gift certificates as kickbacks
ended up accepting more than $15 million in bribes between 1979 and 1992. They awarded Honda and Acura
dealerships to dealers in return for cash, jewelry, luxury
cars, swimming pools, home improvements, and interest free loans. Honda managers also forced dealers to send
employees to training sessions that paid kickbacks and required chosen ad agencies to refund a percentage of their
revenues.
Conflicts of interest can be dangerous, too. A former
head of the California state school system was convicted
of felony conflict of interest after prosecutors learned
contracts awarded for parental involvement programs
benefited a not - for -profit company owned by his wife.

REDFLAGSFORFRAUD
Sometimes the evidence of fraud is right in front of you,
but you have to know where to look. Some amateur detective work could pay off well.
Analyze patterns: Look for patterns that are unlikely to
be coincidences. One fraud was uncovered when someone noticed similar spelling mistakes on bids from supposedly independent bidders. The bid format and documentation were exactly the same — except for the amount.
It would be unusual to expect one
vendor's bid to always be the same
amount lower than other bids or
to always end in an even dollar
amount when others don't. The
fact that a particular vendor is always the last to bid might suggest
that an employee is leaking information about earlier bids to give
the late bidder an advantage.
Look for photocopied or altered
forms: One case was detected
when an astute internal auditor
noticed an invoice wasn't folded
as it would've been if it were mailed. Invoices and other
critical documents should be originals since documents
that are photocopied are easier to alter. In another case,
the investigator noticed a thin line on the photocopied
invoice, suggesting the original had been cut and pasted,
then photocopied to hide the alteration.
Analyze credits and voids for excessive activity or unusual patterns: You might suspect bidding fraud if the activity with a particular vendor is typified by easy and fre-

quent approvals for change orders and price increases or
if the volume of activity or bidding prices seem unreasonably high.
Check to be sure the vendor was properly approved,
and look for complaints: Make sure approved vendors are
of sufficient size and financial strength to undertake the
contract. The approval process should involve a separate
check by an independent employee to ensure that the
bidding was conducted appropriately and that no unusual or questionable issues arose. The internal audit department should conduct periodic and random examinations
of bidding activity.
Conduct address checks and site visits: Check addresses
to be sure each vendor has an actual location instead of
just a post office box. The easiest way is to print a list of
all vendors with P.O, box addresses and look for duplicates. Comparing vendor addresses to employee addresses
could reveal that an employee has created a fictitious vendor. You should also schedule periodic site visits by someone other than the buyer.

DETERRENCEANDDETECTION
Detecting fraud is difficult even for professional investigators. The best option is to concentrate on prevention.
Adequate safeguards could save your company untold
time and money. Take a moment to examine and consider these 10 important deterrence
and detection controls:
Pr om ot e a n e n vi r on m e n t t h a t s t r on g l y
c o n v e ys m a n a g e m e n t ' s
c on c e r n fo r h o n e s t y a n d
integrity. You have to make
sure your employees understand
management's commitment to
maintaining honesty and integrity in relationships with vendors.
Make them aware that fraud
hurts both the organization and
its members. Establish a written code of conduct with a
definite statement of consequences. Have employees sign
yearly declarations covering conflicts of interest, confidentiality, and use of company property.
Also make sure both employees and vendors understand the rules defining acceptable relationships and gifts.
New vendors should be informed in writing; existing vendors should receive periodic reminders. Set up an ethics
hotline as well as a system that allows vendors access to

1
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individuals other than buyers and that gives them an
avenue to register complaints.
Cr e a t e a n a p pr ove d ven d or l i s t .
This is one of the strongest measures an organization
can take to ensure that vendors and employees don't enter into collusive activities. The internal audit department
or another third party independent of the acquisition
function should review the list periodically. Someone
other than buyers should authorize all additions, which
should be made only after a thorough independent check
is done on each new vendor. Again, periodic site visits to
the vendor's office are a good idea. Make sure someone
other than the buyer makes the trip.

2

Scr een p ot en t i a l em pl oyees ca r eful l y.
An important step in preventing employee fraud is
to limit the possibility of hiring dishonest workers. Carefully check background references, and train interviewers
to ask probing questions.

3

Pr even t t h e sa m e em ployee fr om per for m ing incompatible functions. Segregation of
duties should exist, such as having separate employees responsible for soliciting and approving bids. Clearly defined job descriptions should exist to ensure the same
employee doesn't perform incompatible functions such as
authorizing transactions, record keeping, and maintaining custody of assets.

4

Im plem ent a well - design ed syst em of authorization and periodic checks. Install physical safeguards and access controls for assets and components of the reporting system. Proper oversight and periodic independent checks become even more important
when tight budgets or emergencies reduce supervision or
allow employees to perform incompatible functions.

5

Block wor kers from overri din g exi sti ng
controls. As we mentioned, sometimes fraud is
committed by trusted, even high - ranking, senior employees. Allowing any employee to operate without proper authorization or periodic independent checks opens the

6

door to fraud.

7

Maintain an active and independent i nte r-

nal audit function. An important role of the internal audit function should be to examine the segregation of duties and system of authorization and to ensure
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that all employees follow the existing policies or procedures. In addition, the system of documents and records
should provide a clear audit trail.
Establish a resource center to assist employees in distress. An employee experiencing
financial or personal stress may turn to fraud to help relieve these pressures. Providing employees with resources
for financial planning and other counseling services may
help prevent bad choices. Encourage its confidential use.

8

Include a "right to audit" clause on the
back of purchase orders and other
doc ume ntati on. This serves as a consistent reminder
that the organization is committed to ethical behavior
and reserves the right to audit the vendor's books for
improper activity.

9

Im p l e m e n t a syst e m t o en su r e t h a t on e
em pl oye e d oes n ' t h a ve s ol e a c ce s s t o a
vendor. Requiring employees to take vacations and developing a system of periodic transfers or rotating responsibilities ensures that an employee has no opportunity to develop an isolated and unchecked relationship with
a vendor.

1O

The Trojans felt confident their defenses protected
them from any kind of attack. But their experience
highlights the first —and last —step in controlling
vendor fraud: recognizing that no organization is immune from internal threats. Constant vigilance, coupled with a strong system of controls, will help reduce the opportunity for an employee to commit
fraud and close the gate on both internal and external
threats. ■
Dennis M. Hanno, CPA, Ph.D., is an associate professor of
accounting at the University ofMassachusetts- Amherst. He
also is affiliated with the Business Fraud and Investigative
Services practice ofthe Boston office of Arthur Andersen,
LLP. You can reach Dennis at (413) 545 -5658 or dhanno@
acctg.umass.edu.
Thomas A. Hughes, CPA, CFE, is a senior manager in the
Business Fraud and Investigative Services practice of the
Los Angeles office of Arthur Andersen, LLP. He has more
than 30 years ofcriminal and civil investigative experience, much of it dealing with white collar crime gained
through a career in the FBI and work in the private sector.
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Tools from
Expo '99
Psion Incorporated premiered the Series 5mx
palmtop computer at PC
Expo. By adding mobile
Internet and e-mail connectivity, as well as a new,
faster processor to the
award - winning Series 5
palmtops, Psion has ensured its position as a
world leader in handhelds.
The Series 5mx isn't a PDA
(personal digital assistant) —it's a computer that
comes with word processing, a spreadsheet, database, agenda
(calendar /schedule), calculator, jotter (notepad),
drawing program, world
time clock and map, contacts, calculators (desk and
scientific), and, if you have
the inclination, you can
write your own programs
with the built -in OPL development language, or in
C ++ or Java. The 5mx is
also a digital voice recorder
with external buttons for
sound recording and playback of up to one hour of
messages. The Psion handheld connects to your PC
using PsiWin to download
and share files with Microsoft, Lotus, Corel,
WordPerfect, and other
Windows software. It also
connects to Macs, printers,
the Internet, modems, and
data - enabled mobile
phones. It can talk to
printers and other 5mxs
(to exchange data, business
64
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cards, etc.) using infrared
communications. Touch
typing on the device brings
your hands in a little close,
but the adjustment isn't
too difficult when you consider the really convenient
size and weight of the
computer (3 1/2 X 6 1/2
inches and 12 1/2 ounces).
It's a pocket device that is
actually pocketable. Two
AA batteries power the
5mx, not for a short afternoon or medium - ranged
flight, but for about a
month of normal use.

edge of a window there's
resistance as you hit the
edge, and as you push
against the edge, the page
scrolls in that direction —
the harder you push, the
faster it scrolls. Highlight
and grab text to pull
around, and you can feel
the weight of what you're
dragging. And why would
you want to be able to
touch and feel what
your're pushing or
stretching on
the screen?
i
For the very

Circle No. 40

same reason
that you
wouldn't want
someone to remove all
sense of feeling from your
hands as they sit you down
at a control panel with
switches, sliders, and covers to push open and
closed. When the cursor
turns to a hand on your

The Wingman® Force
Feedback Mouse from
Logitech had to be one of
the most unusual new
products at the Expo. It
looks like a normal mouse
until you push it around,
and then it puts you in
touch with

Wingman Force
Feedback Mouse

what you are looking at on
your computer screen. By
in touch I mean you can
feel the cursor snap onto a
button or icon or slip into
the groove of a slider and
feel the motion of the slider in your hand as you
move it up and down. If
you move the cursor to the
1999

but the mouse will be
available later this year
(for Christmas) for about
$129.Circle No. 41

Need Graphics
for Your Web
Page?
At last year's PC Expo,
Agfa Corporation debuted
its award - winning ePhoto
1680'°'digital camera,
and this year

qN

computer screen someone
is lying to you —that hand
has no sensation, and you
must watch it carefully in order to control it. That
demand of visual concentration distracts you
from the text, CAD drawing, or spreadsheet cell you
are working on and obviously affects efficiency.
The Wingman mouse has
its own local processor so
the computational demands it makes to create
its feedback don't drain
the system you're using.
It's being demo -ed now,

ePhoto 1680

they exhibited their newest
photo scanners including
the DuoScan T1200. Together, this camera and
scanner provide good
quality digital images suitable for Web pages and
printed brochures.
The ePhoto 1680 produces
photo - quality images with
its 1.3 million pixel sensor
and 6X zoom lens (3X
continuous optical + 2X
digital in VGA mode).
With Agfa's PhotoGenie"m
technology, the image
quality can be enhanced
up to 1.9 million pixels.
The F1ashTrackT' swivel
zoom lens rotates up to
280° allowing flexibility for
hard -to -get photos, and
the flash remains aligned

with the lens as it swivels.
The camera has a two inch, high - resolution LCD
viewing screen for playing
back images. The ePhoto
1680 also has four flash
modes, video out, support
for SSFDC SmartMediaT'
cards and other advanced
settings including manual
exposure and focus settings, white balance, and
external flash synchronization. Circle No. 42
The DuoScan T1200 is a
desktop twin -plate flatbed
scanner for photos, graphics, text, photographic
slides, and negatives. The
patented TwinPlate technology provides separate
beds for scanning transparencies and reflective
images to deliver the best
results for the two media.
It also ensures better control over the optical path
resulting in sharp scans
and high color quality. The
DuoScan uses 36-bit super- sampling with top resolutions of 2400 ppi for
color work and 3600 ppi
for line art. Software included with the scanner:
FotoLook 3.0scanner control for both automatic
and professional modes of

operation; Caere optical
character recognition
(OCR) software for converting printed documents
into editable text; and
Corel PHOTO -PAINT 8
painting and photo retouching program.

PCExpo'99 SmallerHardwareina
WirelessWorld I Michael Castelluccio, Editor

Circle No. 43

floors of technology, demos, classes, and keynote address-

■ AT FIRST, THE MARKETING CARNIVAL DEVOTED TO "WHAT'S

Next? "seemed more subdued this year. Attendees of the PC
Expo at the Jacob Javits Center in New York (an estimated
30,000+ a day over the three days) wandered around three
es. Fewer vendors had set up theater -size sound systems to

Outlook
Express
Utility

knock you down with the amplified percussion that passes
for music at these shows, and there also seemed to be fewer vendors darting around in aisle traffic thrusting buttons
and sample CDs at you. But just as it looked like a new so-

Express Assist 2.0 from
Seem Software is an email utility designed for
Outlook Express on Windows 95/98/NT4.It lets
you back up, copy, and restore all, or a selected list,
of your e-mail folders (including all attachments),
newsgroup folders, and
your Windows Address
Book as a compressed zip
compatible archive. You
can easily move any number of e-mail folders from
your desktop to your laptop and back again at the
end of a business trip. The
program's fast back -up feature is a single button and
allows the choice of hard
drive, zip drive, or diskette
as destination, and a log is
continued on page 66

phistication had arrived, I caught sight of the sideshow's
past —a young woman "dressed" in a large box of Microsoft
software. I couldn't help thinking of the dancing cigarette
packs of early television, but Ms. MS was not nearly as off putting as the man or woman who was wandering around inside a large foam (I guess) Imation Super Disk. I did talk to
one of the Microsoft box people to ask about the location of
one of their partners, but I was afraid to even say hello to
the Disk man /woman when it nodded to me. I was sure
that it was more important for him /her to conserve oxygen
inside there than to speak to me. What is it that moves a
company that spends years developing a highly intellectualized product to descend to the level of a barker trying to
coax you in to see the Rubber Boy of Siam? Oh, well, there
is always the reserve of Softworld.
So, what is next? According to the three keynote speakers: an e -mail app that will go killer in the next few months,
more attention paid to your privacy online, and electronic
paper.
The chief technology officer of AOL, Mark Andreessen, delivered the first keynote address. After comments on the inevitable growth of the Internet and an announcement that
AOL plans to deliver e-mail to Wom's Palm Pilot devices, Andreessen made a prediction. The next killer app will be instant messaging, and it will arrive for business with the same
tidal force that carried e -mail and the Web. Already a success

Agf
T12

in the consumer world of AOL users (about 700 million messages a day), instant messaging is simple to use: you log on
and check your "buddy list" (a group you have chosen to
keep in touch with), and if any of them are marked as currently online, you can send a quick note and engage them in
a real -time (written) conversation. And how likely is it that
c on t i n ued on page 68
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continued from p.65

created every time you
back up, copy, move, or
restore e-mail folders. Traditional back -up utilities
do back -ups of all the
hard -drive files; they're
not designed to locate
Outlook Express's mail
folders or your Windows
Address Book and selectively move folders back
and forth between computers. Single copies or
site licenses are available
for Express Assist. Seem
Software also has a similar
utility for Eudora called
BackDora. Circle No. 44

Travel &
Expense and
the Internet

is intuitive and uncomplicated, aided by genies. A
demo is available at the
www.expensable.com/free
web.htm site. Circle No. 45
Oracle® Applications has
created a comprehensive,
Internet -based travel
management system for
the enterprise. By combining Oracle eTravel, Oracle
Self- Service Expenses, and
Oracle Travel Intelligence
the entire process from
planning to final reports is
covered. Corporations can
plan and book corporate
travel using eTravel on a
standard Web browser.
The program reduces the
administrative costs of
travel by leveraging rates
with preferred travel sup-

On the Go Software now
offers an Internet subscription service for travel
and expense manage ment—ExpensAble Online. The service combines
the Quicken ExpensAble
product line with a complete back - office solution
for the enterprise. Subscribers can create, submit, review, and approve
expense reports from anywhere they are working —
on the road, at home, or
in the office. Deployed,
managed, and maintained
by On the Go Software,
the service gives you all
the advantages of your
own system with the
highest security, privacy,
and scalability. The interface used by the employee
to fill in the information
66
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pliers, and it also enforces
travel policy that you define. For Internet -based
travel reimbursement,
Self- Service Expenses integrates seamlessly with Oracle Financials as well as
Oracle Human Resources
and Oracle Projects. With
Self- Service you can reduce the amount of time
required to submit, approve, process, and pay
expense reports. Travelers
enter and submit their reports in minutes, and Oracle Workflow automatically routes the reports for
approval as it enforces
company policies. Employees can check on the
status of their reports using their Web browser.
Oracle Travel Intelligence

Best of Show and Best Business
Computing Hardware Awards

Virtual Ink's MimioVersion 1.0. Mimiois a bar - shaped device that
attaches to your existing whiteboard. It is plugged into your PC and
with your markers slipped into special holders what you write on the
whiteboard is captured on the PC. (www.virtual-ink.com)
Best Business Computing Software

Quantum Research and Technologies Incs BookMark 2000-document management tool built around Office 2000 andMSSQL 7.
(www.grt.com)
Best Infrastructure Hardware and Software

IBM's Netfinity8500R –packs eight processors in a small form factor while providing failover to a single processor. (www.ibm.com)
Best Internet and Networking Software

Adobe Systems Incs GoLive 4.0. GoUve is a Webediting tool with
high -end multimedia capabilities. (www.adobe.com)

provides standard reports
to travel managers and
line managers throughout
the enterprise. Circle No. 46
Open Doors Software,
Inc. has released the latest
version of its GoodTimes
software. GoodTimes 2.2
is a timekeeping and expense reporting program
primarily designed for
larger companies. Because
it's 100% Java -based it's
for all operating systems,
and it has an open architecture that allows customization. Usually delivered on a preconfigured
Sun, NT, or AS /400 server,
it uses Oracle's DBMS
technology. The GoodTimes /San Francisco version integrates with IBM's
San Francisco software.
Input is point- and -click
from the desktop, and
GoodTimes produces a
wide range of standard reports for cost accounting
or billing. Additional customized reports can be included in the installation
to integrate with a company's time management
practices. A "disconnect"
feature allows users to
keep their time and expense data on their laptop
or desktop for uploading
to the central server at
times or places that are
convenient to the user.
GoodTimes is sold on a
per -user basis, and installation, training, and annual maintenance are included in a one -time setup fee.
Circle No. 47
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System
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Project
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Andreessen is correct? Well, he has

Even before the first speaker on Tues-

little resident memory is astounding,

garnered some credibility due to his

day, a company called Microworkz

and now they can access the world's

role in the development of the first,

from Lynnwood, Wash., announced

network, the Internet, as well as

and most successful, Web browser.

the availability of its new iToaster PC.

speak an infrared language that oth-

This revolutionary machine is a black

er Palms understand. You can, for in-

bold, executive vice president and

box with a single button. You plug it

stance, exchange electronic versions

COO of Microsoft, spent most of his

into your phone line, and then into

of your business cards by telling your

time describing and demo-ing current

the wall outlet, and then push its only

Palm Pilot to send a version of your

Microsoft offerings, but at the end of

button. Instant -on PC. It is revolution-

card and receive a version of anoth-

his talk, he did make an announce-

ary for a number of other reasons: it

er's card, to be stored in a conve-

ment about ensuring consumer priva-

cost $199; it runs on an operating

nient directory. And it is not only AOL

cy. "Effective January 1, 2000, [Mi-

system that is a non - Microsoft hybrid

that has taken notice of the Palm

crosoft] won't advertise on sites that

of Linux /BeOS; it has a Web browser,

Computing platform — Oracle has an-

don't have high - quality privacy state-

word processing, e-mail, and spread-

nounced plans to devise ways to ac-

ments." To further encourage protec-

sheet; and you can connect printers,

cess their Internet database via the

tion of privacy, Herbold offered the Mi-

scanners, and digital cameras. The

Palm Pilot (www.palm.com).

On day two, the keynote, Bob Her -

crosoft Privacy Wizard free to anyone
who wanted to use it. The Wizard

Lasting Impressions

walks Web designers through a series

At almost every PC Expo (there have

of questions about the site's privacy

been 17) there is a device or solu-

policy. At the end of the process, XML

tion that creates a lasting impres-

sheets are automatically generated

sion. Perhaps because they are so

that can be added to the site as a for-

ingenious, or just so different, these

mal statement of the privacy policy.

new products are memorable. The

On the last day of the Expo, Dr.

first flat panel monitors, speech

Charles Geschke, co-chairman and co-

recognition, and Internet telephony

founder of Adobe Systems, Inc., pre-

are among some of these I first saw

sented both a look backward and for-

demonstrated at a PC Expo.

ward in his keynote titled "The Future

This year, there was a small booth

of Workplace Information." Just as tele-

at which a couple of guys were

vision didn't kill radio and the movies,
most recent version is available for

Wingman® Force Feedback Mouse

eliminate the world of paper. But, with

the price of a commitment to the Mi-

(see Tools, page 64), it electromag-

more than 100 million Adobe Acrobat®

croworkz Internet service provider

netically grabbed buttons and icons,

readers distributed over the Internet

(www.microworkz.com).

hit the edges of window frames as

and elsewhere, the PDF file format that

Over the several days I spent at

though your hand hit a low wall, and

Acrobat reads has created an ePaper®

the Expo, the heaviest traffic seemed

it slid into slider channels as though

that will substantially change that

to queue up at the Palm Computing®

it dropped into deep groove. At first,

world. The PDF file "will be the elec-

booth. The Palm VIIM from 3Com us-

I thought this was a great idea for

tronic form of paper for the 21st Cen-

es a wireless connection and the

the handicapped or for helping

tury," Geschke explained. A prediction

new Palm.Net wireless service for ac-

stroke patients recover fine motor

that didn't require much of a stretch

cess to the Internet. The service has

skills. It later dawned on me that we

considering the established base for

hundreds of providers already signed

all are handicapped by the mice we

PDF on corporate, government, and

up including ABCNEWS.com,

use with computers. To hit anything

educational sites.

88

showing a new mouse. Called the

Geschke analogized, the Internet won't

E *TRADE.com, Frommer's, Map

that is targeted by the mouse, you

Quest.com, MasterCard.com,

have to look away from what you are

News from the Floor

TheStreet.com, UPS, The Wall Street

working on —kind of an attention

Meanwhile, away from the Special

Journal, and so on. What those de-

deficit disorder (ADD) that's engi-

Events Hall, there was a lot going on

vices have been taught to do with so

neered in. To get an amplified sense
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ALMOST EXACTLY ONE MONTH AFTER PC EXPO '99 CLOSED

over the last two years their

at the Javits Center in New York, the people from Apple

stock has more than tripled.

moved into the same digs for their Macworld Expo 99.

And the engineering has not

Many of the themes were the same — smaller hardware,

been neglected. The iBook out-

portability, wireless connections —but there was a differ-

performs the ThinkPad 1412,

ence. In a word, what separated the star offerings of the

Presario 1270, and Gateway

PC and Macworld Expos was style.

Solo 2500se according to the

There were a number of products unveiled at Macworld,

Steve lobs

BYTEmark processor bench-

including QTV, an Internet -based television network that

mark. It has 32 megabytes of RAM, 12.1 -inch active matrix

uses Apple's QuickTime to broadcast live video from HBO,

screen, CD -ROM, 3.2 gigabyte hard drive, six -hour battery,

The Weather Channel, Bloomberg Television, and so on,

and a 56K modem. A device developed with Lucent Tech-

but like all the other offerings, it was overshadowed by a

nologies called the AirPort base station provides wireless

single product —the iBook laptop computer. The iBook is

connection to the Internet. Using radio frequencies rather

small, powerful, can make a wireless connection to the In-

than infrared, the device connects one or many iBooks with-

ternet, and it has style.

in a radius of 150 feet at home, or in the classroom.

But is design and color so important? Who needs to
pay for style?
For the answer, let's look at another technology. Suppose you're ready for a new car, and you head off to

So far, the press on the Apple iBook has been generally
very positive. A surprising exception has been John Dvorak writing in PC Magazine. Having had little to complain
about Apple's use of color and clear plastic when

the Ford dealer. When you ask to see a Taur

is and Power Macs were released, Dvo-

taken to a row of identical, box - shaped vehic

ipped out in a recent column reviewing

painted the same color —putty. The Escorts,

iBook (July 26). "This system is an em-

tours, even the Mustangs are the same shat

'rasssment... I can only describe it as

and color. Would you be surprised? If you fol

'girly' machine." Not that he has any

the other car makers also had the same dul

,oblems "with the technical details, the

shapeless models, would you be annoyed?

ower, or the price." He is just unable to

In 1919, Walter Gropius founded a school

Jeal with the color and design. Well, the

of architecture that married engineering and

piece was so over the edge I was about

design. The Bauhaus School was the first

to click to the next article when I took

to understand the machine age and was

a closer look at the image of Dvorak

able to successfully design using modern

in the upper corner of the page (I read

materials — metals and synthetics. With the

the article at PC Magazine Online). And
there was a clue to his Lady Macbeth

return of Steve Jobs to Apple two years ago,
the Bauhaus spirit returned to Apple Computer, Inc.

take on the new design. The man is dressed all in

Color -blind manufacturing gave way to the iMac, the blue -

brown – actually a light brown, almost... yes, almost the

and -white Power Macs, and now this summer, the tangerine

same putty color of the Compaq monitor on which I was

or blueberry clamshell iBooks. If you have any doubts about

viewing the page. I guess for some people the computer

Apple's and Jobs's decision to include aesthetics in com-

will always be a geek box in putty or black. I wonder what

puting, check Apple's performance on Wall Street (AAPL)

kind of car John drives. ■

of this distraction, switch hands on

touch to the movement, you're able

sive at about $129, but it's not a

your mouse the next time you open

to use peripheral vision to get to the

gimmick. It makes a great deal of

something to work on. You may be

slider or button and stay on what

sense and has already proven in

better at using your "good" hand,

you are doing —it's like Ritalin for

tests to increase productivity. We'll

but even then you still are constantly

mousers. Will the Wingman Mouse

see when it is released later this

looking away. By adding the sense of

catch on? I don't know. It's expen-

year by Logitech. ■
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T&ETECHNOLOGY:

Don't
Leave Ilome

Without It
No doubt,the most common phrase heard in Corporate
America today is, "I've stepped away from my desk," an under -

CONTROLLERS
ANDCFOS

statement that might be more accurately reported as, "I'm
somewhere over the Pacific." It's no surprise, then, that travel
and entertainment has become one of the fastest growing

SHOULDBE

controllable corporate expenses. When the topic of T &E

LEADING

comes up in boardrooms, heads tend to turn toward the CFO.

THECHARGE

With more than a third of corporate employees regularly
traveling on business, ME now adds up to an average of seven

FORBEST

percent of total operating costs. In some parts of the world,

PRACTICES.

corporate travel is growing at double -digit rates. Salaries and
0

data processing are the only controllable expenses that consume

Z
N

more of the corporate cash flow.

BY GLENN CHENEY

0
N
J
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Strive for Best Practices
■ Physical movement of paper and authorization /approval /audit
steps should be minimized or eliminated. Pre -trip authorization,
manager approval, and cash advances should be eliminated.
• Corporate ME cards should "pre- populate" transactions so they
go to an expense report as soon as debt is incurred, for example, when a flight is booked, not after the flight is completed.
• The card should integrate with an Internet or intranet application that discriminates expenses, allows employees to track
their accounts, coordinates with travel policy, and produces reports on corporate -wide spending at both forest and tree levels,
per employee, vendor, customer, and location, with ad hoc and
drill -down reports possible.
■ System should enable "exception notification," automatically
informing managers when travel policies have been breached.
But flagged line items shouldn't delay report processing and
expense reimbursement.
■ Data collection and ease of use must balance.
■ It should be possible to report on vendor and negotiated rate
compliance.
■ Software must require minimal training and fit readily into existing infrastructure. Software deployment and upgrading should
be possible directly from a server, not individually at each
desktop.
■ Electronic receipts should suffice for virtually all transactions
besides taxis and discriminatory hotel expenses.
■ Employees should be able to track progress of process, ideally
with automatic status updates. Corporate ME cards should be
reimbursed directly.

While the miracle of the Internet
has knit the world into a global village, it has done nothing to bring
Tokyo physically closer to New York.
What it has done, actually, is increase
business with faraway places, making
it necessary sometimes for a human
to show up at some distant place to
do what can't be done with bits of
electricity.
Top financial executives have recognized the need to manage this sizable chunk of the corporate budget.
More than 40% of U.S. corporations
72
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now employ travel managers to reduce costs while maintaining efficiency in the patently inefficient
process of moving human beings
hither and yon with a minimum of
downtime and discomfort. Given the
increasingly complex potentials of
technology, travel management is
simply no longer a job for secretaries
and sales reps.

ASEACHANGE
Corporate travel departments have
undergone a sea change since the

mid -1990s when airlines cut back on
commissions paid to travel agencies
and travel departments. The departments, ceasing to be profit centers,
became cost centers, and efficiency
took on utmost importance.
Technology kept up. The World
Wide Web exploded in size, and airlines put up Web pages that made it
somewhat easier to check schedules
and rates and to make reservations.
But it was and still is notoriously
time - consuming to compare rates,
schedules, and rules. Web technology
also brought browser know -how to
the fingertips of most professionals.
Suddenly almost everyone gained access not only to the Web but to corporate intranet systems as well.
Browser applications alleviated a
big and often unnoticed travel- related expense —the bureaucratic
process of reimbursing employees
for their T &E expenses. Traditionally, employees had to tally up all their
travel receipts and send them
through a long, manual loop of approvals that ended at the accounting
department. By the time accounting
(or its equivalent) issued a check, the
cost of calculating and making a reimbursement could have added up
to anywhere from $30 to $60 or
more. That could reach almost 10%
of the cost of shipping an executive
to Europe, feeding her, putting her
up for the night, and flying her back
home.
That sluggish manual process is
still the rule, not the lingering exception, according to Dan Vetras, president and CEO of Seattle -based Cap tura Software, which develops applications that expedite T &E report
processing.
"We go into companies that have
nothing automated in the T &E
process,' Vetras says. "That we have
relationships with banks and credit

card companies and can download
travel data from them blows these
executives away."
Browser technology crossed with
enterprise resource planning has
whittled the cost of calculating and
reimbursing T &E expenses down to
the low single digits. The key to it all
is in the corporate T &E credit card.
Credit card companies, banks, and
corporations are cooperating to automatically sort credit card charges
into categories such as travel, hotel,
food, and entertainment. The employee can hop onto the Internet or
intranet and use a common browser
to monitor and manipulate an expense account without the complications of paper receipts. The account
balance can be electronically forwarded to the accounting department, which can either cut a check
or simply credit the employee's personal or corporate credit card account. A process that used to take as
much as six weeks can be cut down
to a couple of days or even, in theory, a couple of hours. In fact, a traveler can get reimbursed even before
returning from a trip. The cost of
doing so plummets to under $2.
Integrated with ERP systems,
these HTML applications can also
check the expense report for adherence to corporate travel policy. They
can verify that the right airlines were
used, daily allowances weren't exceeded, and restaurant bills were actually charged during the period of
the trip.
The challenge, according to Steve
Seavecki, director, product management, Concur Technologies, Inc.,
which produces the most widely used
browser -based corporate card software, is to give tens of thousands of
employees access to the technology.
"The biggest technological debate
is over the deployability of these

Web applications," Seavecki says.
"There's never been an ERP application that has been deployed for
100,000 employees over a short period of time. As we see it, HTML technology allows you to provide an application to thousands of machines
through a server instead of trying to
install software at each desktop as
you would with JAVA technology."
Concur has been successful in
rolling out its flagship product, EmployeeDesktop, with 50,000 licenses
(read employees) at Lucent and
more than 100,000 at AT &T, a scale
of deployment previously unheard
of. The application integrates with
purchase card programs, workflow
and data sharing processes, and
back -end systems.
One of the most tantalizing temptations of the T &E aspect of this
technology is the software's ability to
generate reports that can be used to
negotiate deals with hotels and airlines. If a company can prove how
many employees stayed with a certain chain of hotels or flew on a cer-

The traveling employee, too, no
longer has to keep and organize
those little pieces of paper. A single
piece of plastic organizes it all.
At another level of intelligence,
this technology lets an employee
track down the status of an expense
reimbursement request in a matter
of seconds rather than hours. He can
also quickly check whether he's already requested reimbursement for a
particular expenditure.
One big wrinkle remains in this
system. Most hotels aren't yet geared
to break down bills into money
spent for lodging, restaurant, bar,
health club, and so on. The IRS still
wants to see the details of these expenditures, so employees still have to
waste time divvying up the hotel
bills. The removal of this one wrinkle will cut corporate paperwork by
up to 50%.
And travelers still have to keep
physical receipts to qualify for Value Added Tax reimbursements for taxes
paid in Europe. At the moment, few
travelers go to the trouble of apply-

reimbursed
b e f o r e r e t u r n i n g from a trip.
A traveler can get

even

tain airline, the company can qualify
for hefty rebates or demand better
rates in the future. A few years ago, it
would take weeks to compile such a
report and evidence to back it up.
Now it takes seconds.
Because the receipts coming into
this system are linked to credit card
charges, our friends at the Internal
Revenue Service are delighted to accept the electronic reports as sufficient evidence of expense. This frees
accounting departments from the
crushing burden of maintaining literally tons of hard -copy receipts.
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A7
ing for reimbursement, but now
that the total taxes can be
calculated so quickly, there
are companies that take care The
of VAT reimbursements,
collecting a small percentage for the service.

be used for a wide variety of procurement transactions, with the ERP
system distributing the expenses and
displaying them on a closed Internet
system.
Over at Ford, Citibank Visa cards
are being distributed throughout the
company's worldwide operations.
A Captura "rules engine" will customize data treatment to match the

WWW road to personal travel
arrangement has been a bit like
bumping down a highway under
construction. It takes a lot of perseverance to track down the cheapest
convenient flight or the best deal at
the right hotel. In other words, employees and corporations can still get
their money's worth out of a travel
agent.

largest corporations are the
first to embrace this new te c hn o l og y .

ATODDLERSTARTINGTOWALK
Dan Vetras describes the current
technology as a "toddler just starting
to walk," but recent new technology
partners have that toddler walking
pretty fast. No sooner have large
companies begun to install the applications on their servers than server companies start popping up to
handle that service on an outsource
basis. Because the HTML application
needs to be installed on just that
one, central machine, updates and
modifications can often be made
electronically from afar. No one
needs to clunk floppies into a hundred thousand desktop computers,
and companies don't need to hire
vast ranks of information technology personnel.
It isn't surprising that the world's
largest corporations are the first to
embrace this new technology. GM is
handing out special MasterCards to
all its North American corporate
cardholders, replacing as many as
eight cards with one. Once the bugs
are ironed out of the system, the
program will go worldwide. The
company estimates it will reduce the
cost of handling expense reports by
an amazing 93 %. The cards will also
74
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world's

requirements and policies of each
country where Ford is active. A
third -party vendor will oversee the
U.S. system from a remote location.
Vetras knows of one company that
installed software to assess T &E data
and was able to use it to negotiate so
many deals with airlines and hotels
that it paid for the cost of the software almost immediately.
Rick Bennet, manager of Ford's
global business expense project, says
T &E software will help Ford manage
travel costs, maintain consistency of
travel policies, keep control of travel
expenses, and reduce the cost and
complexity of administration.
"The most important thing by
far," he says, "is the ability to capture
data that allows better management
of travel costs."
In other words, Ford's ERP system
is doing what ERP systems are supposed to do— capture and manipulate information, then milk it for all
it's worth. In this way, the liability of
the expense report processing actually turns into a productive asset.

IN-HOUSEOUTSOURCED
TRAVELAGENTS
HTML is revolutionizing the handling of expenses, but the actual

There are three good reasons to
use a travel agent, according to Peg
Kraemer, an agent with World Travel
Partners, who has been installed
within a corporation in Connecticut.
"A travel agent can shop more efficiently and effectively than a computer," Kraemer says. "They can investigate and hunt through a wider
spectrum of airlines than the Internet can, and they can do it more
quickly. An agent can also negotiate
airfares with airlines by guaranteeing
a certain amount of business. Unless
you want to take on being a travel
agent as a second career, you might
as well leave it to someone who
knows the ins and outs.'
An in- house, outsourced travel
agent will typically have the resources of a major agency but will
report to a corporate travel manager.
The agent will issue tickets and other
arrangements from an office in the
corporation. Kraemer works alone at
her site, but she knows of at least
one company that has 25 agents in
the building.
The trick to getting the most out
of an agent, Kraemer advises, is to
have a policy in place and to inform
the agent what the corporation
wants. Some want efficiency, others

want minimum expense, others want
to maintain morale by, say, having
vice presidents travel coach on short
flights but anybody, even service
people, using business class for long
flights.
American Express offers travel
services that combine the immediacy
of an in -house agent and the efficiency of a massive global organization that has been in the business for
85 years. Jud Linville, Amex senior
vice president of account development for corporate services, has the
job of going to corporate CFOs and
figuring out how to haul their travel
strategies into the 21st Century before it gets here.
"Most conversations we have with
financial executives start with fundamental issues —how policy is written
and enforced, what procedures you
out behind it. and what processes

you use to make sure travel is being
managed well," Linville says. "The
most intriguing thing to most CFOs
is how the economic model for travel has changed."
Linville sees four steps that CFOs
and travel managers have to bring
best practices to their T &E strategies. First, they have to get a consolidated card provider and use its travel- related information to analyze the
city pairs that involve the most corporate flights and hotel usage. With
that information, they can negotiate
better rates.
Then the company has to make
sure that its travel services provider
is managing a process that is efficient enough to get the corporate
travelers to the airlines and hotels
that have contracted for a certain
minimum traffic. The process has to
be streamlined to minimize the time

employees spend making reservations, meeting travel policy, and
managing expense reports. Bench marking can be a good indicator of
efficiency. Maintaining an in -house
travel agency, he says, can be a waste
of resources if it has to be staffed for
peak traffic even on days when nobody's going anywhere.
But those days are increasingly
rare. Fortunately, employee travelers
can spend those blessed days doing
something more productive than figuring out the cost of the last trip and
the logistics of the next. Technology,
it seems, is finally doing something
useful. At last we're going to have a
few minutes to just sit there and do
nothing. Right? ■
Glenn Cheney is a freelance writer
and inveterate traveler working
out of Hanover, Conn.
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Orlando, Florida

From Gunn Partners, the recognized leader in
Purchasing Card implementation and management

Choose one of two tracks, depending on your focus and stage of improvement:
Track 1:

Purchasing Card Fundamentals

Program fundamentals and strategies
Addressing control elements, such as account
coding, sales tax, 1099 and management reporting
Supplier management
Choosing the right provider
Success enablers
Designing a program for your organization's culture

General sessions
Provider /network Q &A panel
Future visioning session
Market trends
1999 PCard research results

Track 2: Improving Your Existing Program

Expanding card volume
Managing a successful program
One -card solutions: combining PCard and T &E
Using performance measures to drive excellence
Purchasing Cards and the Internet
Integrating PCards with companywide ERP systems
Featured companies:
Cargill
Chevron
Luc ent
T he New Yor k T i mes
Sout hW est er n Bel l
W est G roup
W eyer hauser
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COMPANY

CONTACT INFO-

PROn11CT

Agresso Inc.

(888) AGRESSO

AGRESSO 5— Project Costing and Billing, posting time costs.

Mountain View, CA

www.agresso.com

Captura Software, Inc.

(800) 547 -2223

Bothell, WA

www.captura.com

Employee Payablesm— automates T &E expenses reporting process and supports corporate
card downloads.

Clarus Corporation
Suwanee, GA

(770) 291 -3900

Clarus Suite — includes time and expense management, travel services.

www.claruscorp.com
CMS Open"—time and billing solutions, time capture, and expenses.

CMS /Data Corporation

(850) 224 -2200

Tallahassee, FL

www.crosopen.com

Computron Software, Inc.
Rutherford, NJ

(201) 935 -3400

Concur Technologies, Inc.

(425) 702 -8808

Redmond, WA

www.concur.com

Corporate VAT Management
Seattle, WA

(206) 292 -0300

Dekker, Ltd. Management Technologies
San Bernardino, CA

(800) 433 -5537

Deltek Systems, Inc.
McLean, VA

(800) 456 -2009

Design Data Systems Corporation
Clearwater, FL

(800) 655 -6598

Extensity, Inc.
Emeryville, CA

(510) 594 -5700

Gelco Information Network

(800) 444 -6588

Eden Prairie, MN

www.gelconet.com

Intelllsol International

(701) 235 -3390

Fargo, ND

www.intellisol.com

interBiz Financial Group
Fort Lee, NJ

(800) 753 -4321
www.prestigesoft.com

CA- HRISMA —time and attendance tracking.

InterPro Expense Systems, Inc.
Pleasanton. CA

(800) 290 -2010
www.interproexpense.com

Enterprise -wide applications for travel and expense and time reporting.

JD Edwards
Denver, CO

(800) 727 -5333

Time accounting —labor expenses as well as job costing and billing systems.

Kronos, Inc.

(800) 225 -1561

Waltham, MA

www.kronos.com

Lawson Software

(800) 477 -1357

Minneapolis, MN

www.lawson.com

Necho Systems Corp.
Ontario, Canada

(905) 501 -4800
www.necho.com

NavigateER— automates the entry and processing of travel and employee purchases from
their desktop to your finance or accounting department.

On the Go Software
Sunnyvale, CA

(408) 530 -1060
www.onthegosoftware.com

Quicken ExpensAble, ExpensAble for Windows CE, and ExpensAble for the Palm Computing
Platform —wide range of Internet travel services, support, and maintenance features.

Oracle Corporation
Redwood Shores, CA

(800) ORACLEI
www.oracle.com

Time and expenses, time management.

PeopleSoft
Pleasanton, CA

(800) 380 -SOFT
www.peoplesoft.com

Time and expenses.

Runzhelmer International
Rochester, WI

(800) 558 -1702
www,runzheimer.com

Travel management — consulting services, products, publications, and seminars.

Sage Software, Inc.

(800) 854 -3415

Irvine, CA

www.us.sage.com

Timeslips —time and billing, Carpe Diem Electronic Time Sheet, and TimeSheet
Professional.

Stromberg, LLC
Lake Mary, FL

(800) STROMBERG
www.stromberg.com

Time Manager 2.0, Time in a Box 2.0 —time and attendance.

TECSYS, Inc.
Schaumburg, IL

(847) 969 -8800

ControlSeries Financial Management System —time and expenses.

STRATEGIC FINANCE

Expense cycle management, time and billing.

www.computronsoftware.com
Xpense Management Solution (XMSTm )— travel expense management.

VAT refunds for travel - related expenses.

www.corporatevat.com
Time Trakker — electronic time card system.

www.Dtrakker.com
Systems for employee timekeeping and expense reporting.

www.deltek.com
SQL"TIME® Financials — employee expense accounting.

www.designdatasystems.com
Web -based T &E management system — Extensity Travel Plans and Expense Reports,

www.extensity.com
Gelco ExpenseLink— complete outsourced travel expense management solution.

Internet time sheet entry and analysis, Internet expense claim entry, time and materials.

www.jdedwards.com

www.tecsys.com
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Time and attendance, leave management, employee scheduling.

Time and expenses.
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ff6'irdthings made easy.
Controlling travel expenses can be hard.
We make it easy with ExpenseLink® the
simplest way to control your travel dollars.

L

" L

ExpenseLink lets your employees report
expenses via PC or the Internet, via
touchtone telephone or paper. It provides easy access to expense information
for planning and control. It pays your
travelers quickly —guaranteed.And it
includes unmatched customer service.
Gelco works with your bank, corporate
card, travel management vendor and
general ledger system to cut the cost
of processing expense reports by as
much as 75 %. And we host the application, eliminating extra hardware and
startup costs.
So get a grip on your money. Join the
hundreds of Fortune 1000 companies
and government agencies that make
controlling travel expenses easier with
ExpenseLink.

i

L

The first step is to speak with one of
our representatives: 1 -800- 444 -6588,
extension 214 or wwwgelconet.com

Gelco Information Network
Circle No. 12
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Customers Get Quality Timekeeping
with Deltekls@ ET Enterpriser""
imarron Software Services,
Madison Research Corporation,
and PBS &J all had one goal in common—to find an automated timekeeping system that would better
manage labor costs and liberate employees from the billing and financial
paper chase. The system also would
have to allow staff to file time sheets
from off -site locations via the Web.
Deltek's ET Enterprise helped these
companies reach their goal because
it is configured easily to meet their
needs, and employees could start
using ET immediately. Each plans
to connect 300 to 2,000 additional
users over the next few months.
Tom Liechty is an accounting manager with Cimarron Software Services,
a systems and software engineering
company based in Houston, Texas,
that provides software services and
products to federal government agencies, state and local government agencies, educational agencies, schools, and
universities. Liechty states that "ET
Enterprise's Web Timesheet has
proven to be a great timesaver for the
company's remote users by reducing
the labor- intensive task of manual data entry. More important, contracts
where the company used ET Enterprise to track and bill labor costs saw
significant increases in cash flow and
invoice turnaround compared to contracts where the company tracked labor costs manually." Liechty also says
that they expect to go from the current 100 users of ET Enterprise to
78
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more than 400 users in the next few
months. Cimarron uses Costpoint,
Deltek's flagship product, for project
accounting and resource management.
Stacey McCarver is the lead accountant for Madison Research Corporation (MRC), a government contractor in Huntsville, Ala. MRC specializes in providing engineering and
information management services to
government and commercial clients,
including federal agencies and several well-known Fortune 500 companies. "Our off -site employees like ET
Enterprise because it is very user
friendly," says McCarver. "ET Enterprise is a big time -saver and a powerful labor management tool for our
managers. They can check employee
time sheets daily, audit the data, review project status, and ensure the
employees are on budget:' McCarver
finds that ET Enterprise's Web
Timesheet integrates well into the
For Free Demonstration
of ET Enterprise Contact:
Deltek Systems, Inc.
8280 Greensboro Drive
McLean, VA 22102
1- 800 - 456 -2009
703 - 734 -8606
fax 703 - 734 -1146
www.deltek.com

DELTEK
Software for the Business of Projects

MRC corporate intranet solution,
and the cross - platform and cross browser compatibilities are appealing features. MRC has remote sites
in seven states and expects to migrate the current ET Enterprise user
base of 300 to the Web client over
the next few months.
Tom Kelso is the vice president/
business manager with PBS &J, an international engineering, architectural,
and design firm headquartered in Miami, Fla. The company went live on
ET Enterprise in April 1999, and Kelso
states that, "We are very pleased with
the pace and quality of Deltek's implementation, training, and customer
support. Employees complete their
training in less than an hour, and we
especially liked ET's flexibility for setting multilevel time sheet approval
authority." While the company's practice of billing time weekly created paperwork headaches in the past, says
Kelso, "ET really helped us reduce our
paper use and is a big time -saver for
staff and managers alike. All 2,000
employees will be live on ET by the
end of this summer." PBS &J also uses
Advantage, Deltek's /Harper and Shuman's product designed for the project accounting needs of professional
services companies.
Ken deLaski, Deltek's President and
CEO, states that " Deltek's ultimate
goal is to establish ET Enterprise as
the most flexible, best -of -breed Web enabled timekeeping and reporting
application in the marketplace:'
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Project - oriented
businesses share one
common denominator:
customer relationships
are dictated by the
delivery of goods or
services on a project
or contract basis.
That creates a
different environment
for business processes.

Businesses like yours often struggle to fit their processes to
softwaresystemsdesignedforgeneralbusiness—notproject
business. Those systems don't provide the sophisticated
project tracking, costing, revenue recognition,billing, project
reporting and management that's so critical to a project orientedbusiness.
Deltek software is designed to meet the needs of your
business.Notbusinessingeneral.That'sbecausewefocus
exclusivelyon designingenterprisesoftware for the project orientedbusiness.Ourproductsaredevelopedandsupported
bypeoplewhothoroughlyunderstandthewayyoufunction.
We've been implementing successful, cost - effective
solutionstocompanieslikeyoursforthelast14years.Letus
showyouhowwellweknowyourbusiness.

DELTEK®
Softwarefor the Businessof Projects
Headquarters 800/456 -2009
Western Region 800/868 -2444
United Kingdom 44(0)7000- 335835
www.deltek.com/deltek9.htm
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Intellisol Helps Controllink
Achieve Engineering Excellence
or a business that started in the
co- founder's basement and now
caters to Fortune 500 companies,
growth has been paramount to the
success of Controllink, Inc.
As co- founder Boris Bednyak
states, "We cater to international
companies and because we've
grown so much, current clients and
potential customers must see how
we adapt to internal changes." Upgrading their corporate offices was
only part of the answer. They needed better management of their project information to improve their
customer service.

TheChallenge
For several years the company
switched from one solution to another, never finding an integrated
solution that increased productivity
and provided accurate project information needed to make their projects run more efficiently. "Our plan
is to grow 30% a year," said sales
manager Bob Kalivoda. "We want
to increase our services to our customers and be their premier partner
for systems engineering."
In order to improve service, Controllink needed to manage information better. "We needed a project accounting system that would allow us
to forecast overruns and make adjustments to keep the project successful;' added Gary Dembski, cofounder of Controllink. At the same
time, the accounting department
80
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wanted a tight integration to their
accounting software.

FindingaSolution
In August 1997, an extensive search
for a new solution ended with Intellisol International, a leading
provider of Microsoft Windows

Intellisol
NT /SQL Server -based project accounting solutions. Controllink purchased Intellisol's project accounting
solution, Projery, and Intellisol's Advanced Purchase Order Processing
(APOP) to integrate with their financial accounting software —Great
Plains' Dynamics. The seamless integration of Projery and APOP to Dynamics has made life in the accounting department much more efficient,
eliminating the need for double entry. Requisitions are generated automatically in APOP, based on quantity shortages in their sales. Additionally, purchase orders can be assigned
against a project to track committed
costs until the purchase order is received and the actual costs on the
project are updated. This has saved
Controllink a lot of money, cutting
their purchasing time in half.
Perhaps the most impressive feature to Wendy Seyller, Controllink's

controller, is the estimating functionality in Projery. Not only can she
copy estimates from previous projects, but she also has the option to
generate purchase orders in APOP
automatically from line item estimate
details. Seyller also likes the ability to
change estimate details, such as
quantities, unit costs, and unit prices,
after posting the original estimate.
With the new solution, Controllink is able to monitor projects better. By holding weekly project meetings to review each project's estimates and actuals, Controllink has a
real -time knowledge of the project's
status. Once a project is complete,
information can be used to create
new projects, resulting in less under budgeting or overbudgeting and
more profitability.

BuildingaRelationship
As Controllink continues to grow, so
will the Intellisol solutions. Intellisol's
next releases will continue to add
functionality, such as Microsoft Project integration, that will allow Controllink to continue providing superior customer services. Gary Dembski
concluded, "Our efficiency in our
project accounting system has allowed us to focus more attention on
getting valuable information to our
project managers. This has helped us
achieve an uncompromising commitment to engineering excellence:'
Contact Intellisol International
at salesfargo @intellisol.com.
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Projecy." The project - tracking software that's been making
a name for itself for years has now made a name for itself.
The same seamless integration that's been helping
expenses, project costings, inventory, and profit
Great Plains®Dynamics and Dynamics C/S +users win the
recognition for instant business analysis. Real time, anytime.
game is about to do the same for Sage`" Software s Acuity®
And its exclusive new Wrsonal Transactions module for
users.' Designed especially for professional
7� �
remote time and expense entry and job status
services firms, its easy-to- learn, easy, 0inquiry from Windows CE palm devices,
to -use functionality can help you track
the Internet, or corporate intranets will
all financial activities for projects,
have you rackin g up the points faster
including budgets, time and billing
than you can spell "prof i t a b i 1 i t

y."
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SQUTIWIE Clocks Savings
at Indus International
N
owhere is the old saying that
"time is money" more relevant
than for Indus International, a San
Francisco -based systems integrator
and software service company.
Indus International is one of more
than 100 system integrators, software
developers, VARs, and services organizations who have found that
SQL* TIME® Project Accounting
from Design Data Systems Corp. is
a software solution that "works the
way they work.'
Design Data Systems built a suite
of powerful business management
application software using a 100%
Oracle technology base that puts industry leading scalability into the
hands of companies that bundle
products with billable services.
Indus International has massive remote time entry needs. Its distributed
workforce numbers in the hundreds,
with clients or work sites numbering
in the thousands. The D D S remote
time entry keeps track of billable
services, employee expenses, and
changing billing rates with data
input from consultants, installers,
and business analyst specialists.
Indus International implemented
SQL *TIME company -wide after
merging with Atlanta -based TSW in
1996. At that time, TSW was running
on SQL *TIME's Project Accounting
with an associated third party remote time entry (RTE) software.
Michelle Reeves, project accounting manager at Indus International's
headquarters, works closely with the
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software. "It just made sense to use
SQL *TIME because half of our workforce was already using it. The Oracle
technology foundation made it easier
to handle the immediate increase in
reporting traffic volume," she said.
Reeves, together with Indus Information Systems support specialist Vi
Ganesan in San Francisco, manages
the details of software maintenance.
Indus International, with more
than 300,000 clients worldwide, is
the recognized leader in Enterprise
Asset Management (EAM) software
with proven leading -edge technology
serving the energy, communication,
oil, gas and chemical, metals and
mining, pulp and paper, water and
waste water, education, and consumer package
goods industries.
More than 200
project consultants, business specialists, and managers feed time
and expense reports to the corporate
headquarters via secure modem
transfer. "We export weekly time data
into SQL *TIME Project Accounting
and expense data into SQL *TIME
Accounts Payable from project assignments," Ganesan said. "Project
Accounting has been the backbone of
our financial reporting system."
DDS' development team invested
more than 18 months planning, writing code, and testing the SQL *TIME
5.0 suite's new functionality.
"Our Version 5.0 represents a

quantum leap in functional improvements," said Michael R. Meli,
DDS founder and CEO. "Remote
Time Entry is just one area that
received specialized attention."
SQL *TIME 5.0 is based on the
Oracle8 database, which makes Web
access to the full suite of applications
available using Oracle's Developer
Application Server Technology.
Time and expense entry screens
are accessed directly via the new
SQL *TIME Dashboard, which allows
end -users quick access to their most
important functions, along with
controlling the security of access to
other application screens, especially
for customers and vendors.
SQL *TIME® is a modular, yet
fully integrated,
suite of enterprise
management application software
encompassing financial accounting
and management,
marketing and sales force automation; contracts administration, project accounting, and resource management; distribution and materials
management; and customer relations. DDS licenses its products directly and through authorized business partners and serves a diverse
customer base.
For more information about
Design Data Systems Corporation
visit their website at
www.designdatasystems.com
or call 1- 727 -539 -1077.

For middle- market products and services
providers whose focus is not "heavy
manufacturing" but need to do more than
simply fill orders, finding an affordable,
integrated software solution, that can run
your business from frontline to backoffice,
is not an easy task.

Working closely with hundreds of our
customers for over a decade, we have
simplified the automation of sales, service,

SQL* TIME from Design Data Systems,
is the premier enterprise software solution,
and the leading client /server, web - enabled
application, specifically designed to handle
the unique requirements of products and

And with SQL* TIME's new and exciting
Remote Time Entry, consultants and project

services providers. Built on the power
of Oracle.

Phone: 800.655.6598
Fax: 727.539.8042

Project Accounting

managers can enter, validate and approve
time and expenses, either off -line or over
the world -wide web.

on

Microsoft=

With SQL* TIME, rest assured,
better projects are on your horizon.

Visit: wwwdesigndatasystems.com
E -mail: restassured @designdatasystems.com
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CMS OPEN Shrinks Planet
Earth for Computer Company
oftware Spectrum, a business to- business software solutions
company headquartered in Dallas,
Texas, provides technology services
through its consultants in more than
20 locations around the world. The
company's professional services
business continues to grow, and so,
too, does its need for effective worldwide management of personnel and
client projects.
At Software Spectrum, this means
instant access to all ongoing global
client activity from a single point.
But how does a company with its
headquarters in Dallas track its 350
computer consultants simultaneously working on -site in places like Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and
The Netherlands?

consultants' time charges stack up
against project budgets, and so on;'
says Jim, who adds: "CMS OPEN is
the time clock for our company."

HowCMSOPENStaysInPlay

"Software Spectrum is growing fast.
The whole software consulting industry is booming," explains Gary
Rogers, president of CMS /Data Corporation. `Because the players in this
industry have unique needs, you can
be sure our research and development
people will keep those needs front
and center as we continue to refine
CMS OPEN. Our future success will
depend, in large part, on our ability
to maintain CMS OPEN as the time
and billing software of choice for the
computer consulting industry."
CMS /Data ensures that its soft ware
is fully responsive to computer
Anywhere...AnyTimeZone
"CMS OPENt solved our problem,"
consulting and other industries,
•
such as legal, advertising, public
explains Jim Duster, director of
tions, and engineering,
business management for
hrough regular surSoftware Spectrum.
veys, focus groups,
"This software's moand its annual user's
bile time and expense r `
conference.
entry feature is a
worldwide bridge into our server."
CMSOPEN...ACloserLook
In effect, the company's technoloCMS OPEN, which operates on
gy services group consultants can
multiple operating systems, relationrecord their client time and activities
al databases, and hardware platforms
offline, then dial up into Software
including Windows NT, UNIX, MiSpectrum's network and instantacrosoft SQL Server, and Sybase, is
neously transfer the data into a
compatible with all major software
single server at headquarters.
applications.
"From a single vantage point, we
The core product consists of generhave up -to -date project status real ledger, time accounting, expense acports, weekly status reports, how our
v

*C)
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counting, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, and billing modules.
CMS OPEN can be enhanced with
add -on applications such as marketing, OmniCurrenry, profitability,
taxes, and CMS ALERT!
CMS /Data Corporation, the Global Leader in Time and Billing SolutionsT', is based in Tallahassee, Florida. It is a subsidiary of PC DOCS
Group International Inc. (NASDAQ:
DOCS, TSE: DXX), which is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario.
With more than 20 years of experience helping businesses, CMS /Data
currently has more than 320 clients
in 11 countries.

AnInvestmentwithPayoffs
"CMS OPEN turned out to be a
good investment," concludes Jim,
whose 15- year -old firm has been using the integrated software product
for almost two years. For Software
Spectrum, the payoff is ready access
to billing time and detail from consultants phoning in their data around
the globe. The information is accurate, current, and all in one place.
For CMS /Data, the payoff is entr& into an industry with huge
growth potential. So much so that
the company is paying particular attention to the changing needs of the
computer consulting industry as it
enhances the performance and features of CMS OPEN.
For more information or a
demonstration, call (850) 224 -2200
or visit www.crosopen.com.

Time sheet s kil l revenue.
Not to men tion patience, em ployee
morale and, well, time.

► If you've reached your wit's end
using time sheets, we have just
what you need to restore some

ev ` N

♦
-TI ME

Timekeeping, Billing, CMS
ALERT!TM, OmniCurrencyTM,

Profitability, General Ledger,
sanity. It's called CMS OPEN&
P°
.
Accounts Payable, Marketing
A completely integrated,
`
and others work together seam total information time
mv
lessly resulting in increased
management system
°
levels of efficiency and height designed to accomplish
ened levels of revenue.
the one thing time
=
Whether you're a multi sheets can't - capture
~
national consulting firm with
more revenue.
ten thousand time -based
► How can one computer
professionals, or a law firm
f your profitability is based on
software program help
,
with 100 attorneys, CMS
captured time, l et S not wast e anymore.
you accomplish that?
OPEN can be readily cusSimple. It was designed
tomized to meet your needs.
byCMS/Data ®, The Global
► Now it's time we helped you.
► We could go on forever about
Leader in Time & Billing
Imagine an application that
CMS OPEN's many capabilities.
SolutionsTM. Which means
understands your business rules
But you're busy and time is of the
you'll gain the
and imperatives. CMS OPEN is a
essence. So when you're ready to
technology of
hear how you can capture
professionals
,
more revenue, call us
who under at1-877-CMS-OPEN
stand your
get to bill it? " "
or visit our website at
world. You see,
wwwcrosopen.com.
we understand
After all, there is no better
the importance of revenue optifeature-rich system which offers
person
THEGLOBALLEADERINTIME
ANDBILLINGSOLUTIONS
mization and more importantly,
functionality no other product
to follow
we understand that each client
has. All of its modules, including
than a
le a d e r .
ASUBSIDIARYOF
situation is unique.
Mobile Time & Expense Entry,

CMS ,
iXX;Sckour

CALL 1. 877 - CMS -OPEN OR, VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.CMSOPEN.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CMS OPEN.
THE REVOLUT/ONARY SOFTWARE THATSAVESTIME, MONEYAND YOUR SOrIY.
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Maximizing the Muscle of ERP Systems
E

Be

nterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems represent one of
the fastest - growing segments of the
business software market, and with
good reason. The best of these mammoth database workflow programs
offer large companies a new, elegant
way to integrate information across
an organization. However, when it
comes to specialized applications
such as travel and entertainment
(T &E) expense reporting, the onesize- fits -all strategy underlying most
ERP systems falls short.
It comes down to a question of
where ERP vendors are going to invest their resources. Most often, ERP
systems are designed to meet the demands of a company's accounting
group, so the vendor's resources are
most likely to be invested in enhancements to improve back -office functions. Applications that focus on improving business processes such as
T &E reporting —even though they

day are not as rich as those offered by
independent vendors. Those products
are designed from the ground up to
target a specific function, and they
are, therefore, more robust and
flexible.'

affect a much greater percentage of

their performance in the targeted ar-

company personnel — simply don't
rate the same level of attention and
support from ERP developers.
To be sure, what ERP does, it does
well. Fortune magazine recently described ERP as "the stuff that puts the
information age to work for corporations." However, as Business Travel
News Executive Editor Mary Ann
McNulty points out, that "stuff"
comes with certain limitations.
"Most ERP vendors only recently
have begun offering automated expense reporting and management options;' she says, "so their products to-

eas, enhancing the overall positive
impact of ERP on their organizations.
And when it comes to automated expense reporting and management,
InterPro's Expense Express is the
best -of -breed solution.
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McNulty notes that certain applications fall outside the ERP umbrella
but are still essential to effective management of an enterprise's resources,
and automated expense reporting is
one of them. In fact, according to
American Express, T &E is a corporation's third- largest controllable expense, behind salaries and data processing. InterPro Expense Systems has
coined the term "ERP essentials" to
describe such applications. By choosing best -of -breed solutions for those
applications, companies can improve

Seamless Integration
"Large corporations generally have to
deal with a diverse set of traveler
needs. To best meet those needs, the
software architecture of the expense
management solution must be structured differently from the underlying
ERP program," says InterPro's Vice

President of Product Development
Roger Isaacs. "What Expense Express
brings to the table is all the advantages of a feature -rich, easily configurable T &E expense management solution that is engineered to integrate
with ERP systems in the exact way
that ERP vendors integrate their own
business process applications into a
customer's overall ERP system.'
Expense Express uses the ERP system's own interfaces, protocols, and
architecture to ensure seamless integration. Expense Express works with
any network topology, security requirement, relational database, hardware, software, e-mail system, or Web
browser to provide a completely automated end -to -end solution from report generation through processing,
audit, payment, and reporting.
While it is true that most ERP systems have begun offering travel expense modules as extensions of their
core product, those modules generally
provide just basic expense reporting
functions. And that simply is not
enough to satisfy the needs of enterprising companies looking for the
best way to significantly reduce T &E
operating costs without compromising their other requirements, such as
depth of functionality or ease of use.
"Expense Express accommodates
customers who want to implement
multiple expense policies. It can
process corporate credit card downloads efficiently, facilitate strict policy
management, and provide useful information for auditors," says InterPro
Implementation Consultant Jason
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How Expense Express enhances ERP effectiveness
Mendenhall. "And it does all those
things better than ERP modules
because that's what Expense Express
is designed to do."
Expense Express provides all those
benefits while integrating smoothly
into a company's current systems and
IT infrastructure, avoiding costly
replication of existing data.
"When we implement Expense Express, we make sure it doesn't end up
a dangling limb on the larger organization," Mendenhall says. "T &E integrates with human resources, with
payroll, accounting, and usually with
some kind of workflow management

9!

UNTROI

.
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system. Expense Express leverages the
data that exists in those systems so
customers have one source of data
management, and processing expenses is simply an extension of that
broader capability."
That approach also eliminates the
need for costly programming services

to update or maintain Expense Express. In fact, Expense Express is easily maintainable by someone outside
the IT function —an important consideration given the multiple application service demands under which
many corporate IT departments
function today.

UnderstandingtheT&EMarket
Expense Express offers another important advantage over ERP T &E
modules. "Our Client Services Implementation Consultants and Customer
Advocates all are experts in this field
and knowledgeable about every issue
related to T &E expense management," says InterPro Vice President of
Client Services Steve Lawrence. "We
help our clients get the most for their
money, not just from a processing
standpoint but from an IT standpoint
as well. InterPro's experienced team
of Client Service professionals partner with each customer to define the
optimal expense management solutions configured to the customer's
exact specifications.'
Expense Express offers a much
more user - friendly front end than the
typical ERP add -on module —one
that is accessible to all users at all
times. The system's architecture
makes it possible for users to submit
expense reports or create drafts even
when the back office is shut down, a
feature that can greatly increase user
satisfaction.
"We understand that users can be
jetting all over the world and submitting their expense reports," Lawrence

explains. "That is one of the reasons
our product doesn't come delivered
with any particular database or predetermined way to integrate with the
back office. We know all businesses
are different and use ERPs differently.
"More and more of the actual
working systems businesses use today
are hybrids, using a wide variety of
applications from disparate systems,
and we have to integrate with all of
them," he continues. "Expense Express is configurable to integrate with
all those systems without requiring its
customers to invest in a huge amount
of expensive, customized programming code."
Expense Express's use of standard
methods to interface with existing
ERP systems greatly speeds up installation and rollout times and facilitates
quick integration. "Our BAPI (business applications programming interface) allows us to interface Expense
Express with SAP R/3 in half a day or
less, including testing time;' Lawrence
notes.
The end result for every InterPro
customer is a comprehensive solution
that reduces and controls costs,
streamlines administrative processes,
satisfies employee needs, leverages
existing investments, enables global
expense management, supports
corporate practices and culture,
and delivers complete management
information that better positions
their company for the future.
Visit InterPro Expense
Systems, Inc., website at
www.interproexpense.com.
August 1999
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Incyte Pharmaceuticals Saves
with Paperless Expense Reporting
B
ian Nguyen knows the differ ence an automated system can
make in processing expense reports,
particularly when attempting to hold
the line on administrative expenses
in the face of rapid company growth.
"Like a lot of companies, we used
to have no system at all, just a paper
workflow with reimbursement checks
handled through AP (accounts
payable)," says Nguyen, operations
controller for Incyte Pharmaceuticals,
a Palo Alto- headquartered developer
of genomic information -based tools
for drug discovery and development.
As the company grew in sales and
employees, Incyte was
determined to replace its
paper -based expense reporting methods with something
much more efficient and uniform.
"We have been growing quickly and
needed to improve internal customer
satisfaction while enforcing consistency across our various organizations," says Nguyen.

the user for an explanation.
According to Nguyen, Incyte's old
paper -based process had a two -week
turnaround, without automatic deposit to employees. "Now, even
though the company has three times
the number of employees, we
process expense reports twice as fast
through the payroll system— including direct deposit into an employee's
account," he claims. "With the information flowing through payroll, our
AP staff now concentrates on more
productive tasks, not on rekeying or
reworking expense data, printing
and distributing expense checks, or
answering
questions."

MV Extensity

"WeneededtodoitAllfaster,better
andatlowercost" — Because of its
continued growth, Incyte had to integrate new businesses to a common
travel policy. Incyte turned to Extensity Expense Reports, a Web -based
solution, to control costs and ensure
adherence to corporate policy. Instead of phone calls to and from AP
to clarify expense items, the system
automatically alerts the user to policy requirements when the report is
being filled out and then prompts
as
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InoknlaWn in just60 days--An other major benefit of Extensity Expense Reports for Incyte was its 90day implementation guarantee. Extensity offers a streamlined
deployment process, which enabled
full implementation by Incyte in
about two months. "We're very
pleased with the implementation
process and with the responsiveness
of Extensity's excellent professional
service team. Looking back, we could
have even implemented the system
in about one month if we had the
time to really focus!" says Nguyen.
As Incyte Pharmaceuticals continues to grow, its Extensity deployment is ongoing as well. "The ability
to add more seats on various platforms (PC, Macintosh, and UNIX)
at multiple locations and to train

users quickly will help the system
keep pace with the company's
growth with minimal impact on
our IT staff," projects Nguyen.

Satisfiedemployees,bettercontrols,
lowercosts—Not surprisingly, Incyte's employees like the ease of electronically submitting reports —without the worry of finding the proper
form or knowing the right account
numbers, coding the items correctly,
or having to explain several times
the reasons for any unusual items.
They also like being able to electronically check the status of their expense submissions. Those travelers
with laptops particularly like the
offline aspects of the solution —
inputting their expenses on an
airplane and then submitting them
via the Internet later on.
Managers appreciate the electronic approval and reporting capabilities. Reports emphasize manage ment-by- exception, saving review
time and focusing on items where
judgment is needed. Managers are
also pleased that their employees are
more efficient in preparing their reports and tracking them through the
process. This cuts overhead costs and
improves efficiency through the sales
and administrative teams. Finance is
happy, too, with less call volume, less
rework, and fewer manual checks to
cut.
Contact Extensity, Inc., at
(510) 594 -5700, Fax (510) 596 -2676,
or visit www.extensity.com.
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Gaining CPE hours has become
even more convenient.
No matter where you are or
when, you can meet your
annual CPE requirement.
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You'll find them in the
Continuing Education
imanet.
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area at
We've added a complete catalog of CPE courses
online at the IMA Home Page. Courses like:
• Accounting /Auditing
• Business Law
• Technology
• General Business Topics

• Taxation
• Finance
• Management
• Marketing
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By reading selected articles in Strategic Finance and
completing the quarterly quizzes, you can earn up to
24 CPE hours each year, 6 CPE hours each quarter.
You can even take the quarterly quizzes online.
You'll find all this and more when you go to
org and click on the CPE Online button.
Access IMA's CPE Online
any time and get your first course FREE.

Check it out

Now!

For information on all the ways IMA can help you increase your
knowledge and maintain your CPE requirements call 1 -800- 638 -4427,
or 201 - 573 -9000,ext. 213, or fax to 201 - 573 -8185.

[TAXES]

cont'd from p. 22

§1034 or excluded under §121, there
was generally no gain recognized.
TRA '97 changes this outcome.
Subsection (d)(6) of the new §121
specifically states that gain
attributable to depreciation taken on
a principal residence after May 6,
1997,won't be excluded from
income. Upon the sale of the residence, the depreciation taken is
recaptured as §1250 recapture. This
is so even though under the pre TRA'97 Section §1250 rules there
would be no excess depreciation to
recapture because the depreciation
taken was straight line. Even though
§121 allows an exclusion for the gain
on the sale of a principal residence
($500,000 for taxpayers filing married joint, $250,000 for all others), a
taxpayer who has depreciated his /her
home may not exclude gain to the
extent of the depreciation taken after
May 6, 1997.Because any gain on
the sale of a principal residence is a
capital gain, the gain recognized due
to depreciation recapture in this situation is treated as a capital gain. If
the house has been held for longer
than 12 months (long term), the
depreciation recapture is generally
taxed at 10% if the taxpayer's
marginal rate is 15% and at 2 5 % if
the taxpayer's marginal rate is higher
than 15 %. If the house has been held
for 12 months or less, the depreciation recapture is taxed at the taxpayer's marginal tax rate.
Although the new provision isn't
as generous to the taxpayer as the
previous law, it should be noted that
if a principal residence were rented
out for a period both before and
after May 6, 1997,only the depreciation associated with the time after
this date is subject to tax.
Next month we'll address the tax
consequences of converting a princi90
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pal residence to income- producing
property Andrew Scullion and
Janet Trewin
Andrew Scullion is an auditor with
IKON, and Janet Trewin is assistant
professor of accounting, Drexel
University. She can be reached
at (215) 895 -1454.
Anthony P. Curatola is Joseph F. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Pa.
[GOVERNMENT]

cont'd from p. 23

signals to a highly regulated industry
regarding core financial standards,
Roukema says. "This sets up a regulatory whipsaw, which potentially
undermines safety and soundness."
The major problem is that GAAP
doesn't provide a clear, fixed formula
for establishing loan loss reserves.

Financial Reporting
by Hedge Funds
A number of recent reports about
the problems posed by hedge funds
have emphasized the need for disclosure. The Securities & Exchange
Commission doesn't have the legal
authority to mandate some of that
disclosure. So into the breach has
leaped Rep. Richard Baker (R. -La.),
best known for his efforts in 1998 to
clip the Financial Accounting
Standards Board's wings because of
its standard on derivatives reporting.
Baker will introduce legislation that
will require hedge funds to publicly
disclose financial statements on a
quarterly basis and detail their exposure to significantly leveraged financial institutions. The disclosures
would include all appropriate information and analysis regarding how
risk exposure was measured, as well
as the quality and diversification of
exposures to highly leveraged
institutions. ■

[ETHICS]

cont'd from p. 24

superior is involved, in which case
the problem should be presented initially to the next higher managerial
level. If a satisfactory resolution cannot be achieved when the problem is
initially presented, submit the issues
to the next higher managerial level.
If the immediate superior is the
chief executive officer, or equivalent,
the acceptable reviewing authority
may be a group such as the audit
committee, executive committee,
board of directors, board of trustees,
or owners. Contact with levels above
the immediate superior should be
initiated only with the superior's
knowledge, assuming the superior is
not involved. Except where legally
prescribed, communication of such
problems to authorities or individuals not employed or engaged by the
organization is not considered
appropriate.
■ Clarify relevant ethical issues by
confidential discussion with an
objective advisor (e.g., IMA Ethics
Counseling Service) to obtain a better understanding of possible courses
of action.
■ Consult your own attorney as to
legal obligations and rights concerning the ethical conflict.
■ If the ethical conflict still exists
after exhausting all levels of internal
review, there may be no other
recourse on significant matters than
to resign from the organization and
to submit an informative memorandum to an appropriate representative
of the organization. After resignation, depending on the nature of the
ethical conflict, it may also be appropriate to notify other parties.
SMA 1C (Revised April 30, 1997)
FOR INFORMATION CALL
1- 800- 6ETHICS

[LETTERS]

co nt 'd f r o m p . 22

the HR staff. The vice president of
HR was the key contact and is still
used as a reference by ijob.
Many people ... are not aware of
the nature of a beta project, both its
limitations and its advantages for
flexible environments that willingly
swap the issues of "early" product for
the chance to customize it to their
specifications. This was ijob's first
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acquisition, would remain the same.

enhanced workforce.
These are just some of the results
from "The Shift to an Information
Economy," the third annual survey of
government accountants by Grant
Thornton and the Association of
Government Accountants. For more
details, visit Grant Thornton's web site at www.gt.com or AGNs website
at www.agacgfm.org.

The Board had tentatively decided

attempt to automate the recruiting,

earlier this year to require companies
to capitalize purchased R &D cost
and amortize that amount over its
useful life.
FASB Chairman Edmund L.
Jenkins said, "During our research
and deliberations on this issue —
which included extensive discussions
with constituents —we concluded
that it was not possible to address

Despite inherent challenges,

FASB Postpones
Decision on R &D

turnover dropped (52 %) and the

The Financial Accounting Standards

ably consider R &D in its entirety at

hiring ratio improved (45 %) while

Board has announced that it will

some future date when we have the

screening, and workflow process.

using this first, very early release.

purchased R &D costs separately
from other R &D costs. We will prob-

postpone its consideration of the

resources necessary to pursue the

accounting treatment for purchased

issues. Considering R &D issues in a

major renovations with major alter-

in- process research and development

more comprehensive way will give

ations to both the technology and
business model. The staff at Integris,

costs. Current accounting treatment,
which allows companies to write off

complete information about R &D

exposed to this early beta test, [has]

purchased R &D immediately in an

costs...." ■

Ijob has since undergone two

investors better, more consistent and

had no contact with ijob for 14
months and have not seen these
changes.
It is accurate that ijob encountered challenges in the early days of
sorting out 13,000 candidates for
850 different jobs at Integris. We

CashFlowForecasts:
TheFlexibilityYouNeed—AndThe
PresentationQualityYouCan'tDoWithout!

would invite the ijob critic to visit

Pro - formas For Professionals is a powerful, flexible and
fully- integrated financial forecasting model designed for
accounting professionals in business and practice.

our current customer sites, who are
using our current release with
extraordinary success.
David Mitchell,
ijob Evangelist
Looking Glass Software
I have been using Linux ( June '99
Tech Forum "Looking Glass
Software ") since 1.0.59 (Jan '95).

• Au tomatic forma tting for any size and type of compa ny; au toma tic ta x, interest, and
management bonu s calcula tions; unlimited long -term debt calculations. Cash flow
assumptions can be ma de for each profit center. Au tomatic print -ou t of a ssu mptions.
• Automatic bank margin calcu lations including collateral shortfalls, if a ny Automatic
ratio analyses, actual to budget variance analyses, and break -even points.
• Unlimited mu lti -year forecasts in both monthly and annual formats. lip to 27 fully integra ted financial statements a nd schedules. Accou nts ca n be added, deleted or
automatically reformatted; presentation - quality reports are printed automatically.
Instant what -ifs. Date -ready for the year 2000.
• All formu la s are inclu ded a nd a ll spreadsheet commands have been au tomated.
Easy -to- follow documentation and on- screen data entry guides.

f

f

For
ro-formas

During my career, I've managed a
minicomputer system for a manufacturing company. In Linux, I
found a tool -rich environment that

rofessionalsM

allows me to solve ANY problem.

Pro - formas For Professionals is so easy to use,
tele phon e su ppo rt is seldom needed.
But when you do, it's free - forever.
Sheets

$

399+56Soh

This was so exciting, it sent me back

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

to school where I'm working on a

(800) 567 -4500

master's in Computer Science.
Greg Leisner

a1a ° e
sets
pcolectedB ncotineS tc

ea

V ovevlh

2458thAve.,Ste.340,NewYork10011www.pendock.com
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LEADERSHIP
Assistant Co.
Professional needed to manage essential accounting department
functions. Will be responsible for facilitating interdepartmental
projects and participating with senior management in implementing processes to increase efficiency. Ideal candidate will
have strong communications skills and eight plus years of related
experience. CPA/CMA/MBA preferred. Big Five experience a
plus. Excellent benefits and salary to $75,000.

Controller
High -tech manufacturing company seeks a professional with
eight plus years of experience in accounting, finance, and budgeting to oversee accounting functions. This position reports
directly to the CFO and General Manager and will be responsible for business planning and analysis and the development of
accounting and finance departments. Must be proficient with
spreadsheets and financial systems. Position offers excellent benefits package and salary to $85,000.

Publicly traded gas and oil company seeks a Senior Auditor with
three plus years' experience in public accounting, information
systems, internal auditing, or as a Senior Consultant. The ideal
candidate will plan and conduct audits of accounting and EDP
systems, security and application reviews, vendors, and other various projects. The findings of these audits will be documented by
this individual and presented to varied audiences in an effort to
improve established and proposed systems. CPA/CISA preferred.
Great benefits package and salary to $55,000.

Controffer1CF0
Rapidly expanding Internet retail company seeks a professional
with 10 plus years of public and private accounting experience to
join its management team. Duties include preparation of consolidated financial reports, implementation of the SEC reporting
system including leading IPO process, development of budget
and analysis models, supervision of staff, and other various
projects. Competitive benefits and salary to $120,000.

"Mao"

Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Leading food processing and marketing company seeks an individual with five plus years of general accounting experience to
supervise all facets of accounting cycle including A/R, AM and
payroll. This professional will oversee financial statement preparation, general ledger close, account analysis, budget trend
reports and related commentary. Great benefits package and
salary to $80,000.

Senior Accountant
International advertising and media support organization seeks a
professional with three plus years of public accounting experience to coordinate general accounting functions, year -end audit,
preparation of budget, consolidated financial statements and
related analysis. Position offers growth potential along with a
great benefits package and salary to $55,000.

Lasoorate Controller,
Multimillion dollar privately held company is seeking a professional for process costing, operational analysis, and info systems.
Duties include development of I/S personnel and input as a
financial liaison to operational personnel at all company plants.
Position requires strong cost and I/S experience. CMA preferred.
Excellent benefits and salary to $80,000.

Treasurer
International company is in need of a professional with eight
plus years of related experience with strong operational business
perspective. Company offers tremendous growth opportunity.
Excellent benefits and salary to $100,000.

Gmtroffer
International company is looking for a professional with prior
supervisory background and five plus years of manufacturing or
public accounting experience. Duties include reporting, budgeting and planning, as well as human resources and benefits
administration. CMA preferred. Excellent benefits and salary to
$65,000.

Accou-. '
Premier company seeks a professional with three plus years' experience for financial and strategic planning and analysis. Will also
be responsible for market and profitability analysis, development
of business models, process improvements, and workflow management. Ideal candidate will have excellent communications and
presentation skills. MBA a plus. Benefits and salary to $70,000.

Exciting company headquarters is seeking a professional to
manage all aspects of the finance functions and its staff. This
qualified individual will have previous experience with public/
private industry and have proficient systems knowledge. Big Five
preferred. CPA a plus. Excellent benefits package and salary to
$80,000.

er.

World leading financial services company seeks a professional
with six plus years' related experience in banking, investments,
brokerage, or asset management for preparation of corporate
financial reports, cash flow statement preparation and revenue/
expense and product profitability analysis. Will work with
management in U.S. and internationally. Excellent benefits
and salary to $85,000.

Fixed Assets Supervisor
Professional needed for 12- to 18- month project to integrate the
fixed asset systems of two large companies. Ideal candidate will
have four plus years of public and private accounting and fixed
assets experience. Previous work in multibillion dollar company
desired. Great benefits and salary to $68,000.

Business Analystq
Are you looking for an outstanding opportunity with a distinguished company.? Responsibilities include internal and external
reporting and documenting process improvement /interaction.
Must have financial reporting experience and the motivation and
ability to multitask. Top -notch benefits and salary to $50,000.

StaffAccountant
Large international manufacturer seeks a professional to assist
Plant Controller in budget compliance, minimal variance, and
financial accuracy. Ideal candidate will have an Accounting or
Finance degree and three plus years' related experience. CPA
preferred. Excellent benefits package and salary to $45,000.

l Analyst
Manufacturing company seeks a degreed professional with two
plus years' related experience for inventory and cost variance
analysis. Will also be responsible for working with manufacturing
lines to improve processes, reducing product cost, scrap inventory analysis, preparing annual budgets, reconciling accounts,
maintaining fixed assets, and assisting with month -end close.
CPA/CMA a plus. Full benefits, 401K and salary to $55,000.

GQ,stAccoui_im#
Large national company seeks an individual to assist with
month -end close, financial statements, account analysis, standard costing, and other various projects. Must possess a basic
understanding of statistical and financial analysis techniques.
Ideal professional will have an Accounting or Finance degree
and three plus years of accounting experience. Full benefits,
401 K, stock purchase plan and salary to $45,000.

Policy Analyst
Large progressive company seeks an individual for process analysis, operational auditing, preparing formal policies for improvement, and making presentations to senior management. Ideal
candidate will have an Accounting or Finance degree and three
plus years' related experience. Audit background a plus. MBA/
CPA preferred. Excellent benefits package and salary to $65,000.

Financial Reporting Manager„,
Large company is seeking a professional with five plus years of
SEC reporting experience and strong communications skills for
the preparation of SEC reports, maintenance of accounting procedures, making presentations to management regarding SEC
issues, and other related projects as needed. Position may
require some international travel. MBA/CPA preferred. Big Five
experience a plus. Excellent benefits and salary to $90,000.

Senior Financial Analyst
Services company seeks a professional to work with Treasury
Department and Corporate Finance Department regarding
mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures, discounted cash flow,
and international issues. Ideal candidate will possess MBA in
finance and have three plus years' experience in treasury- related
finance. Excellent benefits and salary to $55,000.

Inventory Accountant
Major manufacturer and distributor of automotive products
seeks an Inventory Accountant to ensure the integrity of G/L
inventory versus physical inventory. The ideal candidate will
have two plus years of financial accounting experience and
solid PC skills. Knowledge of JD Edwards a plus. Great
benefits and salary to $40,000.

Accounting Associate
Prestigious investment management firm seeks an Accounting
Associate to oversee the daily accounting functions for investment partnerships and offshore unit trusts managed by the
firm. The ideal candidate will be detail- oriented with the ability to multitask and have two plus years' public accounting
experience in the financial services industry. CPA a plus.
Position offers excellent benefits and salary to $45,000.

Tax Accountant
Retailer has an immediate need for a Tax Accountant with
three plus years' corporate and sales tax experience. CPA a
plus. Retail background beneficial. This position offers
excellent benefits and salary to $50,000.

Aft"rty

A

Q ntandAnalyst
Growing real estate firm seeks a professional to work with
Property Management Group. Will be responsible for bank reconciliations, daily cash management, balance sheet and income
statement analysis, financial statement preparation, fixed -asset
analysis, construction accounting, and a variety of other projects. Ideal candidate will have a minimum of one year exposure
to real estate. Great benefits and salary to $35,000.

Manager of Business

lalysis

Manufacturing industry leader seeks an analyst for operational
accounting, forecasting, budgeting, and various special projects.
Must enjoy working in a challenging, team- oriented environment. Client focuses extensively on international business
acquisitions. CMA/MBA preferred. Salary to $60,000 plus
bonus and an excellent benefits package.

S 44ff4ccoun 1ant
Investment company seeks a professional to file federal income
tax returns. This individual will also perform tax research, prepare computer - generated tax papers and semimonthly time
reports. Ideal candidate will have two plus years' public accounting tax experience and be computer literate. CPA preferred.
Excellent benefits package and salary to $50,000.

Medical school seeks a dcgreed accountant with two plus years'
related experience for its restricted accounting department.
Ideal professional will work with faculty members conducting
medical research projects funded by external grants to ensure
all expenditures are in compliance with grant guidelines.
Excellent benefits package and salary to $40,000.

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...............................

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 1999 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfeom.
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CM A /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM /FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way
to PASS the new CMA and CFM
exams. Over 5,000 questions. Software
emulates Sylvan computerized exam
format. Books $22.95, Software $35.00,
Cassettes $60.00 per part, total cost!
(800) 87- GLEIM. www.gleim.com.

CM A /CFM REVIEW

ONLINE CONSULTING
TM

SALES PER EARNED HOUR
A shortcut to budgeting, long range
planning, and start ups. Nationally
acclaimed, featured in Management
Accounting magazine, recommended by Accounting Today. Visit
www.predictcashflow.com for
more information.

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD REVIEW
SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a FLASH!
Over 1,000 flashcards. FREE information kit. Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX
(609) 724 -0679. Visit http: / /www.
tutorialgroup.com. Mention this ad
for $20 OFF complete set order.
CFM /CPA Flashcards also available.
The Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.
STARTING A PRACTICE

Imagine all that could be achieved if you could strike a healthier workAife balance. Happiness. Satisfaction.
Peace of mind. At Deloitte & Touche, we offer an outstanding array of progressive employee benefits,
programs and initiatives that help you balance your personal and professional priorities. Because we know
that if we can help relieve some of the pressures you face at home, you'll be happier, more satisfied and more
productive. Our strategy is working —our employee retention rate is among the best for professional services
firms. At the PracticeServiceCenter, located in Hermitage, just a 15 minute drive from downtown
Nashville, TN, we utilize leading technology to provide technical administrative services and support to over
28,000 people in more than 100 Deloitte & Touche offices in the United States. Our job is to uphold this
prestigious reputation. We are responsible for making things run smoothly by internally serving both
domestic and international locations of the firm in areas such as internal accounting, internal and
information systems audit, payroll, and tax. We are seeking highly motivated professionals to join our
Internal Auditing Services Group in the following opportunities:

FINANCIAL /OPERATIONAL AUDITORS
Opportunities in Nashville
In this lead role, you will be responsible for all aspects of audit procedures including domestic and
international practice office operations, Shared Services Center activities, and audits of subsidiaries and
affiliate operations. In addition, you will interpret audit results and develop recommendations, as well as
assist in planning, time budgeting, and scheduling.
To qualify, you must have a Bachelor'; degree in Accounting, Finance, Business or related field and a
minimum of 7 -10 years' recent auditing experience, preferably in Internal Auditing or a related Big 5
environment. Your background should include experience leading multiple projects with minimal
supervision and instruction and/or experience evaluating policies and controls in an environment that uses
emerging technology and progressive accounting systems. Demonstrated communication and presentation
skills, as well as superb time management and organization skills are required. CPA and CIA preferred.
Opportunities exist for domestic and international travel.
For immediate consideration, fax your resume today to: Attn: Lynn Pataky at I- 888-APPLYDT in our
National Recruiter Processing Center. Please indicate Source Code NONLAPSFJ080199. For optimum
scanning use non - italic font, minimal graphics, bolding, and underlining. Or reference the name and source
code above and mail your resume to: Deloitte & Touche LLP, National Recruiter, 4022 Sells Drive,
Hermitage, TN 37076 -2930; or e-mail to: pscresumes@dttus.com. (Principals only NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE.)

Visit our website at www.dttus.com
In addition to being named one of the 100 Best Companiesto Work for in America by Fonune® magazine, we have been
recognized by Workforce and Working Mother for our innovative work/life balance programs, and by Computemorld and
InformationWeek for use of technology in the workplace. Deloitte &
Touche an equal opportunity firm. We recruit, employ, train.
compensate and promote without regard to race, religion, creed, color,
national origin, age, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, disability
Finance - Information • Technology
crtcran
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the answer is
01999 Deloitte3ToucheLLPand Detoitte 9 Touche Consulting Group I.I.C.
Deloitte 0 Touche refers to Deloitte i Touche LLP,

Deloitte t Touche Can aul ring Group and related entities
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TIRED OF THE CORPORATE RAT
RACE? Then start your own successful accounting practice. New Clients,
Inc. has helped hundreds of professionals do just that! Our proven
programs include guaranteed billing,
hiring and training of a marketing
staff, internal processing procedures, and much, much more.
Call 800 - 338 -0778 for details.
www.newclientsinc.com.
HELP WANTED

CHARTER specializes in the placement of Accounting professionals
nationwide. Positions range from
Cost Acctg. Managers to CFOs.
Please call to discuss current
positions at: 800 - 700 -0103. Fax
your resume to: 423 - 992 -9191 or
e -mail your resume to: chartercareer
@mindspring.com. Charter Career
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 908,
Maynardville, TN 37807. Our
client companies pay our fees.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION Rates: $ 4.00 per word – 1 5 word minimum. Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at display advertising rates.
Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and phone numbers count as one word each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable. Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 21 days preceding month of publication. Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone orders
accepted. Copy may be faxed to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject advertisements for Strategic Finance Classified. Payments: Payment in U.S, funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to Strategic Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, N1 07645. Tel. 1- 800-6384427, Ext. 280. Display Rates: Please call for more information.
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ACROSS
1. The proper roadway for an airline.
3. The farthest from the locomotive.
5. Airport code LHR, is located in Britain.
8. A common risk that utilities factor into
operating costs.
9. A software program, the best of which
are called killers.
12. The markup language used on the
WorldWideWeb.
13. The quickest way to Paris.
14. Monetary denomination in Malta, Turkey,
and Italy.
16. Tax paid on your hand - carried imports.
17. The Express -the most famous of
European railways.
18. Loudest timepiece in London.
20. One strategy for handling risk.
25. Helpful Web travel site.
26. International tourist or basketball player.
28. Close relative of activity -based costing.
30. The type of advantage won by what your
company does best.
96
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33. A U.S. airline.
34. London note.
35. Coin in Iraq, Kuwait, and Tunisia.
36. A credit card for the company.
38. They hold the rails in place.
39. Your own little corner of the industry.
40.365 days plus a few hours.
41. The newest European coin.
42. A credit card and an endorsement
on a passport.
DOWN
2. Paris goodbye.
3. Wall hanging to help you keep track of
what year you are in.
4. Way across when there is no bridge.
6. The type of fraud that is more costly than
burglary, car theft, and larceny combined.
7. A foreign tax.
10. The afternoon.
11. The computer language responsible for
all those dancing logos on the Web.

14. To dawdle, or waste time.
15. Trips made by an official, usually at the
public's expense.
19. When you move to a new site these costs
are often picked up by the company.
20. Timeworn.
21. See 7 down.
22. Shapely device for measuring the falling
sands of time.
23. Let someone else do it.
24. Coin in France, Luxembourg, and Burundi.
27. Direction ofT &E expense.
29. Really poor boat passage.
31. London goodbye.
32. The kind of horse that can carry viruses
into your computer.
35. Occurring every 24 hours.
37. Creator of The Time Machine.
Answers on page 95. (Some answers
can be found in this month's articles.)

Why do you need flexibility?
Planning and budgeting are about the
future, where:
• Change is constant.
• Markets expand and contract.
• Products, services and new customers
are bom overnight.
• Costs and margins fluctuate hourly.

Your Problem, Our Solution
If your organization has a rigid budgeting
system with thousands of linked
spreadsheets and complex macros, how do
you make necessary, last- minute changes
that may take days? How can you have
confidence in your data integrity? You
need a flexible, powerful budgeting and
planning system that can scale from

divisional to enterprise to meet your needs.
You need Adaytum Planning.

Why have700 organizations
selected Adaytum Planning?
Simply because it is the most flexible
multi -user budgeting, planning, and
forecasting system available. With
Adaytum Planning you can work the
way your business works. It gives you the
flexibility to:
• Update hierarchies directly from GL.
• Combine top -down planning with
bottom -up budgeting.
• Make last minute changes to
model structure.
• Empower end -users to do ad hoc
modeling without IS support.
Circle No. 21

"We had taken Excel to its practical
limits. We needed a system that would
be robust and flexible, yet e1ficient and
controllable. Adaytum Planning is robust
enough to create an all- encompassing
revenue model while offering the
flexibility to handle changing business
requirements. "
John Cullen
Henderson Administration

I Call for a free CYBERDEMO.
See Adaytum Planning in action online!
Call 1- 800 - 262 -4445
to schedule a no -cost

' / �

demonstration.

Visit ourwebsite:
www.adaytum.com.
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N"isION
software
for enterprising businesses

Navision Software US, Inc.
1 -800- 552 -8478
www.navision - us.com
Circle No. 3

